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Abstract

The present definition of the SI unit of temperature, the kelvin, is tied to the triple point

of water. This dependence of thermometry on a specially prepared state of matter has

recently been shown to present both practical and conceptual challenges to the logical

development of measurement science into the future. In 2005, the BIPM, the international

committee charged with maintaining the SI, suggested that the kelvin be redefined with

respect to the Boltzmann constant. This approach would instead tie the kelvin to a stable

and universally accessible constant of nature. In preparation for this transition, the BIPM

mandated an international effort to redetermine the Boltzmann constant with greater

precision than it is currently known. At the completion of this process its value would be

fixed.

At that time, the uncertainty in the Boltzmann constant was 1.8 ppm and was de-

rived primarily from a single experiment using an acoustic resonator. It was preferable to

garner multiple determinations with comparable accuracy using vastly different methods

to ensure that no systematic error was overlooked. This thesis explains efforts to pursue

one such approach: Doppler Broadened Thermometry (DBT). We have developed a laser

spectrometer to accurately record the linear absorption profile of Doppler-broadened tran-

sitions in cesium vapour. The Gaussian component of the observed lineshape was extracted

using least-squared fitting to a newly-developed model for line profiles in optically-pumped

effusive gases, from which the Boltzmann constant may be determined.

We measured the Boltzmann constant with a precision of 28 ppm after 1.5 hrs of signal

acquisition. Our achieved accuracy of 129 ppm was limited principally by the uncertainty

of the Lorentzian width component of the observed atomic lineshape. This uncertainty

is within a factor 6 of the best reported spectroscopic determination of k, and within

a factor of 55 of the best proposed spectroscopic determinations of the Boltzmann con-

stant, wherein the expected total systematic uncertainty has been examined but these

experiments are still underway. A pathway towards a spectroscopic measurement of the

Boltzmann constant at the few-ppm level is presented, contingent only on an improved

atomic lifetime determination.
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1
Introduction

1.1 Purpose and Motivation

The interactions of an atomic or molecular system in contact with its environment

are usually governed by a set of very well understood physical laws describing natural

phenomena. Since every atom and molecule responds identically and in the same

way at any time, this logically makes atomic and molecular systems candidates

for superbly flexible sensors of physical quantities whose response is guaranteed to

be accurate and indefinitely stable. Laser spectroscopy techniques offers one way

to extract information about physical quantities that has been encoded into the

internal and external degrees of freedom of the atom.

The realisation of such an atomic sensor would typically require three elements:

first, it is often advantageous to choose a physical effect for which the mathematical

description is particularly transparent and easily traced to fundamental principles.

This provides accuracy when computing the quantity of interest from the raw mea-

surements of atomic parameters, avoiding the need for approximations or restrictive

assumptions. Second, it is typical for a single measurand to have sensitivity to a

number of physical quantities, not just solely to the one of interest. Therefore, the

design of the sensor needs to isolate the atoms from variations in all external param-

eters other than the one of interest. Finally, a high performance spectroscopic probe

source and detection system needs to be available to measure the atomic parameters

with high precision and accuracy.

This prescription for making a sensor based on the known dependence of atomic

parameters to physical laws is applied in this thesis for the measurement of tem-

1



CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION

perature and this work has been motivated by a recent international effort towards

redefining the unit of temperature, the kelvin.

1.1.1 The SI and the kelvin

Currently, an undesirable situation still exists in which the definition of some of

the International System of Units (SI ) base units are tied to physical artefacts or

special states of matter. Such definitions are vulnerable to drifts and disagreement

between separate realisations of the unit. Famously, the international prototype

kilogram artefact, which solely defines the unit of mass, has been found to be anoma-

lously “loosing mass” when compared to an ensemble of nominally identical copies

[Mills 05]. In contrast, it is the aspiration of the BIPM to abandon the reliance on

artefacts or special states of matter for new definitions that are set by atomic or

molecular properties and universal physical constants.

At the time of its introduction c.1971, the SI provided traceable system of units

that was possible to disseminate to remote workers; thereby providing them access

to a common scale on which they can reliably compare results. The original seven

“base” units – the second, metre, kilogram, candela, mole, ampere and kelvin, which

measure time, distance, mass, luminosity, amount of substance, electrical current

and temperature, respectively – were defined with respect to physical artefacts or

special states of matter [Mills 06]. Of particular note to this work, the SI maintained

the proposal by William Thompson (Lord Kelvin) to define a unit of temperature

by some fraction of the interval between absolute zero and some second, arbitrarily

chosen temperature. The second fixed point has been chosen to be the triple point

of water (TPW), the temperature at which all three phases of water can coexist in

equilibrium, and has been identified with the value 273.16 K.

Complementary to the definition is the mise en pratique [BIPM 14, Preston-Thomas 90]

for the kelvin which provides recommendations on how to compare temperatures

away from the TPW. Here, it is useful to make the distinction between so-called

“primary” thermometers and “secondary” standards. A device, like the proposed

atomic sensor together with an appropriate theoretically transparent and accurate

2



1.1. PURPOSE AND MOTIVATION

model, whose temperature can be deduced from ab initio calculations with suffi-

ciently low uncertainties is considered a primary thermometer. These instruments

naturally provide accurate measurements of temperatures away from the TPW. Of-

ten, however, primary thermometers are impractical for routine use usually because

of their experimental sophistication or bulk. For convenience, the mise en pratique

suggests the use of a temperature “scale” (e.g. the ITS-90 [Preston-Thomas 90]),

which consists of I) a set of special states of matter whose temperature is assigned a

fixed value (in the same way as the TPW), and II) a specification for electrical resis-

tor devices, known as standard platinum resistance thermometers (SPRTs), whose

temperature dependence is sufficiently linear to interpolate temperatures between

the fixed points.

Whilst a temperature scale offers practical convenience, there are some serious

disadvantages. There is no expectation, other than at the TPW, that the temper-

ature scale is in agreement with the true thermodynamic temperature (as would

be measured by a primary thermometer); fractional deviations at the level of 100

parts-per-million (ppm) have been shown [Pitre 06, Fischer 11]. The dependence

on material properties make the fixed points sensitive to their chemical compo-

sition and susceptible to drift with time (associated with some technical degra-

dation of the sample). For example, in a comparison between 27 different TPW

cells from national measurement institutes in the European Union demonstrated

that half of them disagreed by more than the expected total uncertainty (1.8 ppm)

[Fellmuth 06, Renaot 00]. This discrepancy was attributed to a difference in the

isotopic composition of the water used in the cells and the definition of the kelvin

was revised to include a compositional specification [BIPM 14].

In addition to the challenges in the practical realisation of the kelvin, there

is a conceptual illogicality that may lead to the incompatibility between current

definitions of the base units in the SI . The macroscopic thermal energy kT , where

k is the Boltzmann constant and T is the temperature of the ensemble of particles,

measured in joules can in principle be related to an amount of mechanical energy

measured in newton-metres. However, since the definition of the unit of temperature

is isolated from all the other base units there is a possibility that the joule and
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newton-metre are not numerically equal in practice, dependent upon the chosen

value of the TPW. The present situation thus exhibits an undesired, preferential

method for the determination of a physical constant.

1.1.2 Towards a Redefinition of the kelvin

Whilst the artefact-based implementation of the SI has served the community well

for decades, technical improvements in measurement precision have ultimately ex-

posed the fundamental definitions of the base units to be inconsistent with the

original tenets of universal accessibility, immutability and comparability between

different realizations of the same unit. For this reason, in 2005 the International

Committee for Weights and Measures (BIPM) mandated efforts towards redefin-

ing the base units of the SI in terms of atomic properties and physical constants

[Mills 06]. This approach has already been adopted for the definition of the metre

and the second and there is a proposal to redefine the kelvin such that:

“The kelvin is the change of thermodynamic temperature that re-

sults in a change of the mean thermal energy kT of a particle in an

ensemble of particles at equilibrium by 1.380 065XX×10−23 joule. [sic.]”

[Fellmuth 06]

where XX denotes digits that are yet to be determined at the time of writing. This,

in effect, makes the kelvin a derived (non-base) unit because it is exactly expressible

in units of kg.m2.s−2. At the time of this proposal, the challenge to the scientific

community was to redetermine k with an uncertainty smaller than then-current

CODATA-recommended value (1.8 ppm) [Mohr 05].

1.2 Methods for Primary Thermometry

Internationally, workers have been pursuing a variety of different methods of primary

thermometry including acoustic gas thermometry (AGT), constant-volume gas ther-

mometry (CVGT), dielectric-constant gas thermometry (DCGT), refractive-index
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gas thermometry (RIGT), blackbody radiation thermometry, Johnson noise ther-

mometry (JNT) and Doppler-broadening thermometry (DBT) [Fellmuth 06]. How-

ever, the AGT efforts (exemplified by [Pitre 11] and [Moldover 88]) have dominated

the field, yielding the lowest uncertainty measurements of k (Fig. 1.1) which have re-

cently contributed to reducing the uncertainty of the latest CODATA-recommended

value,

kCODATA2010 = 1.380 6488(13)× 10−23 JK−1
�� ��1.1

to 0.91 ppm. In actuality, this technique measures the universal gas constantR = kNA

(where NA is Avogadro’s number1) by determining the speed of sound in a resonator

at the zero-frequency and zero-pressure limit.

1.2.1 Doppler-Broadened Thermometry

It is desirable to have determinations with similar uncertainties performed using

vastly different methods to reduce the likelihood of underestimating systematic

uncertainties [Fellmuth 06]. Christian Bordé suggested a laser spectroscopy mea-

surement in which the linewidth in Doppler-broadened transitions of atoms and

molecules is related back to the macroscopic energy per degree of freedom kT us-

ing statistical mechanics [Bordé 05]. In this scheme, the transmission profile of a

transition is recorded using linear spectroscopy. Non-linear least-squares regression

would then be used to extract the linewidth associated solely with the thermal dis-

tribution of speeds. At about the same time, and coincident with the start of the

project presently described in this thesis, two groups reported determinations with

uncertainties of 200 ppm [Daussy 07] and 160 ppm [Casa 08, Castrillo 09] working

with molecular ammonia (NH3) and carbon-dioxide (CO2), respectively.

Owing to the low optical cross-section of the molecular transitions under study,

these experiments were required to operate either with long optical path lengths

or with pressures high enough (typically above ∼ 10−3 torr) that introduced un-

wanted lineshape perturbations to obtain sufficiently high signal to noise. It was

1The uncertainty in NA is 0.044 ppm [Mohr 12] and so does not significantly contribute to the

uncertainty in k.
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Figure 1.1: State-of-the-art determinations of the Boltzmann constant labeled

by method (AGT: Acoustic Gas Thermometry, RIGT: Refractive-index Gas Ther-

mometry, JNT: Johnson Noise Thermometry) and group (NPL: National Physical

Laboratory, UK, NIST: National Institute of Standards and Technology, USA, LNE:

Laboratoire Cummun de Métrologie, France, INRIM: Istituto Nazionale di Ricerca

Metrologica). Reproduced from [Mohr 12]
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soon found that a substantial effort was required to theoretically understand the

observed lineshape and to ensure that possible systematic biases introduced from

the choice of lineshape model is well-characterised. An international effort worked

towards this end: a group from Poland studied multiple sophisticated collisional

models and estimated the size of possible systematic errors arising from the misap-

plication of a model to data [Cygan 3, Cygan 10]; and, a French group specifically

analysed the lineshape for the NH3experiment [Triki 12, Lemarchand 12]. These

advancements in the accuracy of the fit models and an analysis of the sources of

systematic errors have permitted a sequential reduction of the expected systematic

error (excluding detector linearity considerations) in their experiments from 37 ppm

[Djerroud 09, Lemarchand 10] to 2.3 ppm [Lemarchand 13]. Whilst this analysis of

error sources offers extremely exciting prospects for an spectroscopic redetermination

using an NH3 transition at 2 ppm level, no value with this corresponding accuracy

has yet been reported. Experimental progress [Moretti 13] and detailed lineshape

modeling [Gianfrani 12] for a H2O transition using the same technique has achieved

an uncertainty of 24 ppm.

In modified DBT experiment, Castrillo et. al., adopted a novel approach which

circumvented the need to know the precise lineshape by exploiting a relationship be-

tween the on-resonance absorption depth and the integrated absorbance as a function

of pressure at a fixed temperature [Castrillo 11]. They achieved an uncertainty of

80 ppm using this method and was limited by temporal variations in the baseline

(off-resonance) transmission level driven by electronic and mechanical drifts.

1.2.2 Our Approach

In this thesis, we will describe the use of precision near-infrared spectroscopy of

alkali metal vapour for Doppler-broadened primary thermometry with the view of

providing an exploration of a different set of systematic errors to those in the molec-

ular studies. This approach also presented some particular advantages over the use

of molecular transitions. The alkali metals exhibit strong absorbance at the wave-

lengths we have chosen to operate at, which also coincide with the availability of
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commercial diode laser sources and high quantum efficiency photodetectors; typ-

ically the on-resonance absorbance is ∼80% for a 75 mm long (25 mm diameter)

sample cell at 296 K and ∼ 10−7torr (Rb) or ∼ 10−6 torr (Cs), which is at least 103

times lower in pressure than in the molecular experiments.

Small sample cells permits the construction of spatially compact and temperature-

tunable thermal and magnetic shields with drastically reduced design complexity.

In fact, we will demonstrate the ability to compare spectra taken from two indepen-

dent sample cells that we housed inside the same experimental environment. The

ability to compare results between two nominally identical systems over a range of

temperatures is a powerful diagnostic capability in the identification of systematic

errors. The much larger sample cells (for example, 330×180×90 mm3 in the case

of NH3[Lemarchand 11]) would make an apparatus of comparable capability much

more difficult to engineer, and were absent in those molecular experiments.

Operation at comparatively low pressures permits access to the effusive regime

of gas dynamics in which the mean free path of the particles is much larger than

the dimensions of the sample cell. This is in contrast to the collision-dominated

(diffusive) dynamics of the molecular experiments which give rise to collisionally-

modified lineshapes leading to vastly different systematic errors associated with

lineshape modeling. Additionally, we have chosen to work with hermetically sealed

cells in which the vapour is in equilibrium with the solid phase. If prepared correctly,

this removes any outgassing issues and avoids gas-handling challenges.

The advantages afforded by the strong interaction of the alkali metal atoms with

radiation does not come without unique challenges. Whereas it is difficult to signif-

icantly perturb the occupancy of molecular energy levels away from the equilibrium

distribution owing to the weaker interaction, alkali metals vapours can easily be

optically pumped to a high degree. As we will demonstrate, this led to an analogous

lineshape perturbation problem as exists for the pressure-induced profile distortions

in molecular transitions. So, on the one hand, the deeply absorbing features offer the

possibility of high signal-to-noise spectra in compact cells, but simultaneously, one

can only use very low intensities to avoid optical pumping. For a fixed beam diam-

eter, low intensities reduce the total detected optical power and lower the detection
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signal-to-noise. Nevertheless, we were able to maintain a measurement precision of

the atomic transmittance of ∼5 ppm in an integration time of 40 ms which com-

pares favourably to the 870 ppm achieved in the NH3[Lemarchand 11] and 160 ppm

achieved in the H2O[Moretti 13] experiments (when scaled to the same detection

bandwidth). We discussed the tradeoff between high optical power (desirable for

detection noise suppression) and low optical pumping (desirable for lineshape fi-

delity) in an early published investigation performed using Rb transitions (App.

A).

1.3 Thesis outline

The remainder of this thesis will describe the an approach to high precision spec-

troscopy with a focus on temperature sensing using the Doppler-broadened ther-

mometry technique. In Chapter 2, we begin with an overview of the atomic system

and provide a model for the expected absorption line profile in the case of a dilute,

effusive and optically pumped vapour. In Chapter 3, we detail the construction

and characterisation of tunable laser sources for probing the atomic system. The

combined thermal and magnetic isolator shielding the cells from unwanted environ-

mental fluctuations and the optical detection systems are described in Chapters 4

and 5. Finally, our efforts to extract the Boltzmann constant are presented in Chap-

ter 6. Our concluding remarks, we provide an outlook towards future improvements

in Chapter 7.
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2
Atomic System

2.1 Overview

We begin by familiarising the reader with the spectroscopic structure of the ce-

sium (Cs) transitions at 895 nm. These transitions will form the basis of our

Doppler-broadening primary thermometry efforts. Starting with the classical elec-

tron oscillator (CEO) model, we will develop an intuitive understanding of com-

mon line-broadening mechanisms that results in an absorption coefficient with a

Voigt profile (a convolution between a Lorentzian and Gaussian profile). We extend

the CEO model to cover the perturbative processes of transit-time, collisional and

power/saturation broadening. This modeling predicts broadening in the Lorentzian

component but the perturbed lineshape still remains a Voigt function. However,

it will be demonstrated that a detailed account for the atomic motion through a

beam of arbitrary intensity (which is possible when the atomic mean-free-path is

much greater than the sample cell dimensions) will yield a new lineshape function.

We present a prescription for how it can be calculated to arbitrary precision. This

work is analogous to the higher-order lineshape approximations (e.g. the Galatry

profile) that are applicable to higher pressure gases and complement the work of

other extensive lineshape studies [Cygan 10, Gatti 13]. Experimental verification of

the salient features of our new formalism will be presented in §2.4.
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2.2 Cs D1 Transitions

The neutral Cs-1331 atom has one valence electron. The interaction of the total

electronic angular momentum with the non-zero nuclear spin (I = 7/2) causes the

fine structure doublet (consisting of the D1 at λ=895 nm and D2 at 852 nm lines) of

Cs to be further split into hyperfine levels. We have chosen to exclusively focus on

the D1 structure because it consists of fewer transitions, all of which are resolvable at

room temperature despite Doppler-broadening. Both the upper (62P1/2) and lower

(62S1/2) levels have total electron angular momentum quantum number J = 1/2.

This permits each state to split into only two hyperfine levels labeled by F in the

range [Loudon 83]

|J − I| ≤ F ≤ J + I
�� ��2.1

⇒ 3 ≤ F ≤ 4.
�� ��2.2

In fact, the hyperfine separation of the ground state (9.19 631 770 GHz) is used in

the current definition of the second. Selection rules [Siegman 86] allow all four

transitions to occur (∆F = −1, 0,+1); Fig. 2.1 and Table 2.1 show the frequency

splittings and relevant physical constants.

62P1/2 

62S1/2 

F = 4 

F = 3 

F = 4 

F = 3 

n1 n2 n3 n4 

Figure 2.1: Hyperfine structure of the Cs-133 D1 transitions.

1The total natural abundance of all other isotopes forms only one part in 109 [Lee 93, Taylor 08]
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Table 2.1: Physical constants and atomic parameters relevant to this thesis. Quan-

tities with zero uncertainty are exact because they have been defined to be those

values.

Parameter (Units) Symbol Value Source

Speed of Light (×108 ms−1) c 2.997 924 58(0) [Mohr 12]

Atomic mass (×10−25 kg) m 2.206 946 57(11) [Bradley 99]

Nat. Lor. half-width (MHz) Γ 2.287(6) [Steck 10]

Nat. lifetime (ns) τ 69.58(18) [Steck 10]

Saturation Int. (mW/cm2) Isat 2.5055(46) [Steck 10]

Trans. Freq. 1 (THz) ν1 335.120 562 842(41) [Steck 10, Udem 99]

Trans. Freq. 2 (THz) ν2 335.121 730 522(41) [Steck 10, Udem 99]

Trans. Freq. 3 (THz) ν3 335.111 370 211(41) [Steck 10, Udem 99]

Trans. Freq. 4 (THz) ν4 335.112 537 891(41) [Steck 10, Udem 99]

Upper State Split. (MHz) ν2 − ν1 1167.680(30) [Udem 99]

Lower State Split. (MHz) ν2 − ν4 9192.631 770(0) [Mohr 12]

2.3 Classical Electron Oscillator and Voigt Profiles

The classical electron oscillator (CEO) model is introduced here to illustrate the

origins of the Lorentzian component of atomic absorption lineshapes. We suppose

the atomic system to consist of a heavy, immobile nucleus that binds an electron

with a linear restoring force. The CEO is susceptible to external electric signals that

can drive an otherwise static system into oscillation. Energy can be dissipated from

the combined CEO and input signal system by spontaneous emission which will act

to dampen out the driven oscillations. These assumptions naturally lead to a simple

harmonic oscillator (SHO) formalism [Boyce 97] for the oscillator’s displacement

x(t),
d2

dt2
x(t) + 2(2πΓ)

d

dt
x(t) + (2πν0)2x(t) = − e

me

E(t),
�� ��2.3

where Γ is the dissipation rate (∼3 MHz), ν0 is the resonant frequency (∼300 THz), e

and me are the electron charge and mass, and E(t) is the externally applied signal.
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The impulse response for this dynamical system is the solution xδ for when the

driving signal is the Dirac delta, E(t) = δ(t),

xδ(t) = e−2πΓt
(
c1e
−i2π
√
ν20−Γ2 t + c2e

+i2π
√
ν20−Γ2 t

)
H(t),

�� ��2.4

where H(t) is the Heaviside function which suppresses the response to zero for

times prior to the impulse. The arbitrary constants c1 and c2 depend on the initial

oscillator position and velocity. Since ν0 � Γ, we can approximate the damped

oscillator frequency with the undamped value:√
ν2

0 − Γ2 ≈
√
ν2

0 = ν0

�� ��2.5

⇒ xδ(t) = x0e
−2πΓt cos (2πν0t)H(t).

�� ��2.6

The Fourier transform of (2.6), which supposes without loss of generality that the ini-

tial displacement x(0) = x0 and initial velocity was zero, gives the transfer function

for the CEO. It has a complex Lorentzian profile centred at the resonant frequency

ν0 with half-width-half-maximum (HWHM) Γ, i.e.

xδ(t)
FT←→ X(ν) ∝ j

1 + j
(
ν−ν0

Γ

) . �� ��2.7

Instead of the electron displacement x, a more experimentally accessible quantity is

the macroscopic polarisation P = qXE [Siegman 86] induced by the input signal. In

a collection of non-interacting atoms, P is just the sum of the individual responses.

The summation is a linear operation and so the transfer function of the collective

system is proportional to the single-CEO transfer function:

P =
∑

qX(ν)E(ν)
�� ��2.8

∝ X(ν)E(ν)
�� ��2.9

We will now use this knowledge of how the CEO responds to optical signals

around resonance to calculate the frequency-dependent transmission of a tunable

probe. The fraction of light transmitted through a gas is given by Beer’s law

[Siegman 86]:

T(ν, z) = P (ν, z)/P (0) = e−α(ν)z,
�� ��2.10
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where P (ν, z) is the optical power in the probe beam with optical frequency ν at a

distance z deep into the gas and α(ν) is the absorption coefficient (in units of m−1)

and carries the lineshape information. In general, α is related to the imaginary

part of the complex refractive index n = n′ − j(λ/4π)α [Demtröder 81]. Classical

electrodynamics relates the refractive index n2 = µrεr (where µr and εr are the

relative dielectric permittivity and relative magnetic permeability, respectively) to

the polarisation [Jackson 98]:

P = ε0(εr − 1)E

≈ ε0(n2 − 1)E

= ε0(n+ 1)(n− 1)E

≈ 2ε0(n− 1)E

∝ (n− 1)E
�� ��2.11

assuming µr ≈ 1 and n ≈ 1, and ε0 is the vacuum permittivity. Comparison of (2.9)

and (2.11) relates the CEO response to the more accessible quantity α = − ln(T)/z:

n ∝ 1 +X(ν)

n′ + j
λ

4π
α ∝ 1 +X(ν)

⇒ α ∝ Im(1 +X(ν))

= Im(X(ν))

=
1

1 +
(
ν−ν0

Γ

)2

�� ��2.12

This has demonstrated that the absorption coefficient carries the Lorentzian line-

shape of the macroscopic polarisation. We will denote the Lorentzian function L

L(ν; Γ) =
1

1 +
(
ν−ν0

Γ

)2

�� ��2.13

centred at the resonant frequency ν0 with a half-width-half-maximum (HWHM)

of Γ. We have dropped the constants of proportionality in the expression for α

(Eqn. 2.12) because they relate to material properties and the particulars of the

experiment (e.g. number density) and are inconsequential to inferring the functional

form of the lineshape.
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2.3.1 Dephasing mechanisms and Γ

At this point, we should consider more closely the origins of the generic dissipative

rate Γ introduced in the equation of motion for a single CEO (Eqn. 2.3). In this

strictly classical picture, Γ encodes information about the decay in oscillation am-

plitude; the exponential prefactor of (2.4) indicates that the amplitude has decayed

to 1/e ≈ 37% of the initial value after a characteristic time τ = 1/(2πΓ). This inter-

pretation runs into difficulty when we introduce quantised excitations. Specifically,

the transition from the excited to ground state via the emission of a photon appears

to be essentially immediate in photon counting experiments. This corresponds to a

CEO whose amplitude takes discrete values - it is either oscillating with maximum

amplitude or it is not.

One resolution to this conceptual conundrum is to consider averaged quanti-

ties over a macroscopic ensemble, rather than on a per-atom basis. This leads us

to the semiclassical picture of a quantised atom interacting with a classical field

[Siegman 86]. Here, the meaning of x(t) in (2.3) is changed slightly to mean the av-

erage displacement. Thus, it is the amplitude of the macroscopic polarisation that

follows an exponential decay, parameterised by Γ, as individual atoms irreversibly

leak energy from the system by spontaneous emission. The spontaneous emission

rate for isolated (unperturbed) atoms is governed by the upper state 1/e-lifetime

τ = 69.58(18) ns [Steck 10], but this can be reduced by collisional, transit-time and

power broadening.

Collisional broadening

In the case of inelastic collisions, wherein energy from the excited atom is lost

to the collision partner, the individual atomic polarisation amplitude is directly

reduced contributing to a loss of macroscopic polarisation. Elastic collisions also

contribute to a loss of total polarisation by randomising the phase of the excited

atoms [Demtröder 81] which drives decoherence over the ensemble. Once a collision

event has occurred, it has lost its memory of its original phase and, so, future

collisions suffered by this particular CEO contributes no further loss of macroscopic
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polarisation. Therefore, the rate of decay of coherence is proportional to the number

of uncollided atoms. This leads to an exponentially damped oscillation of P which

also generates a Lorentzian spectrum (analogously to Eqn. 2.7).

We can estimate the mean free path Λ as [Reif 65]:

Λ =
1√
2 nσ

≈ 80 m
�� ��2.14

where n is the number density n = p/kT ≈ 3× 1016 m−3 at T = 300 K, p is the

vapour pressure ∼ 10−6 Torr [Steck 10], σ ≈ 3× 10−19m2 is the atomic cross section

calculated from the atomic radius ∼ 300 pm [Emsley 98]. The mean free path is

much larger than the longest sample cell dimension and the probing laser beam

(∼ 75 mm) so the Cs vapour is nearly collisionless. An order-of-magnitude estimate

of the probability of collision whilst traversing a distance l = 75 mm is 1− e−l/Λ ≈
10−4. Supposing the the fractional broadening is equal to this collision frequency, the

Lorentzian linewidth is broadened by ∼230 Hz which is well below the uncertainty

of the measured natural linewidth.

Transit-time broadening

In the atomic reference frame, a time-dependent probe intensity is experienced as the

atom travels from a region outside the beam volume, through it and back out again

(Fig. 2.2). If the typical transit time τtt is shorter than the upper state lifetime τ ,

the light-atom interaction time is truncated to τtt, and this leads to some additional

broadening. We can estimate the residual linewidth Γtt for a transit-time-limited

interaction [Demtröder 81]

τtt ∼ 2r/v̄
�� ��2.15

≈ 17µs

⇒ Γtt =
1

2πτtt

�� ��2.16

≈ 10 kHz

where r = 2 mm is the beam radius, v̄ =
√

3kT/m ≈ 240 m/s is the rms atomic

speed at temperature T = 273 K, m ≈ 2.2 × 10−25 kg is the atomic mass. Typical

values for our expected experimental conditions have been used to estimate the
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62P1/2 
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Figure 2.2: Ballistic atomic trajectories. (a) In the laboratory frame, a probe

beam with a Gaussian intensity profile is sampled by three different atoms labeled

A,B and C, each with a different speed. (b) In the atomic frame, a time-dependent

field is seen. The transit time, peak intensity and time at which the peak is seen

depends on both the trajectory and speed of the each atom.

typical amount of transit-time broadening. Obviously, this estimate has assumed

that the trajectory of every atom has passed along a diameter of the beam, and that

the beam itself has a well-defined spatial extent (sharp edges).

In a recent but contradictory theoretical analysis, Borde claims that in an “isotropic”

gas (in which the beam size is large and no optical pumping occurs), no transit time

broadening occurs [Bordé 09]. However, to allow for the possibility of accurately

determining the linewidth even in the presence of optical pumping and transit times

through realistic laser beams with a Gaussian spatial profile, in §2.4 we will treat the

light-atom interactions from first principles to derive an lineshape that is inclusive

of all these effects.

Power broadening

Power broadening, also known as saturation broadening, differs from the previous

two mechanisms in that it does not modify the underlying atomic linewidth. Instead,

optical pumping causes a perturbation in the absorption coefficient that is dependent

on the optical frequency detuning of the probe beam and its incident intensity I.
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Optical pumping reduces the absorption at the line centre more so than in the

wings so that the observed lineshape is squashed by a non-linear transform. At each

normalised detuning γ = (ν− ν0)/Γ, the modified absorption coefficient α is related

to the unperturbed version αI=0 according to [Siegman 86]

α(γ, I) =
αI=0(γ)

1 + I/Isat
1+γ2

,
�� ��2.17

where Isat = 2.5 mW/cm2 is the saturation intensity. Substituting (2.13) into (2.17)

gives

α(γ, I) ∝
(

1

1 + γ2

)
1

1 + I/Isat
1+γ2

=
1

1 + I/Isat + γ2

=

(
1

1 + I/Isat

)
1

1 + γ2

1+I/Isat

=

(
1

1 + I/Isat

)
1

1+
(

ν−ν0√
1+I/Isat Γ

)2 ,
�� ��2.18

which is a scaled Lorentzian profile with HWHM Γp =
√

1 + I/Isat Γ. Despite

operating at exceedingly low intensities 10−4 < I/Isat < 10−3, we expect at least a

50ppm perturbation to Γ.

2.3.2 Doppler broadening

A thermal ensemble of Cs atoms can be partitioned according to their velocity

component along the probe beam axis, labeled v. The fractional population of each

velocity class has a Gaussian distribution, g(v; vp) = 1√
π vp

e−(v/vp)2 [Reif 65], where

vp =
√

2kT/m is the most probable velocity found in the thermal ensemble. In the

laboratory frame, each class of atoms appears to be resonant at a Doppler-shifted

frequency ν = (1 + v/c)ν0, so that the probability of having an atom with a shifted

resonant frequency ν is

G(ν − ν0; νD) =
1√
π vp

e
−
(
ν−ν0
vpν0/c

)2

=
1√
π νD

e
−
(
ν−ν0
νD

)2 �� ��2.19
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Figure 2.3: Three instances of Voigt function (Eqn. 2.21) plotted on a logarithmic

scale with varying Lorentzian linewidth Γ and common Gaussian width νD (solid

traces). The deviation from a purely-Gaussian function (dashed trace) is apparent

at large detunings.

where we have defined the Doppler 1/e−halfwidth as

νD ≡ ν0vp/c =

√
2kT

mc2
ν0.

�� ��2.20

It is this parameter that we extract from the measured atomic transmission lineshape

for the determination of the product kT . Since the absorption coefficient of each

velocity class has a finite linewidth described by (2.13), the observed line profile will

be weighted sum over all the velocity classes

V (ν − ν0; Γ, νD) =
1

C

∫ +∞

−∞
dν ′G(ν − ν ′, νD)L(ν ′,Γ).

�� ��2.21

where the normalisation constant C is chosen so that V (0; Γ, νD) = 1. This is

the definition of a Voigt function [Armstrong 67]. The logarithmic scale of Fig. 2.3

demonstrates that the Voigt function asymptotically approaches a Lorentzian in the

wings whereas it is better approximately a Gaussian around |ν − ν0| < νD. This

result follows from exponential fall-off of the Gaussian with frequency detuning,

which is much faster than the polynomial decay of the Lorentzian.

We can now explicitly write Beer’s law including the functional dependence of
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the absorption coefficient and for multiple transitions labeled by i:

T(ν) = e−
∑
i αiV (ν−νi;Γ,νD)

�� ��2.22

where αi ≡ α(νi)z. As will be discussed in Chapter 3, the scan range of the probe

laser will typically sweep over the two of the four hyperfine transitions. In an

unperturbed ensemble, the optical depth of the F = 3 → 3 transition α33 and the

F = 3→ 4 transition α34 are related by symmetry considerations [Steck 10], and

α33

α34

=
1

3
.

�� ��2.23

Direct calculation of the Voigt function using (2.21) is computationally intensive.

Instead, [Humlķek 82] and [Armstrong 67] shows that the Voigt function can be

approximated by piecewise coverage of the parameter space spanned by the shape

factor s = Γ/νD and normalised detuning (ν − ν0)/νD using algebraic expressions.

We have verified that this approximation has a maximum error of no more than

40 ppm (Fig. 2.4). This computationally faster implementation was used whenever

the precision of the results was not at a comparable level. For more demanding

applications, an expression involving the complex extension of the Voigt function

was used and demonstrated in the follow section.

2.4 CW absorption lineshapes in effusive gases

The classical electron oscillator model has principally been useful in developing in-

tuitive insights into how dephasing rate Γ might be modified from the fundamental

limit imposed by the upper state lifetime. An order-of-magnitude estimate of the

induced broadening can be gleaned from this analysis, but more a more detailed and

unified treatment is desirable. In this section, we follow the approach of [Stace 10] to

extend the normal laser rate equations to account for the individual trajectories of

atoms as they transit the beam and for the axial evolution of the probe beam extinc-

tion for moderately optically-pumped vapours. The outcome of this formalism is a

more accurate lineshape that naturally includes transit-time and power broadening

and a departure from Beer’s law. Importantly, this model provides a prescription

for calculation of these perturbed lineshapes that are not Voigt profiles.
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Figure 2.4: Fractional error in the [Humlķek 82] and [Armstrong 67] approxima-

tion to the Voigt function for the typical linewidths Γ = 2 MHz and νD = 200 MHz.

Other workers have also recognised the need for more accurate alkali metal

lineshape models that account for the perturbations induced by the act of ob-

servation itself with a probe beam of finite power [Sherlock 09], and to account

for the individual atomic trajectories to properly account for observed lineshapes

[Harris 06, Siddons 08].

We begin by simplifying the atomic structure of Fig. 2.1 to three generic levels

Fig. 2.5. This assumes that the laser only ever couples a single ground state |1〉 to

an excited level |3〉 at a time. This is reasonable for the D1 transitions as the four

Doppler-broadened lines are essentially completely resolved. Spontaneous emission

to either ground state, |1〉 or |2〉, is permitted with a branching ratio β, but no

transition is allowed between ground states. Further, we are interested only in the

weak- to moderately-saturating probe intensities so that the semiclassical laser rate

equations are valid. In fact, we never exceeded (Ω/Γ)2 = I/(2Isat) ≈ 0.1, where Ω

is the Rabi flopping frequency, I is the optical intensity and Isat is the saturation

intensity listed in Table 2.1. In this regime, the coherences between levels decay

on the order of 1/Γ ≈ 500 ns, which is 40 times shorter than the beam transit time

17µs. In the atomic reference frame, we labeled the population density vector
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  1   

  2   

  3   

𝛽Γ (1 − 𝛽)Γ pump 

Figure 2.5: Simplified atomic structure of the well-separated transitions of Fig. 2.1

under illumination by a single pump field. The spontaneous decay rates to each

hyperfine level are related to the branching ratio β as shown.

P = {P1, P2, P3}, with Pi referring to level |i〉. The population dynamics follow the

rate equations:

d~P

dt
= M(Ω,∆; Γ) · ~P Atomic frame

�� ��2.24

M(Ω,∆; Γ) =


− Ω2/Γ

1+∆2/Γ2 0 βΓ + Ω2/Γ
1+∆2/Γ2

0 0 (1− β)Γ

Ω2/Γ
1+∆2/Γ2 0 −Γ− Ω2/Γ

1+∆2/Γ2

 �� ��2.25

where ∆ = ν13 − ν is the laser detuning from the centre of resonance. Atoms from

different velocity classes, labeled by ~v, take different trajectories through the beam

with different transit times, causing them to experience different time-dependent

fields (Fig. 2.2). One approach to accounting for this is to calculate the probability

of each time-dependent field seen in the atomic frame [Harris 06] and to use this as a

weighting function when constructing averaged macroscopic quantities. In contrast,

we perform a change of coordinates into the laboratory frame. The ratio of change

of ~P becomes:

d

dt
~P (t, ~x,~v) =

∂

∂t
~P (t, ~x,~v) + ~v · ~∇~P (t, ~x,~v)

�� ��2.26
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Substituting (2.26) into (2.24) and setting ∂P/∂t = 0 for steady state:

~v · ~∇~P (~x,~v) = M(Ω,∆; Γ) · ~P (~x,~v) Lab frame
�� ��2.27

where ~∇ is the gradient operator, ~P (~x0, ~v) = {g1/(g1 + g2), g2/(g1 + g2), 0} is the

boundary condition for x0 very far from from the beam volume. The degeneracy

factors gi = 2F +1 account for the equal occupancy of the Zeeman levels at thermal

equilibrium. There is a family of solutions for ~P describing the spatial distribution

of level occupancy for a particular choice of probe intensity (encoded in Ω) and laser

detuning ∆.

Supposing a particular solution for P (~x,~v), we can calculate the number of scat-

tered photons from a small volume δV = δAδz at position ~x swept out by an area

δA = δxδy in time δt = δz/(c/n). The laser is assumed to be coaxial with the z

axis. Each photon in the laser mode has a probability per second of absorption and

stimulated emission given by BP1 and BP3, respectively, with B = Ω2(~x)/Γ
1+∆2

vz/Γ
2 . We

explicitly display the positional dependence of the Rabi frequency Ω(~x) to remind us

that the laser intensity is dependent in the xy-plane principally due to the transverse

spatial beam profile, and in the z axis because of atomic scattering which is yet to

be calculated. Similarly, we substituted ∆vz for ∆ to remind us that the detuning

of the laser from the centre of resonance in the lab frame depends on the component

of the atom velocity along the beam vz.

The probability of irreversibly losing a photon from the laser mode by sponta-

neous emission is the probability of absorption less the probability of being replen-

ished by stimulated emission. Therefore, the total number of scattered photons δN

is given by the product of scattering rate, observation time δt and number of atoms

ρδAδz:

δN(~x,~v) = (P1(~x,~v)− P3(~x,~v))
Ω2(~x)/Γ

1 + ∆2
vz/Γ

2︸ ︷︷ ︸
probability of irreversible loss

δt (ρ δAδz)
�� ��2.28

where ρ is the atomic number density. Using the relation between optical intensity

I and power (δI = (hν δN/δt)/δA) and I ∝ Ω2 we arrive at an expression that

governs the axial evolution of the probe beam intensity along the z axis:

∂

∂z
I(~x,~v) = (hν)ρ(P1(~x,~v)− P3(~x,~v))

Ω2(~x)/Γ

1 + ∆2
vz/Γ

2

�� ��2.29
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Integrating this over all velocity classes gives the generalisation of Beer’s law for the

case when α is not uniform

∂

∂z
Ω2(~x) ∝

∫
d3~v g(v; vp)ρ(P1(~x,~v)− P3(~x,~v))

Ω2(~x)/Γ

1 + ∆2
vz/Γ

2

�� ��2.30

where g(v; vp) is the Gaussian distribution of speeds from §2.3.2. This demonstrates

that the atomic populations depend on the input intensity and its distribution via

(2.27), which in turn determines the amount of probe extinction after sampling a

slab of vapour with thickness δz.

Qualitatively, we can understand the behaviour of Ω2(~x) if we consider a beam

which is in the fundamental Gaussian spatial mode at the input to the vapour cell.

Now consider the axial evolution of the beam along the z axis for when the intensity

at the cell input is high enough to cause significant perturbation to the atomic

populations. The vapour is initially highly saturated until enough probe power

is scattered that the system returns to the small-perturbation, essentially linear,

regime. This results in an output intensity in this central beam region to be less

than in the linear case, which holds true at a large radius where the spatial intensity

profile has fallen to non-saturating levels. This differential spatial absorption has

the effect of modifying the Gaussian into a more steeply-edged beam.

In general, the solution to (2.30), which is subject to the population dynamics

of (2.27), is found numerically using an iterative algorithm [Stace 10]. However, in

the limit of low intensities, we can recover Beer’s law (2.10) with a Voigt profile for

α. In this limit, we can simplify the population difference P1−P3 ≈ P1 since P3 ≈ 0

and so P3 � P1. We explicitly evaluate (2.30):

1

Ω2(~x)

∂

∂z
Ω2(~x) ∝∫ ∞

−∞
dvx g(vx; vp)

∫ ∞
−∞

dvy g(vy; vp)

∫ ∞
−∞

dvz g(vz; vp)ρ
P1/Γ

1 + ∆2
vz/Γ

2

�� ��2.31

⇒ ∂

∂z
ln(Ω2(~x)) ∝

∫ ∞
−∞

dvz g(vz; vp)
1

1 + ∆2
vz/Γ

2

�� ��2.32

=

∫ +∞

−∞
dν ′G(ν − ν ′, νD)L(ν ′,Γ)

�� ��2.33
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since P1 is completely uniform in the phase space in the low-power approximation

and d
dz

ln θ(z) = 1
θ(z)

∂
∂z
θ(z). We have reused the Doppler shift relation ν = (1 + vz/c)ν0

of §2.3.2 to map the integration over speeds vz to optical frequency ν ′.

The techniques required to handle the mildly optically-pumped situation is de-

scribed in the following paper. Experimental verification of this model is also pre-

sented. Note that in these publications, we have used the definition Γ ≡ 1/(4πτ)

which differs slightly from the preceding text (Γ = 1/(2πτ)).
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The Voigt profile—a convolution of a Gaussian and a Lorentzian—accurately describes the absorption lines
of atomic and molecular gases at low probe powers. Fitting experimental absorption data to such a Voigt profile
yields both the Lorentzian natural linewidth and the Gaussian Doppler broadening. However, as the probe power
increases, saturation effects change the absorption line shape, such that it is no longer accurately described by
a Voigt profile. Naively fitting a simple Voigt profile to the absorption line therefore introduces spurious power
dependence into the extracted Doppler component. Using a simple atomic model, we calculate power-dependent
corrections to the Voigt profile, which are parametrized by the Gaussian Doppler width, the Lorentzian natural
linewidth, and the optical depth. We show numerically and experimentally that including the correction term
substantially reduces the spurious power dependence in the fitted Gaussian width.

DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevA.86.012506 PACS number(s): 32.30.−r, 07.20.Dt, 82.80.Dx

I. INTRODUCTION

Vapor cell spectroscopy is important for determining the
properties of atomic or molecular transitions [1,2]. Spectral
absorption line shapes can usually be well described by the
workhorse of spectroscopy: the Voigt profile. Experimen-
tal progress has reached the point that intensity-dependent
corrections to the Voigt profile are becoming significant.
For example, molecular fingerprinting and other trace gas
measurement applications [3,4] using direct frequency comb
spectroscopy (DFCS) [5] require a quantitative link between
absorption depths and gas concentrations, particularly if
the probe laser intensity levels are increased to improve
signal-to-noise in challenging environments.While absorption
sensitivities measured using DFCS can be determined with
quantum-noise limited precision [6,7], the effects of optical
pumping on the observed depths and line shapes remain to be
quantified. Similar issues are faced in the use of spectroscopy
to determine Boltzmann constant kB from measurements of
Doppler-broadened line shapes [8–14]. To optimize the trade-
off between signal-to-noise limitations at very low powers,
and systematic optical pumping effects at higher powers,
an accurate theory of the line-shape dependence on probe
intensity is essential.

In the limit of low probe powers, where atomic populations
are hardly perturbed from their thermodynamic equilibrium
values, transmission spectra are well described by a Voigt pro-
file [15,16], Tlin(z) = e−KzVν (�), whereK is the absorptivity, z
is the length of the vapor cell,� is the detuning from resonance
(note that all times and frequencies are expressed in units of
� = �natural/2), ν = γ /� is the Doppler width γ , normalized
�, and V is a convolution of a Gaussian and a Lorentzian:

Vν(�) ≡ 1
π3/2ν

∫ ∞

−∞

e−(x−�)2/ν2

1+ x2
dx,

= Re{e−(i+�)2/ν2erfc[−i(i + �)/ν]/(
√

πν)},
where erfc(z) = 2

∫ ∞
z

e−t2dt/
√

π .

At low probe powers, Tlin describes the measured transmis-
sion spectrum very accurately; the Gaussian component arises
from the Doppler shifts due to the atomicMaxwell-Boltzmann
velocity distribution, while the Lorentzian relates to atomic re-
laxation processes. Fitting Tlin to experimental measurements
yields γ ,�, and the optical depth. However, as the probe power
increases, perturbations away from the thermal-equilibrium
atomic population distribution become significant and Tlin
fails to accurately represent the transmission spectrum. In the
limit of large probe powers, atomic populations depart from
the values at thermodynamic equilibrium: In two-level atoms
the ground and excited states tend to equalize; in three-level
systems population may be transferred to an optically inactive
state. In either case, fitting Tlin to the measured spectrum yields
incorrect values for γ and�, which acquire a spurious intensity
dependence.

In this paper, we derive the intensity-dependent corrections
to Tlin, which can be computed perturbatively in powers of
the laser intensity. We then show, both theoretically and
experimentally, that fitting to the corrected formyieldsDoppler
widths that are independent of intensity as they should be.
This result will enable accurate measurements of Doppler
broadening in quantitative spectroscopy at much higher probe
intensities, where saturation effects are not negligible. This
in turn greatly enhances the signal-to-noise ratio in a given
integration time.

We begin by computing the spectral dependence on the
atomic populations for a three-level atom, consisting of two
ground states: one optically active, |1〉, and the other optically
inactive, |2〉, and an excited state |3〉, as discussed in Ref. [17].
Transitions between states |1〉 and |3〉 are optically driven, and
state |3〉 can relax to either of the ground states. Recalling that
all times and frequencies are denoted in units of� = �natural/2,
the population rate equations are

�̇P = M �P , M =

⎛
⎜⎝

�2f (t)/2
1+�2 0 2β + �2f (t)/2

1+�2

0 0 2(1− β)
−�2f (t)/2

1+�2 0 −2− �2f (t)/2
1+�2

⎞
⎟⎠ , (1)
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where �P = {P1,P2,P3}, � is the detuning between the laser
frequency and the atomic transition, β is the branching ratio
from state |3〉 to |1〉,� is a characteristic size of the atomicRabi
frequency (proportional to the electric field amplitude), and√

f (t) represents the temporal profile of the Rabi frequency
experienced by the atom as it moves through regions of
different intensity. We write the Rabi frequency in this form
since in what follows we will expand the atomic response in
powers of �2/(1+ �2). For simplicity of presentation, we
will assume that the equilibrium atomic level populations
are �Peq = {1/2,1/2,0} (i.e., we ignore degeneracies in the
ground-state manifold). Accounting for degeneracies is a
simple modification to the relative fractions for P1 and P2
at equilibrium.

The three-level model described above is sufficiently
generic to calculate the line-shape and intensity-dependent
corrections thereto: a multiplicity of optically inactive states
would simply be accounted for by defining P2 to be the
population of these states collectively, while degeneracy
in the optically active transition modifies the equilibrium
populations, which appears as an overall scale factor in the
absolute absorption.

The light is absorbed as it propagates through the atomic
medium, and the axial evolution of the field is governed by
Ref. [17]

∂ ln�2

∂z
= 2K

∫ ∞

−∞
d�vz

e−(�−�vz )2/ν2

1+ �2
vz

P (�vz
), (2)

where P = P3 − P1, K = ρ0μ
2/(

√
πε0h̄v0), μ is the transi-

tion dipole moment, and v0 = √
2kBT /m is the mean thermal

atomic velocity for an atom of mass m. The notation �vz

indicates that a given atom is subject to a detuning which
depends on its axial velocity via the Doppler shift. If the
field intensity is weak, so that on resonance populations
are negligibly perturbed from thermal equilibrium, then P =
−1/2, and the integral yields �2(z) = �2

0e
KzVν (�). Since

T (z) = �2(z)/�2
0, we recover T = Tlin.

As�2 grows, perturbations toP become significant, andwe
need to compute corrections to P arising from the dynamics
described by Eq. (1). Since we are concerned with small
but significant pump-induced perturbations to the thermal
population, we do a perturbative analysis of Eq. (1) around
the limiting case where � = 0.

II. CORRECTIONS TO VOIGT PROFILE

We can easily guess the form of the O(�2) correction to
the population difference P : By inspection of Eq. (1) we see
that �2 only ever appears as part of the ratio �2/(1+ �2), so
it must appear in the same ratio in P , that is, we anticipate that

P (�) = −1
2

+ q
�2

1+ �2 + O

((
�2

1+ �2

)2)
, (3)

where q is some as yet undetermined expansion coefficient.
To see this formally, we write M = M0 + f (t) �2

1+�2 M1
where

M0 =
⎛
⎝0 0 2β
0 0 2(1− β)
0 0 −2

⎞
⎠ , M1 =

⎛
⎝

1
2 0 1

2
0 0 0

− 1
2 0 − 1

2

⎞
⎠ . (4)

We define �Q(t) such that �P (t) = eM0t �Q(t). Substituting this
expression into Eq. (1) yields a new set of equations for �Q(t):

�̇Q = �2

1+ �2 M̃1(t) �Q, (5)

where M̃1(t) = f (t)e−M0tM1e
M0t . The formal solution to

Eq. (5) can be written as a time-ordered product, from which
the solution for P (t) is

�P (t) = eM0tTe
�2

1+�2
∫ t

−∞ dτM̃1(τ ) �Peq,

= eM0t

(
1+ �2

1+ �2

∫ t

−∞
dτM̃1(τ )+ · · ·

)
�Peq, (6)

where T denotes the time-ordered product, and �Peq is the
thermal equilibrium distribution of atomic level populations.
In the second line, we have expanded the time-ordered
matrix exponential to first order in �2, dropping higher
order terms. We note that eM0t acts as the identity on the
ground-state manifold, and since the thermal occupation of
level |3〉 is essentially zero, we see that eM0t �Peq = �Peq (i.e., the
zeroth-order solution is to leave the equilibrium populations
unaltered, as expected). Substituting P1 and P3 from Eq. (6)
into the population difference P (�vz

) = P3(�vz
)− P1(�vz

)
we recover Eq. (3) where

q =
∫ t

−∞
dτ (β − (β + 1)e2(τ−t) − 1)f (τ )/4.

In the simple case where f (τ ) is a top-hat function (unity for
0 < τ < t and zero otherwise), we find q ≈ (1+ β + 2 t(1−
β))/8.

Substituting Eq. (3) into Eq. (2) yields

∂ ln�2

∂z
= −K Vν(�)+ K q V (2)

ν (�)�2 + O(�4), (7)

where

V (n)
ν (�)=

∫ ∞

−∞
d�vz

e−(�−�vz )2/ν2(
1+�2

vz

)n

is a generalization of the Voigt profile.
V (2) may be evaluated by noting that

1
(1+x2)2

= lim
a→1

{
a2

(a2−1)(a2x2+1) + 1
(1−a2)(x2+1)

}
.

Convolving this sum of two Lorentzians with a Gaussian thus
yields a sum of Voigt functions,

V (2)
ν (�) = lim

a→1

{
a2

(a2 − 1)
Va ν(a �)+ 1

(1− a2)
Vν(�)

}

= Re
{

ν + √
πe

− (�+i)2

ν2 (i� + ν2/2− 1)erfc( 1−i�
ν

)
πν3

}
.

Higher order correction terms can be calculated iteratively,
using the same method.

Equation (7) can be solved analytically to give

T = e−KzVν (�)

1+ q �2
0 V

(2)
ν (�)(e−KzVν (�) − 1)/Vν(�)

. (8)
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Expanding this expression, and recalling that all quantities are
nondimensionalized in units of � we explicitly include the
Lorentz width as a parameter:

T ≈ ep̃Vν (�/�)+q̃(ep̃Vν (�/�)−1)V (2)
ν (�/�)/Vν (�/�), (9)

where p̃ = −K z and q̃ = −q �2
0. This correction, linear in

q̃ ∝ I , is the central result of this paper. If either the intensity
(∝ q̃) is small, or if the optical depth (∝ p̃) is small, the correc-
tion vanishes and the well-known Voigt profile is recovered. In
the latter case, saturation effects may be substantial, however,
the optical depth of the sample is sufficiently short that only
a small fraction of incident photons are absorbed. In what
follows we demonstrate both numerically and experimentally
the advantages of using Eq. (9) when fitting spectra for which
saturation effects become significant.

We note that because Eqs. (3) and (7) are valid for any
time-dependent intensity profile that a given atom experiences,
it follows that the form of the correction term in Eq. (9) is
correct for any temporal intensity profile that a given atom
experiences. Indeed, since different atoms follow different
trajectories through the beam, and do so at different speeds,
the atomic ensemble will sample from some distribution of
q’s. However, since the right-hand side of Eq. (7) is linear in
q, when we average over this distribution, we simply replace
q in Eq. (7) with the distribution average q̄. Then both the
complicated time dependence in q, and the distribution of
different q’s are simply absorbed into the parameter q̃. The
consequence of this is that Eq. (9) is the physically correct
form to account for linear power-dependent corrections to the
Voigt profile.

A typical Voigt profile and the correction are shown in
Fig. 1. In fitting to spectra, ν, p̃, and q̃ are treated as fitting
parameters.

We also numerically investigate leaving the decay rate �

as a free-fitting parameter. We emphasize that this is an ad
hocmodification, since the analysis above treats � as a known
atomic quantity. However, higher order intensity-dependent
terms, which we have neglected, contribute additional broad-
ening to the spectrum, so allowing � to vary is a heuristic way
of accounting for nonlinear intensity-dependent broadening.
In what follows, we demonstrate that in practice it yields a
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FIG. 1. (Color online) Typical form for the Voigt function (dark,
blue), and the correction term multiplying q̃ in Eq. (9) (light, red),
for ν = 10,p̃ = 20.
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FIG. 2. (Color online) Fits to numerically simulated spectra,
showing the fractional error in the extracted, normalized Doppler
width as a function of normalized probe intensity for different
fitting functions. (Solid squares and circles) Voigt-only fits; (solid
diamonds and triangles) include the correction term. (Solid squares
and triangles) We also allow the Lorentzian width to vary.

modest improvement in the accuracy of the returned Doppler
width.

III. NUMERICAL TEST OF VOIGT CORRECTION

To evaluate the efficacy of the correction, we numerically
simulate an absorption spectrum using Eq. (2) [keeping terms
in P up to O(�6)], and then attempt to extract the simulation
parameters by fitting Eq. (9). For comparison, we compare
fits with Voigt only (q̃ = 0) and Voigt plus correction (q̃
free); in combination with a fixed Lorentzian (� = 0) and
free Lorentzian (� free). Figure 2 shows the deviation of
νfit = γfit/� from the correct value ν, as a function of intensity
(∝ (�0/�)2) for the different fitting forms. As expected, all
fitting forms yield the correct value for νfit as�2

0 → 0.Without
the correction (solid squares and circles), the fit converges
to the correct value as �2

0. This improves to �4
0 when the

correction is included (solid diamonds and triangles).
The fitting performance is further illustrated in Fig. 3

(left), which shows the dependence of the fitted parameters
νfit/ν (top) and � (bottom) as a function of the probe
intensity (∝ (�0/�)2, for a particular representative choice
of parameters (β = 1/2, t = 20, ν = 100). Also shown is the
fitted Lorentzian component [Fig. 3 (bottom)], demonstrating
apparent broadening of the atomic lifetime, even for intensities
substantially below the saturation intensity. This phenomenon
has been observed experimentally [7].

Qualitatively, at low powers the uncorrected, Voigt-only
fits (solid squares and circles) systematically underestimate ν

over a range of laser powers, and demonstrate a pronounced
minimum, as illustrated in Fig. 3 (top). In the case where the
Lorentzian is held fixed (solid circles), the Voigt-only fit may
over- or underestimate the Doppler width, depending on the
parameters (i.e., the initial slope may be positive or negative).
For the parameter choices in the simulated spectra [Fig. 3
(left)], the initial slope is slightly negative, and there is a
noticeable minimum in νfit/ν.

We note that since Eq. (9) is the result of a perturbative
expansion in (�0/�)2, we expect it to break down at large
powers, in particular when �0/� � 1. This is evident at the
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FIG. 3. (Color online) Fits to (left) simulated data using Eq. (2), with β = 1/2, t = 20, ν = 100; (right) experimental data taken from
Ref. [7]. (Top) Fitted Doppler widths, extracted from fits to Voigt only or Voigt plus correction, with fixed or free Lorentzian widths. (Bottom)
Fitted Lorentzian widths, normalized to the natural linewidth.

right-hand side of each panel of Fig. 3, where the extracted
Doppler and natural line widths diverge from the correct
values.

IV. EXPERIMENTAL TEST OF VOIGT CORRECTION

We now demonstrate the effectiveness of using the cor-
rected transmission function for extracting the true atomic
velocity distribution from experimental data. Spectra from the
cesium D1 transition were recorded in a 7-cm-long vapor
cell (no buffer gas) at approximately 295 K at different
probe powers, using a collimated 2-mm-diameter laser. At
this temperature, the mean free path is several meters, so
collisional effects are negligible. At each power setting, 16
spectral scans were taken, and each scan was fitted using
Eq. (9) to yield estimates for γfit and �fit. For each scan,
the temperature was recorded using a platinum resistance
thermometer (PRT), calibrated for thermometry to±100 ppm.
Each fitted Doppler width γfit was normalized by the width
expected given the temperature measured using the PRT,
γPRT = ωprobe

√
2kBTPRT/m/c, where ωprobe is the frequency

of the probe laser.
To qualitatively compare the fitting results from the sim-

ulated spectra with the experimental results, we convert the
laser power to an average intensity by dividing the power
by the beam area, π (1 mm)2, and then normalize this average
intensity by the saturation intensity Isat = 2.51 mW/cm2 [18],
so that the nondimensional experimental parameter, 2I/Isat,
is equivalent to the nondimensional simulation parameter
(�/�)2.

The results are shown in Fig. 3 (right). For 2I/Isat < 0.1, the
extracted Doppler widths are substantially better when using
the correction than not, as shown in Fig. 3 (right, top). This is in
qualitative agreement with the simulated data. For the lowest
powers used, the corrected estimates for the Doppler width are
at least an order of magnitude better than the uncorrected form,
limited by the accuracy of the PRT calibration, and statistical
uncertainty from the small sample size.

V. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS

Comparing Fig. 3 (left and right) shows that the simulated
results are in qualitative agreement with the experimentally
derived results in other respects as well, including the relative
locations of minima, slopes, and crossing points. Quantitative
differences arise from the simplified physical model underpin-
ning the simulated spectra, in which the distribution of atomic
crossing times and intensity profiles is replaced by the average
crossing time and the average intensity. While not unphysical,
this differs from the experimental conditions.

In thermometry, where the objective is to extract very
accurate Doppler widths from spectral data, we see from
Fig. 2 that it is important to use the Voigt correction. For
instance, if 2I/Isat ∼ 0.003 then a fit to a Voigt-only profile
has a systematic bias in the fitted Doppler width at the level
of nearly 103 ppm. In contrast, using the corrected form yields
an estimate of the Doppler width that is accurate to ∼1 ppm,
which is comparable to the current thermometric state of the
art.

It follows that under the comparable experimental condi-
tions represented in Fig. 3 (right), to reduce the systematic
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bias in the fitted Doppler width to 1 ppm (when utilizing the
corrected form), the probe beam should operate at 2I/Isat =
0.003, corresponding to a laser power of 100 nW in a
2-mm-diameter beam.

One important application of Doppler spectroscopy is
to contribute to the CODATA redefinition of Boltzmann’s
constant [9,10,13,14], in which the vapor cell is at equilibrium
with a triple-point-of-water reference at 273.16 K. At this
temperature the optical depth of the cell is ∼10 times smaller
than under the experimental conditions reported here. As
such, the intensity may be increased by the same factor, to

∼1μW,while still maintaining the systematic Doppler error at
∼1 ppm.

In conclusion, we have derived the power-dependent
correction to the Voigt profile, and demonstrated numeri-
cally and experimentally that including the correction term
yields much better estimates of the width of the underlying
Gaussian process, substantially reducing the spurious power
dependencies that arise from an uncorrected Voigt profile. We
anticipate that this will find direct application in the near-term
to high-precision spectroscopy and thermometry of atomic
vapor cells.
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CHAPTER 2. ATOMIC SYSTEM

2.5 Summary

The Cs D1 line consists of 4 hyperfine transitions from two ground states to two

upper states, which are resolvable even in the presence of Doppler-broadening. Each

transition in this system was considered using the classical electron oscillator ap-

proach from which gross broadening processes were elucidated and introduced the

Voigt profile. A more detailed model was then developed to permit a detailed han-

dling of the distribution of paths and velocities of atoms in an effusive vapour. We

identified three immediate consequences of this feedback-coupled system between

the probe light and atomic absorption: (1) an absorption coefficient that depends

on z, (2) the spatial intensity is nonlinearly modified, and (3) the atomic absorp-

tion lineshape is not a Voigt function. The final consequence is of greatest interest

for the accurate retrieval of k; a perturbative analysis of the model has resulted in

mathematical techniques capable of accurately describing at low, but non-vanishing,

probe intensities. In the following chapter we will turn our attention to the practical

considerations required to produce a high-quality probe laser source.
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3
Probe Laser Preparation

3.1 Ideal and Real Probe Signals

The lineshape analysis of Chapter 2 ignored the effect of a non-ideal optical probe

signal that itself has some spectral width. In reality, the probe laser frequency suffers

random frequency fluctuations, which affect our observations by introducing a finite

instrument response that contributes additional line broadening. In this chapter, we

will quantify these fluctuations in both the frequency and time domains using the

power spectral density and the Allan deviation, respectively, and we are motivated

to prepare probe sources that approximate the ideal by using concepts from laser

stabilisation and filtering.

The optical frequency of an ideal source should be stable, but simultaneously

rapidly and controllably tunable through a range much greater than the atomic

linewidth. In some applications, it may also be useful to be able to determine the

absolute optical frequency of the probe. This chapter will discuss how frequency

fluctuations are measured and characterised and demonstrate mitigation techniques

using two different spectroscopic platforms known as offset-frequency laser locking

and frequency-agile, rapid scanning spectroscopy.

3.2 Instrumental Broadening

Suppose that there are random optical frequency fluctuations δν(t) so that the

instantaneous probe laser frequency is ν(t) = ν̄ + δν(t), where we interpret ν̄ to be

the mean frequency over an observation time T . The power spectral density (PSD)
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CHAPTER 3. PROBE LASER PREPARATION

Sν(f) is defined as the Fourier transform of the autocorrelation of the frequency

fluctuations Rν(τ) [Riehle 06], i.e.

Sν(f) =

∫ ∞
−∞

dτ Rν(τ)e−j2πfτ ,
�� ��3.1

Rν(τ) =
1

2T

∫ T

−T
dt δν(t+ τ)δν(t)

�� ��3.2

where f is the Fourier frequency of the fluctuations. The PSD has the slightly

confusing units of Hz2/Hz; it measures the generalised optical frequency noise energy

in Hz2 in a 1 Hz observation bandwidth centred at the Fourier frequency f . The

square-root of the PSD (
√
Sν(f) ) gives the frequency fluctuation amplitude in a

√
1 Hz bandwidth around f . For distinction, we will call this the amplitude spectral

density (ASD).

By definition, a completely random signal δνr(t) (white noise) exhibits no self-

similarity to any time in the past or future. The autocorrelation function of this

signal is zero everywhere except at zero delay, where it is equal to the mean of the

squares of the measured fluctuations:

Rνr(0) =
1

2T

∫ T

−T
dt (δνr(t))

2 = (δνr)2
�� ��3.3

where the overbar denotes taking the mean value. The Fourier transform of this

infinitely thin function gives a constant function in the Fourier domain, Svr(f) =

(δνr)2 ≡ S0; this is consistent with the notion that completely random noise con-

tains all frequencies in equal proportion (white noise). Such a noise spectrum may

originate from fundamental considerations [Schawlow 58] or from very broadband

technical noise that is white over all Fourier frequencies of interest. The spectral

lineshape of a laser with frequency ν̄ + δνr(t) is a Lorentzian profile centred at ν̄

with HWHM [Domenico 10, Schawlow 58]

ΓL = πS0/2.
�� ��3.4

Typically, in most situations there is also flicker frequency noise characterised

by Sν(f) = S1/f so that the archetypal PSD looks like Fig. 3.1. Mercer et. al.

demonstrated that this component of the noise causes the probe laser spectrum to
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3.2. INSTRUMENTAL BROADENING
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Figure 3.1: A schematic view of a typical laser noise PSD showing flicker and

white frequency noise contributions.

assume a near-Gaussian profile with 1/e-halfwidth [Mercer 91]

νL =

√
2S1(1 + ln(T

√
2S1 ))

�� ��3.5

We note that the Gaussian linewidth is dependent on the observation time T because

the 1/f -noise is unbounded as f → 0 (T →∞). The combination of the Lorentzian

and Gaussian profiles results in a probe laser spectrum that is described by a Voigt

function VL(ν̄; ΓL, νL); this finite probe linewidth contributes an additional instru-

mental broadening to the measured atomic absorption profile.

The observed atomic lineshape is the convolution of the underlying atomic and

laser Voigt profiles, which can be most conveniently computed by transformation

into the Fourier domain. We begin by using the fact that a convolution operation

becomes a multiplication in the Fourier domain [Papoulis 62].

V (ν; Γ, νD)︸ ︷︷ ︸
atoms

? V (ν; ΓL, νL)︸ ︷︷ ︸
laser

FT←→ Ṽ (ν̃; Γ, νD)Ṽ (ν̃; ΓL, νL)
�� ��3.6

where f ? g denotes the convolution of f and g and f̃(x̃) is the Fourier transform

of f(x). We use the following Fourier transform pairs [Papoulis 62] to compute the

Fourier transform of a Voigt function Ṽ (x; a, b) (which is itself a convolution of a
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Gaussian G(x; a) = (1/
√
π a)e−(x/a)2 and a Lorentzian L(x; b) = (1 + (x/b)2)−1) :

G(x; a)
FT←→ e−(aπx̃)2

�� ��3.7

L(x; b)
FT←→ πbe−2πb|x̃|

�� ��3.8

⇒ Ṽ (x̃; a, b) =
(
e−(aπx̃)2

) (
πbe−2πb|x̃|) �� ��3.9

Substituting (3.9) into (3.6) reveals that Voigt functions together with the convolu-

tion operation forms a closed group:

Ṽ (ν̃; Γ, νD)Ṽ (ν̃; ΓL, νL) ∝ Ṽ (ν̃; Γ + ΓL,
√
ν2
D + ν2

L )
�� ��3.10

⇒ V (ν; Γ, νD) ? V (ν; ΓL, νL) ∝ V (ν; Γ + ΓL,
√
ν2
D + ν2

L )
�� ��3.11

This analysis shows that the instrumentally broadened Lorentzian linewidth is the

sum of its constituent values, whilst the Gaussian linewidths are summed in quadra-

ture. A determination of the laser noise spectrum permits the instrumental contri-

bution to be analytically removed from the observed linewidths.

In practice, we can measure the instantaneous frequency deviations δν(t) using

a frequency-selective element that will convert the deviations into amplitude fluc-

tuations monitored by a fast photodetector. For example, the frequency-dependent

transmission at the side of the atomic resonance can be used for this purpose, i.e. we

tune the laser frequency such that ν̄ = ν0 + νD, where ν0 is the centre frequency

of the transition (see Fig. 3.2). We briefly note that the mathematical identity

[Papoulis 62]: ∫ ∞
−∞

dτ Rν(τ)e−j2πfτ = lim
T→∞

1

2T

∣∣∣∣∫ T

−T
dt δν(t)e−j2πft

∣∣∣∣2 �� ��3.12

permits the PSD to be approximated by the (square of the magnitude of the) Fourier

transform of the fluctuation time series, which is directly measurable using a spec-

trum analyser.

3.3 Oscillator Stabilisation

The frequency deviations δν can be pacified using active feedback control. The

topology of a generic control loop is shown in Fig. 3.3. The system of interest
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Figure 3.2: The fluctuations of the laser frequency about the mean value ν̄ can be

measured using a generic optical-frequency-to-amplitude conversion. The side of an

atomic resonance or an optical resonator are common examples.

(plant) has output signal Vout that may be afflicted by some noise signal Vn. For

convenience we write this noise term as though it was an electronic signal that is

summed into the loop; actually, we should have a broader interpretation in which

the noise can be from any physical source that can be coupled through to the plant’s

output. The goal of the feedback loop is to lock the noisy plant output so that it is

coincident with a more stable reference signal Vref . The comparator stage generates

an error signal Ve proportional to the difference between the current output and

the desired output, i.e.Ve = Vref − Vout. For example, Ve could be a measure of the

deviations δν. A loop filter processes the error signal to generate a correction signal

to steer the plant output towards Vref , thereby minimising |Ve(t)|. We denote the

transfer functions for the plant and loop filter by H(f) and G(f), respectively. We

assume that the comparator is a higher bandwidth system than the plant or loop

filter so that its amplitude and phase response is flat over all Fourier frequencies f

of interest.

After completing a circuit around the control loop, the output signal from the
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Figure 3.3: A generic feedback loop using a loop filter to keep a plant output Vout

locked to the reference signal Vref in the presence of noise Vn. Comp.: comparator.

plant is

Vout = HG(Vref − Vout) +HVn
�� ��3.13

⇒ Vout =
GH

1 +GH
Vref +

H

1 +GH
Vn

�� ��3.14

⇒ Vout ≈ Vref , for |GH| � 1 and |G| � 1
�� ��3.15

We immediately see that the plant is “locked” to the reference (in the sense that

the plant output now follows the reference) and the noise is suppressed if the open

loop GH and loop filter G gains are large.

It is also clear that the loop fails when the quantity 1 + GH = 0. This defines

a critical frequency fc called the unity-gain frequency for when |G(fc)H(fc)| = 1.

The loop fails if the phase of open-loop gain is −π at fc. We avoid this situation by

tailoring the transfer function GH to have some phase margin φm away from −π,

i.e. arg(GH) = −π + φm. Often, the transfer function of the plant H is unchange-

able by the researcher and so the requisite compensation is performed by suitably

designing the loop filter G. In this work, we used a high bandwidth adjustable

proportional-integral (PI) filter for this purpose.
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When the loop is locked, the correction signal is

Vcor = G(Vref − Vout)
�� ��3.16

= G

(
Vref −

GH

1 +GH
Vref −

H

1 +GH
Vn

) �� ��3.17

= G

(
1− GH

1 +GH

)
Vref −

GH

1 +GH
Vn

�� ��3.18

≈ −Vn, for |GH| � 1 and |G| � 1.
�� ��3.19

This analysis makes it clear that within the locking bandwidth, the loop works by

sensing deviations of the plant from the desired output and produces a correction

signal to exactly cancel the noise signal. This observation is also of practical utility:

for frequencies over which the gain is high, the unlocked noise Vn can be inferred by

measuring correction signal when the system is locked.

Allan Variance

The Allan variance is a figure-of-merit for quantifying stability in a discretely sam-

pled parameter where each sample has an averaging time of T [Allan 66, Riehle 06].

This is a time-domain analysis technique and it is complementary to the frequency-

domain (PSD) view introduced in §3.2.

Suppose that a signal (such as the plant output Vout) is uniformly sampled at a

rate of 1/τ with negligible dead time between measurements to produce an ordered

set V = {v1, v2, . . . vi, . . . vN} with N = T/τ . For a statistically stationary process,

the sample mean and variance should be independent of N ; equivalently, this implies

no correlations exist between samples. This assumption is commonly violated in real

processes (e.g. 1/f -noise previously described. See Table 3.1 of [Riehle 06] for other

types of correlation). In such cases, the sample mean and variance is dependent

on N for the same reason that the Gaussian width of the laser lineshape (3.5) is

dependent on the observation time T .

The Allan variance, denoted σ2
v(τ), extends the conventional sample variance

to cover non-stationary processes. It parameterises a modified notion of the sample

variance as a function of τ by taking the mean of the squared magnitude of differences
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of adjacent pairs [Riehle 06], i.e.

σ2
v(τ) =

〈
2∑
i=1

(
vi −

1

2

2∑
j=1

vj

)2〉 �� ��3.20

where 〈Xi〉 = (1/N)
∑
Xi denotes taking the mean value. Longer sample periods τ

can be inferred from a single dataset by repartitioning the set and taking averages.

We note that the square-root-Allan-variance (SRAV) σv(τ) =
√
σ2
v(τ) reduces to

the standard error of the mean σv(N = T/τ) = σ/N for white noise. We used this

to verify whether a time series was normally distributed.

The preceding sections have described mathematical tools to quantify laser fre-

quency noise and provided a generic recipe for stabilising free-running plant fluc-

tuations to a suitably chosen reference using linear control theory. In the sections

that follow, we will demonstrate two specific implementations of control loops for

augmenting rudimentary laser systems to stabilise their frequency, spectrally purify

their output and improve their tunability.

3.4 Tunable Offset-locked Source

Two extended-cavity diode lasers (ECDLs) were used to build a highly-controllable

probe in the configuration shown in Fig. 3.4. Each ECDL consisted of a solid-state

semiconductor laser in either the Littrow or Littman [Demtröder 81] configuration.

The external cavity is formed using a diffraction grating to preferentially enhance

the gain for a specific wavelength. The wavelength is tuned by a piezoelectric ac-

tuator that changes the cavity length and grating angle and usually offers >10 kHz

of modulation bandwidth limited by the piezo-mechanical system [MacAdam 92].

Smaller deviations at higher bandwidths are possible by modulating the diode in-

jection current.

The master laser is locked to the F = 4 to F = 3 transition of the D1 line

in Cs and its wavelength is never tuned. A heterodyne beat frequency equal to the

difference between the master laser and a second ECDL (the slave) is converted to an

electronic signal using a fast photodiode. The beat frequency is itself stabilised to a

tunable radio frequency (RF) reference oscillator using a frequency-locked loop. By
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Figure 3.4: Offset-frequency locking topology. An optical heterodyne beat between

the master and slave lasers was formed using an optical fibre power combiner. The

output of the fast photodiode (Fast PD) is amplified and its frequency was divided

by a factor of r = 81920 using a series of discrete commercial microwave components.

The divided beat is stabilised against a remotely tunable function generator (which

is itself referenced to a commercial Cs clock (not shown)).

tuning the RF source, the slave laser frequency is controllably stepped through the

F = 3 to F = 3, 4 atomic transitions. We also lock a transmission peak of a Fabry-

Perot cavity to the probe light to filter out the spontaneous emission component

from the laser diode source.

3.4.1 Saturated Absorption Spectroscopy Locking

A narrow atomic spectroscopic feature that is immune to thermal and temporal

changes provides a frequency reference to which a laser can be stabilised. If we

use simple linear absorption in a thermal ensemble of Cs atoms, then one obtains

a Doppler-broadened linewidth of ∼ 215 MHz at room temperature (Eqn. 2.20). A

much narrower feature can be observed using saturated absorption spectroscopy

(SAS) whose width was comparable to the natural linewidth Γ ≈ 2 MHz [Demtröder 81].

In this scheme (Fig. 3.5), the output from a single laser (Topica Photonics DL-100

extended-cavity laser diode) was split into a higher power pump beam and a lower
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power probe beam using an uncoated wedged window. The probe was arranged to

be counter-propagating with respect to the pump and its transmission through the

atoms was measured on a photodiode (EOTech ET-2020). From §2.3.2, the probe

beam with optical frequency νpr, only interacts with those atoms with a Doppler

shifted resonant frequency νpr = (1+vz/c)ν0. Similarly, the pump field at frequency

νpu depopulates the ground state by optical pumping those atoms with resonant

frequency νpu = (1 − vz/c)ν0. The change of sign in vz accounts for the counter-

propagating nature of the beams. The pump and probe frequencies in the lab frame

are always equal because the beams are derived from the same laser. Consequently,

the only atoms that were simultaneously co-resonant with both beams are those

with vz = 0 absorbing at frequency νpr = νpu = ν0. The ground state population

depletion was manifest as a decrease in absorption at ν0 when compared to the un-

pumped case. This spectroscopic feature is known as a Lamb dip [Demtröder 81]

and an example is shown in Fig. 3.6. The width of the dip is ultimately limited by

Γ, but can be additionally broadened by the details of the atomic interaction with

a probe beam with finite spatial extent and non-vanishing optical power (see §2.3.1

and Refs. [Stace 10, Smith 04]), and by the angular difference between the pump

and probe beams [Park 01]. We did not concern ourselves with minimising these

effects other than to ensure they were static in time so that the centre frequency of

the Lamb dip did not change.

We used a frequency modulation technique to lock the laser frequency to the

centre of the Lamb dip. A digital function generator (Analog Devices AD9959)

provided a fm = 23 MHz signal that was capacitively coupled to the injection current

of the ECDL to modulate the laser frequency. The optical field can be written as

E(t) = E0 cos(2πν(t)t),
�� ��3.21

ν(t) = νc + d cos(2πfmt)
�� ��3.22

where ν(t) is the instantaneous laser frequency, which (when integrated over many

modulation cycles) has a mean “carrier” frequency νc, and d is the amplitude of the

frequency dither. The quantity m = d/fm is known as the modulation index and is

used to parameterise the amount of frequency modulation.
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Figure 3.5: Saturated absorption spectroscopy for stabilisation of the master laser

frequency. A dual-channel function generator (Func. Gen.) provides a fm = 23 MHz

dither via capacitive coupling to the diode injection current (AC couple). The

dithered optical signal is detected using a photodetector (PD) and the signal is

amplified (Amp.) and conditioned through a bandpass filter (BPF) centred at fm

for demodulation. The phase relation between the two Func. Gen. output channels

was stable and tunable. The comparator (Comp.) stage is shown for conceptual

clarity, but since the reference signal is Vref = 0 an external comparator was not

needed in the experiment.

The atomic transmission observed with such a probe field became time dependent

T(ν(t)) = T(νc + d cos(2πfmt))
�� ��3.23

≈ T(νc) +

(
dT
dν ′

∣∣∣∣
ν′=νc

)
d cos(2πfmt)

�� ��3.24

where the second expression follows from a Taylor’s expansion in the parameter

d cos(2πfmt) � νc. Typically, d < 10 MHz compared to the optical frequency

νc ∼ 300 THz. A doubly-balanced mixer (Minicircuits ZAD-3B) was used to de-

modulate the photodetector signal at fm back to baseband to retrieve the coefficient

of the AC term in (3.24). After filtering out higher frequency components, the

resulting signal was related to the derivative of the saturated absorption spectrum

Ve(ν) ∝ dT
dν ′

∣∣∣∣
ν′=νc

.
�� ��3.25
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Figure 3.6: Schematic view of the saturated absorption spectroscopy signals. The

error signal has a zero-crossing at the centre of resonance.

An example of this function is shown in Fig. 3.6. Ve(ν) is approximately linearly

varying in the region between |ν − ν0| < Γ. We can use this as an error signal to

detect the laser carrier frequency deviation from the centre of the Lamb dip within

this frequency range. A commercial proportional-integral (PI) filter (part of the

MogLabs DLC-202) was used to feedback to the ECDL to lock it to the centre of

resonance.

3.4.2 Phase- and Frequency-Locked Loops

The master ECDL, locked to the saturated absorption spectrum of the F = 4

to F = 3 transition, provided an optical reference at 894.604 nm. The optical

frequency of a second “slave” ECDL (New Focus TLB-6900), which was used to

probe the Doppler-broadened Cs profiles, was compared against that of the master

using the optical heterodyne technique [Siegman 86]. The polarisation of the slave

and master lasers were rotated to match so that electric fields would interfere after

coupling both beams into a single-mode fibre combiner (Comcore 50:50 splitter at

895±10 nm). Suppose the optical fields of the master and slave lasers are Em(t) and

Es(t) with frequencies νm and νs, respectively, so that:

Em(t) = Emej2πνmt master
�� ��3.26

Es(t) = Esej2πνst slave
�� ��3.27
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where Ei are the complex amplitudes for each wave and encodes the relative phase

between the waves. A fast photodiode (Discovery Semiconductors DSC-R401HG)

with response between DC-20GHz detected the optical power P (t) of the superposed

field,

P (t) ∝ (Em(t) + Es(t))
† (Em(t) + Es(t))

�� ��3.28

= |Em|2 + |Es|2 + E†mEsej2π(νs−νm)t + EmE†sej2π(νm−νs)t
�� ��3.29

= |Em|2 + |Es|2 + 2 Re(E†mEsej2π(νs−νm)t)
�� ��3.30

= |Em|2 + |Es|2 + 2 Re(E†mEs) cos(2π(νs − νm)t)
�� ��3.31

where we have used the identity z+z† = 2 Re(z) for complex numbers z. We capac-

itively coupled the output to remove the DC components. Since negative frequencies

are aliased to their positive values, the filtered photodiode output Vbeat = V0 cos(2π∆ν t)

oscillates at the beat frequency ∆ν = |νs − νm|.

With the slave laser tuned to sweep over the F = 3 to F = 3, 4 transitions,

we can consider the composite laser system (consisting the master and slave lasers)

as a tunable frequency source producing a beat frequency between 8 and 12 GHz.

A chain of frequency dividers is used to reduce the beat frequency by a factor of

r = 81920 (= 4×4×80×64) to the range between 98 to 150 kHz. This division also

reduces the noise in the signal, thus reducing the required bandwidth for the locking.

A programmable tunable source provided a synthesised reference frequency fLO

to compare with the divided signal (Agilent 33220A). Another mixer (Minicircuits

ZAD-3B) is used to compare the phase between the reference frequency fLO and the

(divided) beat. For the mixer’s input signals, which have a phase difference of Φr

at t = 0,

VLO(t) = V0,LO cos(2πfLOt) reference
�� ��3.32

Vb(t) = V0,b cos(2π(∆ν/r)t+ Φr) divided beat
�� ��3.33
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the output is an error signal

Ve(t) =
V0,LOV0,b

2

{
cos(2π(fLO −∆ν/r)t− Φr)

+ cos(2π(fLO + ∆ν/r)t+ Φr)

} �� ��3.34

LPF−→ V0,LOV0,b

2
cos(2π(fLO −∆ν/r)t− Φr).

�� ��3.35

where a low pass filter (LPF) was used to remove the sum frequency fLO + ∆ν/r. A

loop filter kept the error signal at zero by feedback to a piezoelectric actuator in the

slave laser. This enforced a constant phase relation between the reference frequency

fLO and the divided beat ∆ν/r; i.e.

∀t, cos(2π(fLO −∆ν/r)t− Φr) = 0 ⇒ ∆ν/r = fLO.
�� ��3.36

Thus, the phase lock also locks the beat and reference frequencies together. Re-

motely tuning the reference frequency fLO causes the slave laser to be controllably

stepped across the Cs resonances. A shift of 1 kHz in the reference frequency pro-

duced a change of 81.92 MHz in the optical frequency.

Transient behaviour

It is important to determine the transient behaviour of the frequency-locked loop

to ensure no data is taken during the settling period immediately after fLO is

stepped. We estimated this by observing the time-domain response to toggling

the probe laser frequency up and down by 10 MHz and recording the time-domain

behaviour (Fig 3.7. We used the frequency-dependent transmission through a low-

finesse Fabry-Perot cavity (see §3.4.3) to convert frequency fluctuations into ampli-

tude fluctuations.

In Fig 3.7, the band of frequencies that lie within ν̄ ± νRMS is indicated by the

horizontal lines, where ν̄ is the average detuning between t = 50 to 100 ms and

νRMS is the RMS deviation over the same period. There is an initial overshoot

in the response after the step change, but falls back into the band after ∼3.6 ms.

This provides a crude estimate of the loop bandwidth to be ≈ 280 Hz. The data

acquisition logic was set to strictly wait a minimum delay of 50 ms after a frequency
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Figure 3.7: Transient response of offset frequency locking loop. The horizontal

dashed lines indicate the ±νRMS band around the mean frequency. The settling

time, the time required to first re-enter the ±νRMS band after an initial overshoot

after a step change, was estimated to be tS ≈ 3.6 ms. The inset shows a longer time

trace demonstrating multiple frequency jumps (vertical and horizontal units are the

same as for the main panel).

change to ensure we were outside this settling period. In addition, this data-blanking

delay will be a longer than this by a non-deterministic amount because of instrument

communication delays.

Instrumental linewidth

The probe laser was tuned to the side of the Doppler-broadened Cs and the ASD

was measured in the way described in §3.2 (Fig. 3.8). Whilst the general shape of the

unlocked probe ASD (red trace) exhibited the expected combination of flicker and

white frequency noise, there were significant deviations from the model: the labora-

tory power supply contributed the sharp peaks at 50 Hz and its harmonics; acoustic

sensitivity of the ECDL diffraction grating mount produces the noise enhancement

between f = 3 kHz to 15 kHz. There were high quality-factor mechanical resonances

at 8.0, 8.9 and 12.1 kHz that appeared in the ASD as sharp features followed by a fast

fall-off in frequency response, typical of a multi-pole resonant transfer function. The

detection limit (set by the photodetector, New Focus 2031, electronic noise floor)
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Figure 3.8: Frequency noise amplitude spectrum density of the slave laser. The

green region indicates the domain of integration for Eqn. 3.38, which set by the

measurement gate time at low Fourier frequency and by the β-line crossing at high

Fourier frequency.

is shown for comparison. It is clear that the ASD measurement is detector-limited

above ∼ 50 kHz. The locked probe noise (green trace) shows a reduction in noise

below f = 150 Hz. There was some feedback-driven noise enhancement between 200

to 900 Hz with a peak at 285 Hz, which is consistent with the overshoot behaviour

with a characteristic frequency of ≈ 280 Hz. This effect could have been removed

by optimising the loop filter transfer function by providing more damping at the

cost of reduced loop bandwidth. Again, the measurement became detector-limited

below f ≈ 20 Hz.

Others have theoretically [Siegman 86, Domenico 10] and experimentally [Bucalovic 12]

shown that the details of the noise ASD is often unimportant and the spectral line-

shape remains a Voigt profile. Di Domenico et. al. provided a simple geometric

technique to deduce the Gaussian and Lorentzian linewidths by separating the noise

spectrum into two regions separated by the frequency fβ at with the measured ASD

crosses the function (the β-line) [Domenico 10]:

β(f) =
√

8 ln(2)f/π2 .
�� ��3.37
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Noise components below fβ represent low-frequency and high modulation index fluc-

tuations. These can be considered to cause frequency jitter in the centre frequency of

the intrinsically narrow Lorentzian laser line profile that are approximately sampled

from a Gaussian distribution with 1/e-halfwidth [Riehle 06]

νL =

√∫ fβ

1/T

df Sν(f)
�� ��3.38

= 0.96(39) MHz for T = 40 ms.
�� ��3.39

Since β(f) crossed the ASD where the measurement was just at the detection

limits, we have provided a worst-case estimate of the linewidth and its uncertainty.

The region of integration is indicated by the shaded area in Fig. 3.8. The low-

frequency cutoff is set by the integration time used to acquire each point in the

atomic profile, typically T = 40 ms. Using (3.11), we find that expected correction

to the measured atomic doppler linewidth is√
ν2
D + ν2

L

νD
− 1 = 11(9) ppm.

�� ��3.40

On the other hand, the noise components above fβ represent low level, high

Fourier frequency fluctuations whose accumulated effect is to produce a Lorentzian

lineshape with HWHM given by (3.4). Since fβ lies in the region just beyond the

measurement sensitivity, a worst-case estimate assumes that the actual noise ASD is

constant with value β(fβ) =
√
S0 = 320± 33 Hz/

√
Hz for f > fβ; following (3.4),

an upper bound for the laser Lorentzian linewidth is ΓL = 161± 17 kHz.

A better estimate of the probe laser Lorentzian linewidth was possible by direct

observation of the stabilised beat between the master and slave lasers. The stabil-

isation loop bandwidth was insufficient to modify the high frequency components

of the laser noise that gave rise to the laser Lorentzian linewidth. The spectrum of

the beat (containing the joint noise between both lasers) is shown in Fig. 3.9. The

frequency modulation sidebands used for stabilising the master laser are visible at

integer multiples of 23 MHz from the carrier and the fitted Lorentzian width was

92.7(6) kHz. At high Fourier frequencies much greater than the flicker and technical

noise dominated region where the details of the extended cavity design is inconse-

quential, it was reasonable to assume that the Lorentzian line component arising
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Figure 3.9: Spectrum of the beat (red trace) between the master and slave lasers.

Frequency modulation sidebands at 23 MHz are visible and attributable solely to

the master laser. The sidebands were not included in a fit (blue trace) to determine

the linewidth of the beat. Resolution bandwidth: 39 kHz.

from white frequency noise level S0 is the same for both diode lasers. This suggests

that the probe laser Lorentzian linewidth was ΓL = 46.4(3) kHz, leading to an ex-

pected instrumentally-broadened natural linewidth of Γ + ΓL = 2.334(6) MHz. The

uncertainty is dominated by the uncertainty in the literature value of Γ which is an

order of magnitude larger than that of ΓL.

In principle, the Lorentzian and Gaussian components of the measured spectra

are independent parameters. However, in the presence of noise, these two widths

become correlated in least-squares fitting and bias in the Lorentzian component is

propagated into that of the Gaussian width. An approximation for the half-width

at half maximum (HWHM) of a Voigt profile w is [Whiting 68]

w ≈ Γ

2
+

√
Γ2

4
+ ln(2)ν2

D .
�� ��3.41

We used this approximate functional form to estimate the sensitivity of the Gaussian

component to a compensatory trade-off with the Lorentzian width so that the Voigt

width is conserved.

The change in Gaussian width is found by rewriting (3.41) and differentiating
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with respect to Γ:

νD ≈
√
w(w − Γ)

ln(2)

�� ��3.42

⇒ dνD
dΓ

= − 1

2
√

ln(2)

w√
w(w − Γ)

�� ��3.43

⇒ ∆(νD) ≈ − ∆(Γ) for w ≈ 100Γ
�� ��3.44

where ∆(x) denotes a small change in the quantity x, and we have substituted a

typical ratio of the Doppler-broadened atomic Voigt profile to the natural linewidth.

Equation (3.44) is easily interpreted: in the regime of a small Lorentzian width,

there is an approximately one-to-one trade-off between the Lorentzian and Gaussian

width components to preserve a constant Voigt width. The 6 kHz uncertainty in the

measured Lorentzian width causes a ∼ 6 kHz/205 MHz = 29 ppm uncertainty in the

Doppler width at 273 K.

Probe stability

In addition to the single transmission measurement timescale (40 ms), we also con-

sider fluctuations on timescales up to the total time required to sweep through the

atomic transitions (typically 30 s). A significant amount of drift compared to the

shorter timescale would invalidate the estimation of the instrumental broadening

correction (3.40). A portion of the master and probe lasers were compared (using

the heterodyne method of §3.4.2) against a commercial octive-spanning frequency

comb (Menlo OFC-1500) stabilised against a commercial Cs clock (Datum 4310).

The comb offered reference frequencies at 895 nm and contributes negligible uncer-

tainty to the determination of the ECDL stabilities.

Fig. 3.10 shows the SRAV for the master (grey trace) and the probe (yellow

trace) lasers measured against the comb. It is clear that the probe laser stability is

∼2 kHz over a broad range of timescales and is limited entirely by the master laser.

Since this is 500 times smaller than the Gaussian component of the laser linewidth

at 40 ms, we can safely ignore the instrumental broadening occurring on this longer

timescale. We also display the stability of the beat frequency. Indeed, it is small

and consistent with the difference between the master and slave laser stabilities.
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Figure 3.10: Plot of the square-root-Allan-variance (SRAV) for the master and

slave lasers and their heterodyne beat frequency. The frequency stability of the slave

laser was primarily limited by that of master laser; the differential error between the

lasers, encoded in the stability of the heterodyne beat, is small in comparison.

3.4.3 Spectral Purification

In the preceding sections, we have seen how the utility of a free-running ECDL

system can be enhanced by stabilising its frequency and improving the optical tun-

ing precision and repeatability using a phase-frequency locked loop. We further

improved our probe source by using an optical filter to spectrally purify the probe

source prior to illuminating the atoms. It is known that some (small) amount of

spontaneous emission generated in the laser gain medium is parasitically out-coupled

in a typical ECDL [Ye 04]. Other workers in the field of high-precision atomic spec-

troscopy [Labaziewicz 07, Toyoda 01] and quantum information [Palittapongarnpim 12]

have experimentally identified this to be problematic in their applications due to

the broadband and incoherent nature [Fleming 81, Labaziewicz 07] of the unwanted

emission. This contaminates the laser spectrum with photons that are mostly non-

interacting with the atoms, but introduces an unknown offset on the photodetectors

measuring the atomic transmission. In this section, we will describe I) how the

amount of spontaneous emission is quantified, II) how it is reduced by use of an op-

tical cavity of moderate finesse, and III) develop a model to provide an upper bound

on the perturbation to the recovered Doppler width due to the residual spontaneous
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emission.

Atomic notch filters

The spontaneous emission factor, often denoted β [Cassidy 91, van Exter 96], is the

fraction of the optical power that is spontaneous emission normalised to the carrier

power, i.e.β = 0 is the ideal. We will write βsp instead to avoid confusion with the

function β(f) introduced earlier in this chapter (§3.4.2). The spectral and geometric

overlap between the spontaneous emission and the laser cavity transmission modes

determine the value of βsp in a given laser [Cassidy 91]. Clearly, ab initio calculations

will depend on detailed knowledge of the gain material properties and the laser cavity

configuration, but typical values are ∼ 1%.

We empirically determined βsp by using the Cs atoms as a narrow-band optical

notch filter. The probe was tuned to the centre of resonance in an optically thick

sample of warm Cs vapour to remove the laser carrier component. The discrete

absorption lines of the atoms makes it mostly transparent to the spontaneous emis-

sion whose spectrum extends over many nanometres. Using Beer’s law (Eqn. 2.10)

and the known vapour pressure variation with temperature, the on-resonance trans-

mission for coherent radiation was calculated to be T(ν) < 10−12 for a 75 mm cell

heated to 330 K over a range of detunings |ν − ν0| < 50 MHz.

The residual transmission (ratio of optical powers collected on photodetectors

PDB and PDA) through the heated cell was measured using the “cavity bypass”

path in Fig. 3.11. An optical chopper wheel (OCW) was used to amplitude modulate

the input beam and the resulting signal at the modulation frequency was recovered

using a lock-in amplifier (not shown). Correction for dark photocurrents and stray

electronic offsets was performed by subtracting the apparent photosignals when the

laser is off. In this way, we determined that βsp = 1.6% for the probe ECDL emission.

Fabry-Perot bandpass filters

Whereas the Cs atoms provided a narrowband notch filter for the laser carrier,

a Fabry-Perot optical resonator can be considered as a (set of) narrow bandpass

filter(s). Such a resonator consists of two coaxial mirrors, each with power reflectivity
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Figure 3.11: Schematic of the setup used to measure βsp and S. When the cav-

ity was in use, the removable mirrors (RM) were not present. The mode-matching

optics for the optical cavity input and the lockin amplifiers for demodulating at the

chop frequency have been suppressed for clarity. Abbreviations: Func. Gen.: Func-

tion generator with two phase-coherent outputs; Curr. Mod.: Current modulation

port; PBS: polarising beamsplitter; QWP: quarter waveplate; Piezo: annular piezo-

electric actuator; OCW: optical chopper wheel; GT: Glan-Taylor polarising prism;

W: Wollaston prism; Cs Cell: Brewster-angled Cs sample cell; PD: photodetector.
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R, separated by a free-space distance L. The typical transmission spectrum Tcav
for the fundamental mode of a Fabry-Perot cavity (Fig. 3.12) consists of regularly

spaced peaks separated by the free spectral range (FSR) νFSR = c/(2L) with height

Tmax and HWHM νhw = νFSR/(2F), where F = π
√
R /(1− R) is the cavity finesse

(resonator quality factor). The cavity transmission is described by the function

Tcav =
Tmax

1 + (2F/π)2 sin2
(

πν
νFSR

) . �� ��3.45

Fig. 3.12 also shows the ECDL output spectrum with the carrier, tuned to the

centre of a particular cavity transmission peak, sitting on a broadband background

of spontaneous emission (whose level is exaggerated). It is clear that the cavity

acts to suppress the input spontaneous emission from appearing at the output.The

suppression factor S (the fraction of incident spontaneous emission that is reflected)

can be calculated assuming that I) the spontaneous emission is constant over the

the frequency scale of the FSR and II) the mirror reflectivities are constant over the

spectral range spanned by the spontaneous emission. These assumptions permit us

to reduce the calculation domain to just one FSR of the cavity. The fraction of

input power transmitted (1/S) over each FSR is constant if the cavity bandwidth is

invariant. This assumption is generally true since the mirror coatings are constant

to ∼ 1% over > 100 nm (Fig. 3.13), which is much broader than the gain profile of

the bare diode laser.

For small detunings around the transmission peaks (πν � νFSR),

(
2F
π

)
sin

(
πν

νFSR

)
≈ 2Fν

νFSR

�� ��3.46

⇒ Tcav ≈
Tmax

1 +
(

2Fν
νFSR

)2

�� ��3.47

=
Tmax

1 + (ν/νFSR)2

�� ��3.48

which is a Lorentzian L(ν, νhw) with HWHM νhw. We used this to calculate the
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Figure 3.12: Conceptual view of an optical resonator as a optical filter. A laser

carrier is shown as a sharp spectral component that has been tuned to coincide with

a cavity resonance (blue trace). The laser carrier sits on a broadband pedestal of

spontaneous emission (greatly exaggerated).

suppression factor S:

S ≡
(∫ +νFSR/2

−νFSR/2

dν

)/(∫ +νFSR/2

−νFSR/2

dν
1

1 + (ν/νhw)2

) �� ��3.49

= νFSR

/
(2νhw arctan(F))

�� ��3.50

⇒ lim
F→∞

S =
2F
π

�� ��3.51

where the identity limx→∞ arctan(x) = π/2 has been used. Other higher order

modes (HOM) can also be resonant with the cavity and their transmission peaks

lie between the fundamental modes. To first approximation, the HOM are scaled

copies of the fundamental, i.e. the ith HOM has transmission kiL(ν−νi; νhw), where

νi is the frequency offset of from the fundamental and ki < 1 is the height relative

to the fundamental. Substitution into (3.49) reveals that the modified suppression

factor S′ accounting for the HOM is

S′ =
1

1 +
∑
ki
S .

�� ��3.52
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Figure 3.13: Manufacturer’s specifications for the spectral dependence of the mir-

ror reflectivity demonstrating very broadband response (Layertec #102719).

A custom-built cavity (Fig. 3.14) was made from two dielectric mirrors (Layertec

#102719) with nominal reflectivity R = 99 ± 0.5% (F = 313, S = 199) and radius

of curvature 250 mm. One of the mirrors is rigidly mounted onto a chassis; the

other is compressed between a rubber o-ring and an annular piezoelectric actuator

(Noliac NAC2123), which provided fine control over the resonant frequencies. The

nominal mirror separation L = 8.5 mm (νFSR = 17.6 GHz) was chosen so that the

cavity bandwidth νhw = 28 MHz was much larger than the expected laser linewidth

(∼1 MHz). This permitted high peak transmission and reduced amplitude fluctua-

tions behind the cavity.

A low level dither was applied to the slave laser injection current at 126 kHz. The

modulated reflection signal off the cavity was used in the derivative-signal locking

technique (§3.4.1) to force a particular fundamental mode of the cavity to track the

probe laser frequency. The output of the cavity optimally transmits the laser carrier

whilst rejecting the majority of the spontaneous emission contamination.

We experimentally determined the cavity finesse by measuring the FSR and

linewidth using a slightly modified setup. The probe and master lasers were com-

bined in a single mode fibre so that they were co-propagating and incident onto

the filter cavity. The filter cavity was locked onto the probe laser, which effectively

“tags” a particular cavity transmission mode with the probe laser. The master-

probe offset frequency ∆ν was tuned until the transmission through the cavity
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Figure 3.14: Cross-sectional view of the filter cavity constructed from a cage mount

chassis and dielectric mirrors spaced by a piezoelectric actuator (piezo). Pre-loading

the piezo was possible by adjusting the position of the left threaded spacer.

next went through a maximum, indicating that the master laser was co-resonant

with the cavity. The beat frequency in this condition gave an estimate of the FSR

∆ν = νFSR = 17.59(2) GHz.

The cavity linewidth was then measured by stepping ∆ν in increments of 5

MHz over a 400MHz range to record the master laser transmission through the

cavity near resonance (Fig. 3.15). A fit to the data using a Lorentzian profile gave

νhw = 28.79(4) MHz, which gave a measured finesse of F = 305.5(5) and suppres-

sion factor of S = 194.5(3). By sweeping through an FSR, we determined that

the total additional power transmitted through the HOM was approximately 20%,

i.e.
∑
ki = 0.2 and so we expected the actual spontaneous emission to be reduced

by S′ = 162(3) times using the experimentally determined cavity parameters. With

the filter cavity in place, the measured spontaneous emission was reduced from

βsp = 1.6% to 0.0124%. The achieved suppression factor was S′ = 129, which is in

reasonable agreement with the expected value of S′ =162.

Linewidth perturbation

We numerically modeled the effect of the residual spontaneous emission on the

measured Cs spectrum and its perturbation to the fitted atomic Doppler width νD.
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Figure 3.15: High frequency-resolution scan over the fundamental cavity trans-

mission mode. The data (red crosses) is fitted with a Lorentzian lineshape model

(blue). The fit residuals are shown in the upper panel.

Suppose that the laser power incident on the Wollaston beamsplitter (W) in Fig. 3.11

is P+p, where P is the power in the carrier and p is that of the spontaneous emission

component. The observed atomic transmission T′ is

T′ =
PT + p

P + p

�� ��3.53

where T is the unperturbed atomic transmission (described in §2.3.2). Assuming

p� P ,

T′ =
PT
P + p

+
p

P + p

�� ��3.54

≈ PT
P

+
p

P

�� ��3.55

= T + βsp.
�� ��3.56

The spontaneous emission incident on the Cs introduced an offset in the atomic

transmission signal that is equal to the fractional spontaneous emission content of

the light. Simulated Cs transmission spectra were constructed from (3.56) for a

range of βsp values. These spectra were then fitted using the model for the ideal

case (Eqn. 2.22) and the perturbation to the Doppler width was quantified using

the relative deviation:

ζνD =
ν ′D − νD
νD

�� ��3.57

=
ν ′D
νD
− 1

�� ��3.58
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Figure 3.16: Perturbation to the Doppler width as a function of βsp calculated

from fitting simulated spectra (blue dots). A linear fit to the data (red line) is also

shown, and this was used to estimate the amount of residual perturbation to the

Doppler width after spectrally filtering the probe light.

where ν ′D and νD are the fitted and expected values, respectively. Fig. 3.16 shows

the sensitivity of ζνD to the offset at α0 = 0.1. For the unfiltered laser βsp =

1.6% the perturbation is ∼340 ppm. For the filtered laser with βsp = 0.0125% the

perturbation is only 2.7(5) ppm. We have estimated the error by propagating the

≈ 20% disagreement between the calculated and measured value for S. In principle,

this systematic error can easily be further reduced by increasing the cavity finesse

and reducing the coupling into the higher order modes.

3.5 Frequency-Agile, Rapid Scanning (FARS) Source

Although the offset-frequency locked and filtered laser source is well suited to high

precision spectroscopy, the settling time required after every frequency step pre-

vented spectra from being acquired faster than approximately 2 per minute. This

settling time is primarily set by the feedback bandwidths for the offset-frequency and

filter cavity locks. In these opto-mechanical systems, the typical masses and restor-

ing forces is such that the mechanical resonances are at audio frequencies. In order

to provide sufficient phase margin for robust operation, the feedback bandwidth is

reduced to even lower frequencies. The dead-time (measurement-free time) during

the slew to a new set-point and subsequent settling time degrades the sensitivity of a
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spectrometer. To overcome this, a new technique, Frequency-Agile, Rapid Scanning

(FARS), was collaboratively developed at the National Institute of Standards and

Technology (NIST), MD, U.S.A. It produces a general-purpose rapidly tunable and

spectrally filtered spectroscopic source with no moving parts.

In the FARS system, the two ECDL sources were replaced with a single narrow

linewidth fibre laser (NKT Koheras K81-153-12) at 1572 nm. Whilst this wavelength

is not appropriate for spectroscopy of the Cs D1 lines, the principles of the FARS

technique does not depend on the choice of laser or operating wavelength. A portion

of the laser output is used to slave the fibre laser to a stabilised commercial optical

frequency comb using an offset-frequency lock as shown in Fig. 3.17. The comb and

fibre laser frequencies differed by 20 MHz and neither sources were tuned. In this

case, a digital phase-frequency detector (Hittite 439QS16G with evaluation board)

was used as the comparator element shown in Fig. 3.3; this device performed as

a phase-sensitive device when both input frequencies were matched. The output

was a logical high- or low-level when the input frequencies were mismatched and

this indicated whether the heterodyne beat was higher or lower than the reference

frequency (20 MHz). This convenient characteristic of phase-frequency detectors

was exploited to increase the offset-lock capture range in comparison to the use of

a mixer in its stead.

A broadband electro-optic modulator (EOM, EOSpace PM-0K5-20-PFA-PFA)

with ultra-low half-wave voltage Vπ < 5 V for the frequency range DC to ∼30 GHz

was used to phase modulate a second portion of the fibre laser output (Fig. 3.17).

The EOM was driven such that the power in the first sidebands is maximised,

i.e. with modulation index m ≈ 1.84 [Riehle 06, Abramowitz 64]. The stabilised

fibre laser carrier component is the analogue of the master laser in the offset-locked

ECDLs scheme, whilst one of the first-order sidebands performs the role of a probe

laser.

The EOM provided a much faster actuator for tuning the probe frequency when

compared to the offset-locked ECDLs. The measurement dead-time can be reduced

(from ∼ 50 ms, see §3.4.2) so that it is limited only by the settling time of an

appropriately fast switching, broadband microwave frequency synthesiser (< 100µs
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Figure 3.17: Schematic of the FARS laser source preparation. The fibre laser

(slave laser) frequency was kept at a constant 20 MHz offset from a particular op-

tical frequency comb (OFC) using a phase-frequency detector (PFD). An optical

bandpass filter (BPF) was used to reject most of the OFC output spectrum that did

not contribute to the heterodyne beat. The OFC was referenced to a commercial

Cs clock (not shown). A single, tunable modulation sideband produced by a fast

switching microwave synthesiser (Fast Synth) and waveguide EOM (Fast EOM) was

selected by the filter cavity. An optional gas handling system built around the cavity

permitted the cavity to double as an absorption signal-enhancer.
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for the Anritsu MG37020A, and greater than ∼ 200µs for more typical instruments).

In this demonstration, a length-stabilised, high-finesse cavity (F ≈ 16000) with

νFSR = 203.073 MHz was used to filter all of the spectral components arising from

the applied phase modulation except the tunable sideband used as the probe (see

Fig. 1 of [Truong 13a]). This forced the probe frequency to be stepped in integer

multiples of the FSR on any particular sweep over the atomic resonances; however,

the intermediate points can be measured by slightly shifting the cavity length after

each scan. The photon lifetime of the cavity τc ≈ 15µs did not limit the probe

switching speed since the transmitted light would have reached a value 0.1% within

its final value after t ≈ 7τc ≈ 106µs.

In a CW, single-pass spectroscopic application, the cavity output would be used

to interrogate the vapour sample. However, in the first demonstration of this rapidly-

tunable source, it was used to perform high-precision spectroscopy on the environ-

mentally significant species CO2(carbon dioxide) which is only weakly absorbing at

1572 nm (α ≈ 10−6 cm−1 compared to α ≈ 10−1 cm−1 in Cs at 895 nm at room tem-

perature). The purpose of the filter cavity (of physical length 73.8 cm) doubled as

the sample cell so that the effective path length through the gas analyte is increased

to ∼ cτc ≈ 4.5 km. In the Nature Photonics paper [Truong 13a] entitled Frequency-

agile, rapid scanning spectroscopy and its supplementary information article that

follows this discussion, we demonstrated the advantages of this rapid tunability by

measuring molecular absorption spectra using the cavity ring-down technique with

the FARS source.
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3.5.1 Self-referenced FARS

A logical extension to the FARS technique was to remove the need to separately

stabilise the carrier frequency of the probe laser source to the comb when absolute

optical frequency information is not required. Instead, a self-reference scheme is

possible wherein the output of the probe laser source was split into orthogonal po-

larisations as shown in Fig. 1 of the paper [Long 13] that follows this discussion. In

this scheme, one polarisation is used to offset-lock the laser carrier frequency from

a mode of the filter cavity; this replaced the previous stabilisation of the carrier

frequency using the comb. Here, we have also replaced the fibre laser source with an

ECDL to demonstrate the wide applicability of this method. The orthogonally po-

larised beam is used as the probe source and can be separated from the transmitted

spectral component of the co-propagating lock beam using a high quality polariser

prism. Fig. 4 of [Long 13] directly shows the spectroscopic signal in the time domain

(bottom panel) in which each ring-down signal is acquired with a frequency separa-

tion of 203.073 MHz and the temporal separation of ≈ 150µs is more than adequate

for the cavity to reach steady-state.
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3.6 Summary

The theoretical analysis of Chapter 2 implicitly assumed a widely tunable and ar-

bitrarily monochromatic probe laser. This was useful for elucidating the optical

response of the atomic system. In this chapter, we have considered the practicali-

ties of producing such a high quality probe. Mathematical tools we introduced to

quantify laser frequency noise in the Fourier and time domains and two stabilised,

tunable laser realisations were outlined.

A dual-ECDL system based on offset-frequency locking was demonstrated to be

suitable for primary thermometry. However, an alternative system using all-electro-

optic tuning (FARS) demonstrated a much superior tuning range and tuning speed.

Ultimately, however, the equipment used for this particular implementation of FARS

was not directly transposable to 895 nm and we continued to use the slower offset-

locked ECDLs for the remainder of the project. This imposed some more stringent

stability requirements of our environmental isolation efforts which will be discussed

in the next chapter.
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Environmental Isolation

4.1 Introduction

The time required to scan through a Cs spectrum was set by the tuning speed of the

filtered laser source and by the data acquisition procedures (∼60 s). For the retrieval

of an unbiased spectrum, we wish to stabilise all the physical parameters for which

the atoms have some sensitivity so that the transmission profile is stationary over

the total sampling time. If, in addition, multiple spectra are to be co-averaged,

then the stability criterion becomes more stringent and the system is required to be

stable over the time needed to record all of these spectra.

In this section, we discuss the design and performance verification of a set of

nested thermal and magnetic shields inside an isolation chamber that shields the

Cs cells from ambient laboratory thermal and magnetic influences. Although it

was established in the previous chapter that the probe laser frequency stability was

limited by a flicker frequency noise floor of the master laser at approximately 2 kHz

for timescales below ∼60 s and exhibits drift thereafter, our design combines active

and passive control principles to permit the possibility for longer-term averaging

of spectra. We can envisage a future implementation with a more stable probe

(perhaps by reference to an optical frequency comb) wherein the frequency stability

can be ensured over longer timescales.
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4.2 Thermal Isolation

The design of the thermal isolator was driven by four design criteria: we required (I)

sufficient temperature stability to ensure constant Doppler width with (II) negligible

gradients and (III) a constant optical depth, as well as (IV) an ability to adjust the

operating temperature between 273 K and 300 K.

For the first criterion, rearranging (2.20) gives the functional dependence of k

with temperature T :

k =
mc2

2

ν2
D

ν2
0

1

T
.

�� ��4.1

The uncertainties associated with m, c and ν0 do not exceed 0.5 ppm and do not

contribute to the uncertainty in k, denoted u(k). We can calculate the propagated

uncertainty [Bevington 03] due to νD and T measurements:

u2(k) = u2(T )

(
∂k

∂T

)2

+ u2(νD)

(
∂k

∂νD

)2 �� ��4.2

⇒ u2(k)

k2
=

u2(T )
(
∂k
∂T

)2

k2
+
u2(νD)

(
∂k
∂νD

)2

k2

�� ��4.3

u2
r(k) = u2

r(T ) + 4u2
r(νD)

�� ��4.4

where the relative uncertainty of a quantity Ψ is denoted ur(Ψ) ≡ u(Ψ)/Ψ. To

ensure a measurement scheme that is not limited by the determination of νD, the

uncertainty in k is equal to that in the temperature. Since the state-of-the-art

determination of k is ∼1 ppm, we chose to design the isolator with a safety factor

of ∼10:

ur(k) < 0.1 ppm ⇒ ur(T ) < 0.1 ppm.
�� ��4.5

The transmission depth is also tied to the temperature in our vapour-pressure

cells; we also required this property of the transmission to be stable. The on-

resonance absorption coefficient is also related to the optical cross-section σ and the

atomic number density ρ(T ) at temperature T [Siegman 86],

α(ν0) = σρ(T )P1.
�� ��4.6

Using Beer’s law (2.10), the functional dependence of the fractional transmission T
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through a cell of length L is

T(ν0, L) = e−σρ(T )LP1 ,
�� ��4.7

and the change in T with temperature is:

dT
dT

= −σρLP1
dρ

dT
T

�� ��4.8

The number density can be found using the ideal gas law [Reif 65]

ρ(T ) = p(T )/(kT )
�� ��4.9

⇒ dρ

dT
=

Tp′(T )− p(T )

kT 2

�� ��4.10

where p is the vapour pressure which can be found in [Alcock 84, Steck 10] and p′

is its derivative with respect to temperature. Substituting this

δT
T

=

(
−σρLP1

dρ

dT

)
δT

�� ��4.11

= −σρLp1

k

(
Tp′(T )− p(T )

T

)
δT

T

�� ��4.12

⇒ δT
T

= −1.7
δT

T
at T=273 K

�� ��4.13

This leads us to a second specification:

ur(T) < 0.1 ppm ⇒ ur(T ) < 0.06 ppm
�� ��4.14

Since this is the more stringent of the two specifications, we embarked on design-

ing an isolator with 0.06 ppm×273 K= 16µK stability. We note, however, that the

measurement of temperature will be limited by the readout instrument noise to

5 mK/
√
τ for an observation time τ . In principle, a higher precision resistance

bridge could be used to overcome this measurement limitation.

4.2.1 Design Principles

We followed similar design principles to those described in [Berg 98] who constructed

a thermostat that achieved microkelvin temperature uniformity. Our thermal isola-

tor consisted of three nested coaxial cylindrical shells in an evacuated chamber so
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Figure 4.1: Schematic diagram of heat flows and major components of the environ-

mental shields. CellA, B: Cs cells; S1, S2, S3: Thermal shield layers; HS213, HS211:

Calibrated CSPRTs; B: Dual-layer magnetic shield; L: Domed insulating legs, TEC:

Thermoelectric cooler; M1: Monitor thermistor; Q: Heat transfer; F: Optical and

electrical vacuum feedthroughs.

that heat flows only by radiative coupling between shells. Fig. 4.1 shows a schematic

view of the shells and the principal heat flows at equilibrium.Two aluminium shells

(S1, S2) surround a copper heat reservoir (S3) that is in direct contact with two

nominally identical quartz sample cells (C1, C2) with Brewster-angled windows

containing elemental cesium (Triad Technologies TT-CS-19X75-Q-BA). A layer of

magnetic shielding (B) was present around S3, but this was assumed not to par-

ticipate in the thermal system. Having two cells in the same thermal environment

permitted comparisons of spectral parameters across two nominally identical sys-

tems. This was useful for verifying the levels of systematic errors that were hard to

detect within a single system.

The outer shield S1 was coupled to the laboratory environment via a radiative

heat load Q, which needed to be overcome using a thermoelectric cooler (TEC). The

role of this shell was to coarsely steer the temperature of the cells to a desired set

point in the range 273 K to 300 K. The hot side of the TEC was in contact with a
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chilled baseplate that acted as a heat sink. In principle, closed-loop control of the

temperature on S1 could be achieved by feed back to the TEC to keep a monitor

thermistor M1 at constant temperature. Ideally, S1 should have low thermal inertia

(low mass and heat capacity) to permit fast compensation of laboratory fluctuations,

and simultaneously have high thermal diffusivity so as to minimise the thermal

gradient introduced by the asymmetric extraction of heat from the shell.

The intermediate shell S2 was thermally isolated from S1 by resting on highly in-

sulating Teflon spacers (L). The gradients sustained on S1 were radiatively coupling

to S2, and the goal was to ensure that this inter-shield coupling was weak compared

to the internal thermalisation timescale of S2. On this passive shield, a moderate

amount of thermal inertia is desirable to filter away residual fast fluctuations prop-

agated through S1, but too much will unnecessarily lengthen the time required to

reach the set point.

The final stage S3 was designed to provide passive stability and to minimise

gradients on the cells. For this reason, S3 was fabricated from copper to exploit its

higher thermal diffusivity. This was less critical for S1 and S2 so they were made

from more readily machinable aluminium. The temperature of S3 was monitored

using two calibrated capsule standard platinum resistance thermometers (CSPRTs)

labeled HS211 and HS213. Electrical and optical vacuum feedthroughs were used

to introduce and extract signals from the chamber.

4.2.2 Modeling

Radiative Transfer and Finite Element Analysis

Heat conduction in solids is governed by the Heat Equation [Kittel 80]:

∇ · (−K∇T ) + CV
dT

dt
= Σ

�� ��4.15

where T = T (~x, t) is the local temperature at time t, K is the thermal conductivity

in units of Wm−1K−1, CV is the volumetric heat capacity in units of JK−1m−3 and

Σ = Σ(~x, t) is an internal heat source in units of Wm−3. The quantity κ = K/CV

is known as the thermal diffusivity. We have provided the units to these quantities
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to avoid confusion between slightly differing naming conventions in the literature.

The heat equation is a particular example of an continuity equation that describes

the conservation of heat flux f = k∇T at every point ~x [Kittel 80] and is useful for

modeling the heat flow within a shell. Expressing the heat equation as a differential

equation implies that the local temperature T (~x) is dependent only on quantities

at location ~x and an infinitesimal volume around it. Consequently, a finite element

approach (in which a volume is partitioned into discrete elements that interact only

with their nearest neighbours) is clearly well suited to numerically solving the heat

equation. We used the FlexPDE [PDESolutions 08] software package to execute the

finite element analysis.

Radiative heat transfer is more difficult to describe, principally, because T (~x, t)

and its derivatives can depend on T (~x + ~a, t) that is spatially separated by a finite

distance |~a|. Specifically, the ballistic nature of the photons that transport heat

means that geometric details far from ~x affect the radiative flux impinging on a

surface at ~x. An equivalent statement is to say that the mean free path for radiative

transfer is much greater than that for conduction. Notwithstanding, we will exploit

the (mostly) cylindrically symmetric geometry to see how radiative transfer can be

handled within a finite element formalism.

In general, a point ~x on the surface S (Fig. 4.2) receives flux from two types of

sources within its field of view [Modest 03]. The first is from other points ~x′ on

real surfaces which can have some non-uniform temperature distribution. The other

source is from a virtual surface that represents the ambient thermal environment

that is assumed to have a constant and uniform temperature Tamb. We can write

the total flux arriving at ~x as [Modest 03]

f(~x) = fm(~x) + VambσT
4
amb − εσT 4(~x)

�� ��4.16

where σ is the Stefan-Boltzmann constant and ε is the emissivity. The first term is

defined as the mutual irradiation,

fm(~x) =

∫
S′
dS ′

(−~n′ · ~r)(~n · ~r)
π|~r|4 J ′(~x′)

�� ��4.17

which is the totality of the local flux J ′(~x′) = ε′σT 4(~x′) arriving from all points ~x′

on the surface S ′ that is in view of ~x. The dot product of the surface normals ~n
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Figure 4.2: General geometry for radiative thermal transfer from a uniform ambi-

ent thermal bath (denoted by the virtual surface Samb, double lines) and a section

of real surface (S ′, triple lines) within the field of view at ~x. The flux arriving at ~x

from ~x′ depends on the temperature at ~x′ and on the surface normals ~n and ~n′, and

the separation vector ~r. This figure was adapted from Fig. 4.2 of [Comsol 14].

and ~n′ at ~x and ~x′, respectively, with the separation vector ~r = ~x− ~x′ captures the

particulars of the geometry in a given situation.

The second term of (4.16) describes the usual blackbody radiation flux collected

at ~x with a view factor Vamb to the environment. The view factor is just a numerical

normalisation factor that is equal to that fraction of the total emitted radiation at

~x′ that is directly within line-of-sight at ~x. Calculation of view factors is mostly an

exercise in solid geometry, but it will not concern us here as our shields are almost

fully enclosed by “real” surfaces, i.e.Vamb = 0 for the inner shields S2 and S3 (and

Vamb = 1 for S1). The final term of (4.16) is the flux leaving ~x and is dependent

only on T (~x).

We make the controlled assumption that the calculation of gradients is separable

into solutions for the xy- and xz-planes. This permits simplification of the mutual

irradiation term. In the xy-plane, cross-sections of the shells make concentric circles

(Fig. 4.3) so that the surface normals are parallel with the radii. The view at ~x can be

parameterised by θ2 and the limits of integration are at the horizons (i.e. the points
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~x1 and ~x2 lie on the tangent to S at ~x). The vector products of (4.17) become:

V =
(−~n′ · ~r)(~n · ~r)

π|~r|4 =
cos θ1 cos θ2

π|~r|2 .
�� ��4.18

Using the cosine law, we can express cos θ1, cos θ2 and r = |~r| as functions of the

azimuthal angle φ.

r(φ) =
√
r2

0 + r2
1 − 2r0r1 cosφ

�� ��4.19

cos θ1(φ) =
r2

1 − r2
0 − r2

−2r0r

�� ��4.20

cos θ2(φ) =
r2

0 − r2
1 − r2

2r1r

�� ��4.21

where r0 and r1 are the radii of the outer and inner shells, respectively. Substituting

(4.19-4.21) into (4.18) gives a function that describes the fraction of flux emitted

from S ′ that is collected at ~x,

V (φ) =
−(r1 − r0 cosφ)(r0 − r1 cosφ)

π(r2
0 + r2

1 − 2r0r1 cosφ)2
cylindrical geometry

�� ��4.22

Fig 4.4 shows that V (φ) is a peaked function whose HWHM is mostly determined

by the shell separation r0 − r1. The smaller the separation, the sharper the view

factor function, implying that most of the flux received at ~x is from the other shield

directly opposite this point.

We explicitly express (4.16) for the geometry in the xy-plane;

f(φ1) =

∫ φ1+Φ

φ1−Φ

dφV (φ− φ0) · ε0σT 4
0 (φ)− ε1σT 4

1 (φ1)
�� ��4.23

where the subscripts 0 and 1 again refer to their respective quantities on the outer

and inner shields. Obviously, the horizons define Φ to be π/2. It is now apparent that

the view factor function acts as the weighting function in a convolution integral; the

spatial temperature variations of the outer shell T0(φ) is smoothened by an amount

associated with the broadness of the view factor function (which is itself dependent

on the shell separation).

In a similar way, it is trivial to express view factor function for the xz-plane

(Fig 4.5) if we ignore end effects. This is valid for our shells since they are longer

than they are wide.

V (θ) =
− sin2(θ)

πr2
, 0 ≤ θ ≤ π rectangular geometry

�� ��4.24
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Figure 4.3: Transverse cross-section (xy-plane) of two cylindrical shields. Each

point on the inner shield receives radiation from the arc S ′.
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Figure 4.4: Plots of the (normalised) view factor function V (φ)/V (0) for r0 =

85 mm and r1 between 55 mm and 70 mm in steps of 5 mm. As the gap between the

two shells reduce (e.g. r1 increases), the view function becomes more peaked.
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Figure 4.5: Vertical cross-section (xz-plane) of two cylindrical shells along a di-

ameter. Each point on the inner shield receives radiation from the segments S ′.

where r = (r0 − r1)/ sin θ.

The utility of Eqns. (4.22) and (4.24) was to provide a simple implementation

of radiative transfer into the finite element model of the heat equation. We further

assumed that there is only weak coupling between shields so that there was no

back action (i.e. that the final temperature gradients on an inner shield does not

significantly perturb that of the outer shell). In this case, the gradient information

was communicated to an inner shield via a boundary condition in the which the

flux at ~x is completely specified by the local quantity f(~x). By aggregating the

physics of radiative heat transport that coupled distant points at finite separation

into fm(~x), we restored the ability to express T (~x) and its derivative in terms of

(local) quantities at ~x and possibly in an infinitesimal volume around it.

Steady-State Gradients

The outer-most shell temperature was controlled using a thermoelectric cooler (TEC)

attached to its base (Fig. 4.1). At steady-state, the amount of heat (per unit time)

required to be extracted from the shell is equal to the radiative heat load on that

shell. The heat load onto the surface S1, assumed to be at T1 = 273 K in a T0 = 300 K
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environment, is [Siegel 01]

Q1 =
A1σ(T 4 − T 4

1 )

1/ε1 − 1

�� ��4.25

≈ 3.7 W
�� ��4.26

where A1 ≈ 0.26 m2 is the surface area of S1 exposed to T0, ε1 ≈ 0.1 is the emissivity

of S1 (smooth aluminium) [Modest 03]. A model for the xy-cross section was built

in FlexPDE in which this heat flux is uniformly distributed across the outer surface

of S1, excepting on an arc approximately equal to the length of the TEC through

which a total amount of heat −Q flows (i.e. out of the shield). These simulations

guided the choice for the TEC size and shell thickness. It was found that the gradient

was only a weak function of TEC contact area but a strong function of the shell

thickness which we chose to be 10 mm.

A plot of the steady-state temperature distribution on S1 in cross section is

shown in Fig. 4.6. The total gradient was ≈ 200 mK (730 ppm). Fig. 4.7 shows that

the gradient in the xz-cross section is lower at 30 mK (110 ppm). A 3D model was

also constructed, and this verified that the gradients can be treated as a separable

problem in the two cross-sections with the maximum gradient occurring across the

cylindrical cross section.

The thermal flux arriving at S2 was calculated using the prescription in §4.2.2

with the estimated temperature distribution on S1. This resulted in a predicted

distribution on S2 and the process was iterated to provide an estimated gradient

across the cesium sample cell, C, inside S3. Table 4.6 summarises the results. We

expect that the cells experienced gradients no larger than 0.03 ppm which meets the

design criterion (4.14). The relatively thin magnetic shields, located between S2

and S3, offered some thermal isolation, they have not been modeled in the thermal

system as their participation is minimal compared to the three thermal shells.

Lumped Mass Analysis

The finite element modeling has shown that the gradients sustained on each shield

are only a small fraction of the average shield temperature. In such cases, we can

make an approximation in which every shield is completely characterised by its
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Figure 4.6: Transverse cross-section (xy-plane) of S1 (r1 = 180 mm, r2 = 160 mm)

sustaining a steady-state gradient.
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Figure 4.7: Vertical cross-section (rz-plane) of S1 (r1 = 180 mm, r2 = 160 mm, L =

300 mm) sustaining a steady-state gradient. Cylindrical symmetry was assumed.
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average temperature T (t) and total heat capacity C = CV V , where V is the volume

of the shell. From the definition of the heat capacity, an amount of heat power Q (in

units of W) being sunk into the shell will cause a change in temperature according

to Q = C dT
dt

[Serway 00]. In this way, the details of the spatial distribution of mass

and temperature is lumped into a single, point mass with appropriate thermal inertia

encoded in C.

In general, the temperature difference T1−T2 sustained across a slab of insulator

by an input heat power of Q on one face (Fig. 4.8) is given by

Q =
1

r
(T1 − T2),

�� ��4.27

where r is the thermal resistance. Depending on the method of heat transfer (we

consider only conduction or radiation),

r ≈

 L/(kA) conduction

(εσA(T 2
1 + T 2

2 )(T1 + T2))−1 radiation

�� ��4.28

where the material property k is the thermal conductivity (in units of W/(m· K)),

A is the cross sectional area and L is the length of the slab (Fig. 4.8). Note that

radiative transfer is inherently a nonlinear process in that r depends on temperature.

However, we will assume that T1 − T2 � T1 + T2 so that the thermal resistance is

essentially constant over the range of temperature gradients considered.

Under these approximations, heat flow can be collapsed into a one-dimensional

problem in the variable t in which thermal masses are connected to each other and

the environment via insulating elements (assumed to have negligible thermal mass).

Specifically, the dynamics of a single shield at temperature Ts(t) connected via an

insulator of resistance r to an external heat reservoir at temperature T∞ is given by

C
dTs
dt

+
1

r
(Ts − T∞) = 0

�� ��4.29

⇒ Ts(t) = ∆T0e
−t/τTH + T∞,

�� ��4.30

where ∆T0 = Ts(0) − T∞ is the initial shield temperature difference from its envi-

ronment and τTH ≡ rC is the thermal time constant. The thermal isolator can be

considered as a cascaded set of low pass filter for laboratory fluctuations, each with

a characteristic time shown in Table 4.1.
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Figure 4.8: Cartesian geometry for thermal conduction through a slab with thermal

conductivity k, cross-sectional area A. An amount of heat Q is incident on the left

surface causing a temperature gradient T1− T2 to be sustained across the indicated

faces.

Table 4.1: Summary of simulated thermal gradients, calculated time constant and

dimensions of each thermal shield and the Cs cells. The cells were assumed to be in

good thermal contact with S3 so that its time thermal inertia was the same as S3.

The total system can be approximated by a series of cascaded low pass filters with

these time constants.

Element ∆T (uK) ∆T/T (ppm) τTH (hr) Outer Diam. (mm) Inner Dia. (mm)

S1 200 000 730 43 180 160

S2 150 0.5 40 140 110

S3 9 0.03 18 70 0

Cell 3 0.01 18 20 0
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Figure 4.9: Diagram of insulating mechanical supports. Dimensions in mm.

The utility of the lumped-mass model extended beyond computing the transient

behaviour of the shell temperatures. The expressions (4.28) provided a method to

check that the hemispherical Teflon legs (Fig. 4.9) that mechanically support the

nested shells did not present a thermal short circuit that defeated the isolation

that would otherwise be offered by the vacuum layers. Using (4.28), we calculated

r = 320 W/(m·K) for conduction through a Teflon flat-topped cylinder of diameter

8 mm and height 4 mm as a worst-case estimate. This is still 8 times greater than

the thermal resistance for the vacuum layers ≈ 40 W/(m·K) and so we expect no

heat leakage through the mechanical supports.

4.2.3 Thermoelectric Coolers: Practical Considerations

A thermo-electric cooler (TEC) is an all-electronic device that uses the Seebeck

effect to drive a thermal gradient across a pn-junction [Moore 02]. Typically, an

array of junctions are arranged in series and packaged together such that only a

single, variable DC excitation current need be supplied. An electrically insulating

layer of ceramic is bonded to each of the hot and cold sides of the junctions between

which a controllable amount of heat flow is desired. Its lack of moving parts, ability

to adjust the temperature difference by adjusting the supply current and possible

bipolar operation made it a convenient choice as a heat pump inside a vacuum

chamber.
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We expected a radiation loading onto S1 of ≈3.7 W from the environment. A

TEC rated for 100W of cooling power (European Thermodynamics ET-241-14-15)

was installed using custom adapters (Appendix B) that ensured good thermal con-

tact across the active areas to overcome the ∼3.7 W of radiative heat load. Despite

the apparent operational headroom, care was ultimately required in order to achieve

the specified heat pump rate. This is primarily because the maximum amount of

heat pumped Q across the TEC is a diminishing function of supply current and

temperature difference ∆T sustained across the TEC [EuroTherm 13]. Using the

manufacturer’s specification for the variation of voltage u with temperature differ-

ence, we can estimate the net Qnet heat flow, which is an implicit function of ∆T

and supply current i

Qnet = Q− 1

2
u · i

�� ��4.31

where the second term on the RHS accounts for half of heat generated by electrical

self-heating that leaks back into the cold side (Fig. 4.10). The calculated net heat

flow for a low excitation current (i = 1.5 A) and for the maximum current (i = 6 A)

is shown in Fig. 4.11. We see that if we require ∆T = 300− 273 = 27 K difference

between the faces, the 6A case will actually end up heating S1 instead of cooling

it (Fig. 4.11). The hot side of the TEC was thermally connected to the baseplate

of the vacuum system which doubled as a heat sink, which was itself chilled using

closed-circuit water cooling. We maintained an operating condition of ∆T ≈ 30 K

for i = 1.5 A and Qnet ≈ 10 W.

4.2.4 Performance Benchmarking

Two capsule-type standard platinum resistance thermometers (CSPRTs) manufac-

tured by Hart Scientific (Model 5686, SN:HS211 and HS213) were calibrated to the

ITS-90 temperature scale [Preston-Thomas 90] by the National Institute of Stan-

dards and Technology (NIST), MD, for the temperature range between T = 84 K

to T = 430 K. The total temperature uncertainty in the calibration was less than

0.1 ppm for the range 270 K< T < 300 K and so the CSPRTs were used as a trans-

fer temperature standard in this experiment. We note, however, that the ITS-90
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Figure 4.10: The net heat pumped Qnet by the TEC is less than the expected

amount Q because of an Ohmic heating inefficiency. The lower side of the TEC is

in contact with a heat reservoir.
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Figure 4.11: Plot of expected net heat transfered by the TEC Qnet as a function

of temperature difference across the faces dT in the presence of Ohmic heating. The

line Qnet = 0 is crossed when Q = Qui/2 and the different slopes demonstrate the

loss of total efficiency at higher currents i.
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Figure 4.12: Schematic of a glass-type CSPRT (Hart Scientific Model 5686) show-

ing the active element and four-wire measurement terminals. Reproduced from

[Fluke 04]

.

scale itself has been shown to underestimate true thermodynamic temperature by

4±1.4 ppm at 296 K [Fischer 11]. By definition, the ITS-90 scale agrees with true

thermodynamic temperature at the triple-point of water, and this motivated us to

also perform the experiments near to this point.

Figure 4.12 shows that the functional element of a CSPRT consists of a high-

purity platinum wire wound around a scaffolding and hermetically sealed in an inert

atmosphere [Fluke 04]. A four-wire measurement scheme (Fig. 4.13) was used to

remove measurement error introduced by the lead resistances. A known excitation

current (i = 1 mA chosen to match the calibration conditions) is introduced through

the sensing resistance R via the leads which have resistance r1 and r2. The extremely

high input impedance of the voltmeter (> 10 GΩ) permitted only a negligible leakage

of this excitation current through r3 and r4. Since no current is required through

r3 and r4 for a voltage measurement, the measured voltage drop V = iR was solely

due to the sensing element and contains no contamination from the lead resistances.

This four-wire technique was implemented using a high-precision Hewlett-Packard

Model 3458A (SN:2823A-03101) digital multimeter (DMM), which was calibrated

by the National Measurement Institute of Australia. The total uncertainty of an

inferred temperature measurement from this device was 1.2 ppm. In principle, there

is no impediment to matching the CSPRT calibration uncertainty (0.1 ppm) using

commercially available resistance bridges (such as the ASL Model F900 which offers

0.02 ppm accuracy when correctly calibrated) [ASL 14]. Additionally, the Seebeck

effect permits small static voltages to be maintained across junctions of dissimilar
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Figure 4.13: A four-wire measurement of R is insensitive to the lead resistances

r1, r2, r3, r4. The stray voltage v can be canceled by a quasi-AC measurement.

metals if they are held at different temperatures [Rowe 95]. This would perturb

the inferred temperature measurement should the stray voltage be sustained in the

measurement loop (as exemplified in Fig. 4.13). This effect is removed by reversing

the excitation current and performing a differential measurement:

V1 = iR + v positive current
�� ��4.32

V2 = −iR + v negative current
�� ��4.33

V = iR = (V1 − V2)/2 offset-corrected
�� ��4.34

where V1 and V2 are the two measurements made by the multimeter.

Conceptually, the simplest method to measure thermal gradients is to syn-

chronously measure the local temperature at two locations on S3. To this end,

one of the CSRPTs (HS211) was located at the centre of S3 and functioned as the

primary monitor of the sample cell temperature. An auxiliary sensor (HS213) was

located at the greatest spatial separation from HS211 as possible on S3 to search

for thermal gradients. The locations of the SPRTs are indicated on Fig. 4.14. Syn-

chronous measurements were not possible because only one high-precision DMM

was available. Instead, we rely on the high thermal inertia of the isolator to make

an inferred measurement of the worst-case gradient. Fig. 4.15 shows the tempera-

ture of S3 as measured at the locations of HS211 and HS213 just before the isolator

reaches equilibrium after an earlier step change in set point. The temperature at the

centre of S3 is recorded for ∼ 15 hr (red trace) and extrapolated for the next 0.5 hr.
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Figure 4.14: Photograph of S3, opened to show the locations of the HS213 (green)

and HS211 (red) CSPRTs and the Brewster-angled Cs sample cells.

Meanwhile, the DMM input is switched to measure the temperature at the edge of

S3. Comparison of the extrapolated temperature at the centre of S3 to that of the

edge places an upper bound on the temperature gradient across the cell to be less

than 0.2± 0.2 mK, corresponding to 0.7± 0.7 ppm. We will see later (Chapter 6)

that the verifiable thermal performance far exceeds our spectroscopic requirements.

The Allan deviation of the temperature at the centre of S3 (Fig. 4.16) shows

that the measurements are limited by the DMM input noise at short time up to

∼60 s before a drift behaviour is dominant at longer timescales. The large thermal

inertia (see §4.2.2) of S3 prevents temperature fluctuations on a timescale less than

18 hr (Table 4.1), permitting us to assume that the measured drift rate at large

integration times can be extrapolated to infer the stability at shorter times. The two

timescales of interest were (I) time between successive spectroscopic measurements

(< 1 s), and (II) time to acquire a single spectrum (∼60 s). We measured variations

in temperature no larger than 0.2 mK (0.7 ppm) which is at the same level as the

upper bound for thermal gradients. Other work has found that the typical SPRT

response drifts with time at the level of 0.8 mK/yr [Lemarchand 13]. We do not

explore this source of systematic error, but in principle, a recalibration immediately

prior to a set of experiments may be used to correct for any calibration drift.
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Figure 4.15: The temperature gradient across S3 was inferred by recording the

temperature at the centre (red dots) and extrapolated (red line). The measured

temperature at the edge of S3 (green dots) were compared to the extrapolated

values and the difference is shown in the inset.
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Figure 4.16: Temperature stability measured at the centre of S3 (red circles) was

measurement limited by the HP3458A DMM at low integration times (grey dashed).

The expected stability was extrapolated (blue dashed) by assuming a constant drift

rate.
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4.3 Magnetic Isolation

Each of the hyperfine transitions labeled by the quantum number F consists of 2F+1

Zeeman sublevels which are degenerate in the absence of an external magnetic field.

The Earth’s field will break this degeneracy and cause a frequency splitting between

adjacent Zeeman levels at the order of 100 kHz. Since this is much smaller than the

Doppler broadening (νD ∼200 MHz), the splitting will remain unresolved and the

effect will manifest as an apparent broadening.

A generic manifold of Zeeman transitions like that shown in Fig. 4.17 demon-

strates that the maximum frequency shift rate of a transition away from the zero-

field value ν0 is given by

max{|m(g′ − g) + g|, |m(g′ − g)|} over all valid m
�� ��4.35

where m is the quantum number labeling the lower Zeeman level, g and g′ are the

splitting rates between levels (in units of MHz/G) in the lower and upper states,

respectively. In this expression, the left-hand term captures the σ+ transitions with

m taking valid values −F ≤ mF < F . The right-hand term captures π transitions

and −F ≤ m ≤ F .

In the Cs D1 transitions that we probed (F = 3 to F ′ = 3, 4), g = 0.35 and

g′ = −0.12 (F =′ 3) and g′ = +0.12 (F ′ = 4) [Steck 10]. Thus, the worst case shift

(1.41 MHz/G) was realised by the π transitions for |m| = 3. Supposing we wish

to suppress the maximum frequency shift to 1/10 of the uncertainty in the atomic

Lorentzian linewidth (i.e. 6 kHz/10=600 Hz), the maximum tolerable external field

is 0.5 mG. The measured field strength at the location of the experiment was less

than 0.5 G; we required an attenuation factor in the magnetic field of ∼ 1000. In

the remaining sections we will discuss the design of a dual-layer coaxial shield and

its performance will be verified by experiment.

4.3.1 Modeling

At low modulation frequencies, magnetic shields made from high permeability metals

provide alternative, lower-energy paths for lines of magnetic flux to travel so that
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Figure 4.17: Generic Zeeman splitting of two hyperfine levels in the presence of a

magnetic field.

they are diverted away from the experimental volume. The propensity to draw

magnetic field lines into the shield material was guided by three principles: I) the

permeability of the shield material, II) the energy saved by flowing through the

shield instead of the unperturbed path, and III) the flux density sustainable inside

the shield [Moore 02].

A higher permeability material can reduce the “resistance” for flux lines to pass

through the shield instead of the free-space path. However, it becomes energetically

inefficient for diversion if the unperturbed path of the flux line is too far from the

shield. For this reason, smaller shielded regions are easier to achieve than larger

ones. Similarly, the efficacy of a shield would be compromised at geometrically

sharp features because it is energetically unfavourable for flux lines to sharply bend.

This principle is often exploited by ensuring that multi-component magnetic shields

fit together with tight mechanical tolerance and large overlapping regions. Likewise,

long tubular cowls over unavoidable apertures reduce the penetration of the external

field into the shielded region. Finally, the shield material may become saturated,

offering no further shielding to a larger external field, when the flux inside it reaches

a critical density.

A schematic view of our dual-layer magnetic shield that was designed to fit in

between thermal shields S2 and S3 is shown Fig. 4.18. The body comprises of two
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Figure 4.18: Rendered drawing of the dual-layer magnetic shield assembly showing

the guards around the apertures required for laser and electrical access.

nested coaxial cylinders with outer diameters 100 mm and 84 mm of length 220 mm

and 210 mm, respectively, and thickness 1.5 mm. The two cylinders were rigidly

attached to each other with stainless steel (low permeability) spacers. The opti-

cal probe beams were introduced through 20 mm apertures in the end caps, which

friction-fit onto the cylindrical bodies with overlapping collars. Smaller apertures

were available for the CSPRT signals to pass through the shields. Every aperture

was guarded by a tubular extension on the lids of the inner shield. The MuMetal-

alloy shield was manufactured and annealed by Magnetic Shield Corp., IL, U.S.A.

according to the technical drawings attached in App. B.

A finite element analysis approach was again used to simulate the worst-case

performance of the magnetic shield in which the spurious external field was oriented

parallel to the cylinder axis. An external, uniform magnetic field pointing in the +z

direction was simulated inside the FlexPDE environment using a solenoidal sheet

of current density, denoted ~J , that envelops the magnetic shield. The dimensions

of the solenoid was chosen to be much greater than that of the magnetic shield to

ensure uniformity of the generated field. In cylindrical coordinates, the magnetic

field ~H = ~B/µ is given by [Jackson 98]:

∇× ~H = ~J
�� ��4.36

⇒ ∂Hρ

∂z
− ∂Hz

∂ρ
= Jφ

�� ��4.37
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Figure 4.19: Contour plot of the attenuation of an externally applied field parallel

with the z axis. Cylindrical symmetry has been assumed for convenience. The

location of the Cs cell is outlined (dashed white) where the attenuation exceeds

31 600.

since ~J = (Jρ, Jφ, Jz) = (0, J, 0). Clearly, J = 0 everywhere except at the location of

the solenoidal current wherein it takes a finite value. The logarithmic attenuation

was defined as log10(B′/B), where B′ and B are the fields after and before shielding)

of the magnetic field amplitude was then computed for when the shields are present

(Fig. 4.19). For convenience, we made the shields cylindrically symmetric so that

the cells and apertures were centred on the z-axis. We expect this to be an inconse-

quential approximation because we have only laterally translated those features in a

uniform field. In the region occupied by the Cs cells (−37.5 mm ≤ z ≤ +37.5 mm),

the predicted attenuation factor exceeds 10−4.5 = 31600, which is at least an order-

of-magnitude greater than required.
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Figure 4.20: Apparatus for degaussing the magnetic shields and to measure field

attenuation. A high power audio amplifier was used as a voltage-to-current amplifier.

The waveform and current were monitored on a digital oscilloscope (DSO) and

ammeter (A), respectively.

4.3.2 Performance Benchmarking

A 260 mm long solenoid (supplied by the manufacturer) with 430 turns was driven by

a high-power voltage-to-current amplifer (Denon AVR-1803) at 50 Hz and 2.5 A to

generate an AC field density of amplitude 5.3 mT. Adhering to the manufacturer’s

degaussing instructions, the shields were placed inside the solenoid as shown in

Fig. 4.20 and the amplitude of the applied AC field was slowly reduced to zero.

The anticipated reduction factor of 31 600 was challenging to experimentally

confirm; the ambient field of density of 50µT (0.5 G) would be reduced to 1.6 nT.

The DC resolution of a our Hall-effect-type gaussmeter (Sypris Model 6010) was

limited to 10µT, and exhibited an instability of the zero-level of approximately

20µT over a few minutes. Instead, we sought only to estimate a lower bound for

the attenuation factor.

The detection sensitivity was enhanced by generating an oscillating field using

the degaussing coil that was synchronously measured using a lock-in amplifier. This

method was also desirable because it is insensitive to the zero-level drift. Fig. 4.21

shows the small-signal frequency response of the system, which was found to have
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Figure 4.21: The measured gaussmeter sensitivity as a function of field modulation

frequency (circles) was compared to a model of a single-pole 80 Hz low pass filter

response (dashed).

a bandwidth of approximately 50 Hz (primarily limited by the gaussmeter response

time). A modulation frequency of 7 Hz was chosen to measure the magnetic shield

attenuation (Fig. 4.22). At low applied field the estimate of the attenuation factor

was limited by the inability to resolve the field strength in the presence of the

shield. At high applied field, the measurement was limited by saturation of the

shields. However, we were able to experimentally confirm an attenuation factor of

at least 1600 (measured at moderate fields). Although this does not directly verify

the performance predicted by the finite element model, it does exceed the minimum

design specifications.

4.4 Summary

A thermally and magnetically stable environment was provided by the isolation

system shown in Fig. 4.23. We ensured thermal stability at the 1 ppm level over the

time required to record a single Cs absorption spectrum. Similarly, we verified that

external magnetic fields were reduced to a negligible strength at the location of the

Cs cells. Having carefully prepared the environment around the Cs cells, we will

now turn our attention to the development of a low-noise optical detection system.
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5
Optical Detection

5.1 Introduction

This chapter is concerned with techniques for low-noise and accurate measurement of

optical power. These two very distinct concepts drove our design choices; specifically,

a low-noise (high-sensitivity) system is a one that can sense small deviations from a

nominal baseline or reference signal, whilst an accurate measurement refers to one

without bias. In the context of absorption spectroscopy, sensitive detection is useful

for determining the presence or otherwise of a chemical species in the sample cell.

However, low-noise detection alone does not guarantee that the measured absorption

profile is free of systematic errors, which can produce a biased estimate of the true

lineshape.

These aspects of detection have practical implications for the design of the de-

tection system. We were initially motivated to use lock-in amplifiers for sensitive

AC signal recovery. This proved to be a highly effective method for the suppression

technical noise arising from broadband electronic and acoustic sources. We demon-

strated in the paper entitled Absolute absorption line-shape measurements at the

shot-noise limit [Truong 12] that this method permitted detection sensitivity lim-

ited by shot noise at the few-ppm level. However, demodulation of the signal back to

baseband performed by the lock-in amplifiers introduced a significantly non-linear

detector response. In principle, a non-linear detector can be calibrated against ref-

erence signals known to be accurate. In this way, an empirically applied correction

function can be used to linearise the raw measurements. This was not a practical

solution for our situation because the lock-in amplifier non-linearity was highly de-
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pendent on the particular operating settings of the instrument. Calibration of this

device would require an extensive effort to characterise every device configuration.

We begin this chapter with an expanded discussion of the experimental challenges

in low-noise and high accuracy photodetection as it was presented in [Truong 12].

We then present a simplified detection chain that operates at DC (i.e. avoids lock-in

detection) and optical layout for probing the Cs cells in the environmental isolator

described in Chapter 4. We determined the noise floors of this new detection system

and quantified its deviations from linearity. Whilst there were measurable non-

linearity, they were much smaller in this revised optical system and more amenable

to a simple model for precise and accurate calibration.
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Here, we report a measurement scheme for determining an absorption profile with an accuracy imposed solely
by photon shot noise. We demonstrate the power of this technique by measuring the absorption of cesium vapor
with an uncertainty at the 2-ppm level. This extremely high signal-to-noise ratio allows us to directly observe
the homogeneous line-shape component of the spectral profile, even in the presence of Doppler broadening, by
measuring the spectral profile at a frequency detuning more than 200 natural linewidths from the line center. We
then use this tool to discover an optically induced broadening process that is quite distinct from the well-known
power broadening phenomenon.

DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevA.86.030501 PACS number(s): 32.70.−n, 42.62.Fi, 42.15.Eq

The recent development of the optical frequency comb [1,2]
has delivered a powerful new tool for absorption spectroscopy.
The frequency comb allows us to determine the optical
frequency of spectral features to astonishing new levels, which
has paved the way for intriguing laboratory-scale tests of
fundamental physics [3] as well as exciting applications in
a wide variety of fields, including frequency metrology [1,4],
direct optical frequency comb spectroscopy [5–7], and trace
gas detection [8,9]. High-quality frequency measurement,
however, represents only half the story. Many spectroscopic
applications also demand absorbance measurements of high
precision and accuracy in order to reveal subtle features of the
spectral line shape. This requirement is of particular concern
to the fields of precision line-shape measurement [10,11],
precision line-shape analysis [12], and Doppler thermometry
[13–16].

The conventional quantum limit for precision in laser
absorption spectroscopy (LAS) is set by shot noise of the
probing light. In practice, though, this performance level has
been exceedingly difficult to achieve because technical noise
and instrumental limitations usually mask this quantum limit.
These technical limitations are particularly acute for LAS
because it is inherently a bright fiel [17] measurement; i.e.,
the absorbance is encoded in the ratio of two measurements
of the incident and transmitted power. If one wishes to
build a highly sensitive and accurate tool for probing optical
absorbance, then there are three key challenges to overcome:
First, one needs to suppress technical noise sources, which
are usually much larger than fundamental sources; second,
the resolution of the measurement can be limited because
most of the dynamic range of the sensor is consumed in
measuring small changes of relatively large signals; and third,
the measurement technique needs to be inherently linear.

*Corresponding author: james.anstie@uwa.edu.au

To overcome the technical noise and dynamic-range chal-
lenges there have been many ingenious differential-detection
designs, such as the noise eater described in Ref. [18]. This
device can be used to reach the shot-noise limit in the presence
of amplitude noise up to 70 dB larger, and was recently
deployed in conjunction with an optical frequency comb
to achieve detection sensitivity at the shot-noise limit [19].
However, it is important to realize that taking this approach
often comes at the expense of linearity, and hence accuracy.
This is because either the incident power is not measured at
all, or because the design of the differential detector does
not ensure linearity [18,20]. This compromise is evident in
the other spectroscopic techniques aimed at achieving shot-
noise-limited detection such as frequency modulation (FM)
spectroscopy or the extraordinarily sensitive noise-immune
cavity-enhanced optical heterodyne molecular spectroscopy
(NICE-OHMS) [21]. The exploitation of enhancement cavities
to improve sensitivity will result in the measurement being
sensitive to a mixture of absorption and dispersion [19,21].
The resulting loss in accuracy is not important if the ultimate
goal is to achieve sensitivity. However, the aim of this Rapid
Communication is fundamentally different: The goal is not
shot-noise-limited sensitivity but instead shot-noise-limited
accuracy of the absolute absorption.

The achievement of shot-noise-limited accuracy is a sub-
stantially more difficult proposition as is evidenced by the fact
that careful LAS measurements to date have been a factor of
∼800 [16], ∼2500 [22], and ∼70 [23] times higher than the
shot-noise limit. However, in this Rapid Communication, we
demonstrate that a judicious modification to the standard LAS
approach can deliver a high dynamic-range and noise-immune
measurement that does not compromise the accuracy of the
measurement. This enables highly accurate measurements
of optical power ratios at a parts per million level, which
is limited solely by shot noise on the light. We carefully
measure the linearity of the measurement system and correct

030501-11050-2947/2012/86(3)/030501(5) ©2012 American Physical Society
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FIG. 1. (Color online) Detailed schematic of the experimental
setup. An ECDL probe laser is highly stabilized and made spectrally
and spatially pure. The beam is equally split into two paths: The
first is detected immediately and the second is directed through
a well-shielded and temperature-stabilized cesium cell and then
detected. Synchronous detection of the two paths using a differential
technique results in a highly linear measurement of absorbance with
ppm precision.

it so that deviations from linearity are also at the ppm
level. Finally, we demonstrate the power of the technique
by measuring the absorption of Cs at a frequency detuning
more than 400 linewidths from the D1 transition, and then
use this measurement to observe a previously unidentified
optical broadening phenomena which applies to all vapor cell
absorption measurements.

A detailed schematic of the experimental setup is shown
in Fig. 1. An extended-cavity diode laser (ECDL), labeled
ref las, was frequency stabilized to a saturated absorption
spectroscopy (SAS) feature of cesium at 894.578 nm in the
D1 manifold, using a standard Pound-Drever-Hall (PDH)
laser-locking technique [24]. A second ECDL, labeled probe
las, was used to interrogate the transition at 894.580 nm,
which is 1.17 GHz detuned from the reference transition.
This laser was frequency locked using the PDH technique
to the fundamental transverse mode of an optical cavity (OC)
(1-MHz bandwidth; 18-GHz free spectral range). A beat note
between the two lasers was formed on a high-speed photodiode
(DB), whose output was frequency divided by a factor of
n = 20 480, and locked to a tunable radio-frequency oscillator
(frf) using a phase-locked loop (PLL) to stabilize the frequency
probe at the 2-kHz level over 1–10 s. By manipulating frf the
probe laser frequency could be tuned to an arbitrary frequency
offset from the reference laser. A frequency counter was used
to monitor the (divided) beat-note frequency fbeat, which was
used to accurately construct a frequency axis for the transition
of interest.

Light transmitted by the optical cavity, which is mostly free
of spontaneous emission from the ECDL, was passed through
an acousto-optic modulator (AOM). This AOMperformed two
roles: First, it imposed an amplitude modulation on the light
(90%AM depth at fmod = 1.57 kHz); and second, it acted as a

variable optical attenuator to actuate a high-bandwidth power
stabilization servo on the diffracted beam. The diffracted beam
of the AOM was shifted in frequency by the drive frequency
of 175 MHz, fdrive, while the zero-order (undiffracted) beam
allowed measurement of the probe laser frequency by a stabi-
lized optical frequency comb (not shown). The diffracted beam
was coupled into a length of single-mode optical fiber (OF)
to eliminate pointing fluctuations, and the resulting spatially
and spectroscopically pure probe beam was polarized using a
Glan-Taylor (GT) prism and split equally into a reference and
a signal beam with a Wollaston (WP) prism. Light from the
reference beamwas detected immediately, while light from the
signal beam was detected after transmission through through
the cesium cell.

The cesium cell under test was encased in a 15-kg
cylindrical copper block. Its temperature was monitored by
two platinum resistance thermometers (PRTs) calibrated by
theirmanufacturer with an uncertainty of 30mK.One PRTwas
placed at the center of the block (shown in Fig. 1), 5 mm from
the midpoint of the cell; the other was located at the extreme
end of the block (not shown). A temperature-controlled chiller
sent refrigerated liquid through a copper pipe coiled around
the block to maintain a temperature of approximately 276 K,
with a stability of 3 mK over 1 min and a long-term stability
of 15 mK. At this temperature the cesium vapor in the cell
was optically thin, with an absorption depth of approximately
5%. The maximum gradient observed between the PRTs
was 30 mK, which was at the same level as their combined
calibration uncertainty. The copper block and cooling coils
were enclosed within a mu-metal magnetic shield to minimize
Zeeman broadening and were mounted on Sorbothane pads
for passive vibration isolation.

In conventional dual-beam LAS detection, the incident and
transmitted beams are independently detected to deliver a
photocurrent of I and T , respectively [15,25]. Any common-
mode laser intensity fluctuations are removed by constructing
the ratio T/I . This procedure intrinsically compromises the
resolution of an absorption measurement as most of the dy-
namic range of the photocurrent measurement device delivers
only information on the average photocurrent. In contrast, we
utilize a technique that effectively extends the dynamic range
bymaking two separatemeasurements: First, a high-sensitivity
measurement of the difference signal, I − T , which is centered
on zero; and second, a separate, low-sensitivity, measurement
of the reference level component (I ).

The ratio T/I can then be reconstructed in software using
the identity

T

I
= 1− I − T

I
. (1)

The increase in dynamic range of this technique over the
traditional method is equal to the inverse of the depth of
the absorption signal (i.e., in our case ∼1/0.05 = 20). This
condition is set by the maximum increase in gain allowable on
the detection of I − T over that of I alone.

Our implementation used two reverse-biased silicon pho-
todiodes, with matched 47-k� load resistors, labeled DI
and DT, to detect the incident (reference) and transmitted
(signal) power, respectively. Synchronous detection of the
detector outputs was performed by two lock-in amplifiers
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(SRS SR830) referenced to fmod. The first (LI 1) was used
to perform the high-sensitivity differential measurement by
taking advantage of this device’s low-noise differential input
and the second (LI 2) performed the low-sensitivity reference
levelmeasurement. This careful differential approach results in
an effective dynamic range sufficient to resolve optical power
ratio fluctuations at the shot-noise limit.

The linearity of the entire measurement scheme (photodi-
ode, lock-in amplifier, differencing technique) was determined
using a synchronous version of the methods in Refs. [26,27].
By combining three lasers, two of nearly equal optical power
and a third simulating the background level, we are able to
simulate absorption features with four precisely known depths
by cycling through four possible states of the equal power
lasers (on:off, on:on, off:on, off:off). By variably attenuating
this signal we can precisely measure the system nonlinearity
(principally due to the lock-in amplifier at the level of 300 ppm
[27]), and then correct the measurements to leave an estimated
residual nonlinearity of 2 ppm.

Our measurements were made at probe intensities between
1.5× 10−3Isat and 1.5× 10−1Isat of the saturation intensity,
where Isat = 2.5 mW/cm2 [28]. At such low probe intensities,
the transmitted probe power P (f ) can be modeled using the
Beer-Lambert law [25,29],

P (f ) = P0(f ) exp[−σ ], (2)

where P0(f ) is the probe power incident on the atoms at
each optical frequency f and σ is the (frequency-dependent)
optical depth. In this same low intensity limit, we can write
σ = αV (f − f0), where α is the on-resonance optical depth,
f0 is the optical frequency of the transition, and V (f ) is
a Voigt function [10,25] that describes the real part of the
complex susceptibility of the optical resonance for a thermal
ensemble of atoms. The Voigt function is a convolution
of a Lorentzian component of the line shape (homoge-
neous linewidth) and a Gaussian component (inhomogeneous
Doppler broadening). The Lorentzian component can be
defined as L(f ) = [1+ (f/�)2]−1, where � is the half width
at half maximum (HWHM), while the Gaussian component,
G(f ) = exp(−f/δw), has a width of δw =

√
(2kTCs)/(mCsc2)

where k is the Boltzmann constant, TCs is the temperature of
the cesium vapor, mCs is the atomic mass of cesium, and c

is the speed of light. Line-shape broadening associated with
the linewidth of the probe laser (<1 kHz) is negligible in this
experiment, while conventional power broadening amounts
to just a 5% change in the homogeneous linewidth over the
range of probe intensities [29]. We thus expect the Lorentzian
component to be nearly constant with a width set by the natural
lifetime of the transition, i.e., � = 2.29 MHz. All of our
measurements were made at TCs = 279 K so that all of the
recorded spectra also have a fixed Gaussian component with
the same characteristic width (∼207 MHz).

A typical transmission spectrum (T/I ) for which I =
0.15Isat and TCs = 279.29± 0.015 K is shown in the lower
panel of Fig. 2. A least-squares fit was performed to the
spectrum and the residuals from a fit to the Eq. (2) model
are shown in the upper panel of Fig. 2. The residuals are
featureless and have a white spectrumwith a root-mean-square
(rms) spread of 2 ppm. This is entirely consistent with the
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FIG. 2. (Color online) Lower panel: A typical spectrum of a D1
Cs absorption line. Open circles are the data, and the solid blue curve
is the fit. Upper panel: Residuals to the fit function in Eq. (2), which
are consistent with a shot-noise-limited measurement.

expected photon shot noise at this probe power (6 μW). In
addition, we held the laser at a fixed frequency and monitored
the optical transmission noise as a function of time. For any
given frequency the transmission noise averages as the inverse
of the square root of the measurement integration time, as
expected for shot noise.

Figure 3 shows the optical transmission measurement noise
at 40-ms integration time as a function of probe power. Here,
we see a distinct change in slope around 3.5-μW incident
power from 1/P to 1/

√
P behavior. We also display the

calculated Johnson noise of the photodetector readout resistor
thin blue and the calculated shot noise of the light (thick green).
It can be seen that the power dependence and magnitude of
the noise is consistent with Johnson noise at low powers, and
consistent with photon shot noise at optical powers higher than
3.5 μW.

The large dynamic range and high signal-to-noise ratio
(SNR) of our approach means that we can directly reveal
subtle and important changes in the absorption spectra.
Figure 4 shows the frequency-dependent optical depth σ
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FIG. 3. (Color online) Noise in the measurement of optical
transmission relative to the off-resonance value of near unity as a
function of optical power for an integration time of 40 ms. The
measurements become shot-noise limited at probe powers greater
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FIG. 4. (Color online) Demonstration of the breakdown in the
Voigt profile at low intensities. Optical depth vs detuning for various
probe intensities. The inset shows the fitted Lorentzian width as a
function of probe power; the fact that this is not constant over the range
of probe intensities is a signature of the breakdown of the Voigt spec-
tral line shape [31]. The reference profile (dashed), which is expected
in the limit of zero probe intensity, consists of a Gaussian component
of 207.902 MHz and a Lorentzian component of 2.2875 MHz.

extracted from the data using Eq. (2). We display this depth for
a set of probe powers ranging from∼10−3 to 10−1Isat. One ob-
serves a strong on-resonance Gaussian profile associated with
Doppler broadening of the vapor. In addition, the high signal-
to-noise ratio in our experiment enables us to observe the
Lorentzian wings that make up the “pedestal” of the Voigt pro-
file at large detunings,� 100�. These are easily distinguished:
The Gaussian component decays rapidly at high-frequency
detunings so that the Lorentzian wings eventually become
dominant [30]. Figure 4 shows an unexpected feature: It can

be clearly seen that themagnitude of theLorentzian component
is dependent on the probe intensity. This is even more evident
if we replot the data in terms of its apparent Lorentzian width�

(see the inset of Fig. 4), which increases from 2 to 6MHz as the
probe intensity increases from 10−3Isat to 10−1Isat, whereas,
from conventional considerations, we should expect this to be
constant within 5% over this intensity range [28]. We have
recently demonstrated that this type of behavior can arise out
of a complex interplay between optical pumping and atom
dynamics as an atom traverses the probe beam [31]. This
interaction modifies the underlying Lorentzian line shape to
give an overall line shape that can still be close to a Voigt
function but with a Lorentzian width parameter that no longer
equals that expected from the homogeneous processes alone.

In this workwe demonstrate an approach to laser absorption
spectroscopy that allows a measurement of the absolute
absorption with shot-noise-limited accuracy. Accuracy is
ensured by using a high-precision differential measurement
scheme that preserves the scale information. This has permitted
the reconstruction of cesium absorption spectra with a SNR
limited only by shot noise on the probe light (2 ppm at 6μW in
a 40-ms bandwidth). By varying the probe power between ap-
proximately 1/100 to 1/10 of the saturation intensity, we have
observed an apparent trebling of the underlying homogeneous
linewidth of theD1 transition. This observation emphasizes the
power of this technique as we are making precision measure-
ments of the homogeneous linewidth component in the wings
of the spectral line more than 400 natural linewidths away
from the line center. This work demonstrates that it is possible
to work at the shot-noise limit for a spectroscopically accurate
measurement and we would anticipate that this technique will
be widely used in future spectroscopic applications.

The authors would like to thank the Australian Research
Council for supporting this research through the Grants No.
FT0991631 and No. DP1094500.
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CHAPTER 5. OPTICAL DETECTION

5.2 Optical layout

The optical layout for the spectrometer is shown in Fig. 5.1. The spectrally fil-

tered probe beam from the tunable offset-locked probe source of §3.4 was made

incident onto an acousto-optic modulator (labelled AOM in Fig. 5.1, IntraAction

ATM-1752DA2B). An AOM output consists of an undeflected beam that has the

same optical frequency as the input, and a diffracted beam that is either up- or

down-shifted (dependent on input angle) in frequency by an amount equal to the

RF input frequency (175 MHz). The power in the diffracted beam is controlled by

the power in the RF drive signal. The maximum proportion of the input power

appearing at the diffracted port is ∼ 80% for this AOM and this beam was coupled

into a single-mode fibre. A non-polarising fibre-beamsplitter (labeled 90:10) diverted

10% of the light to a photodetector. A loop filter (New Focus LB1005) was used to

keep the in-coupled optical power constant by feedback to the RF amplitude.

The probe beam was introduced into the evacuated chamber containing the en-

vironmentally isolated Cs cells via a vacuum-compatible optical fibre feedthrough.

On the upper level of a dual-level scaffold structure constructed inside the vacuum

chamber (Fig. 5.1) the probe beam was returned to free-space propagation (in a

3.25(5) mm 1/e2-diameter beam). The limited space inside the vacuum chamber

prevented the beam preparation optics and Cs isolator from sitting on the same op-

tical plane. A Wollaston polarising beam splitter (ThorLabs WP10-B, labeled WO)

was used to produce two orthogonally polarised output beams with an angular de-

viation of ±10◦ with respect to the input. This minimised interference effects due

to etalons forming from spatially overlapping retro-reflections. The relative output

powers at this beamsplitter was externally adjustable by manipulating the input

polarisation using a manual fibre polarisation controller (ThorLabs FPC030). This

flexibility provided the possibility of simultaneously comparing spectra taken with

high and low input optical intensities on the two environmentally isolated Cs sample

cells.

Pairs of Glan-Taylor polarising prisms (ThorLabs GT10-B) and Wollaston po-

larising beam splitters (ThorLabs WP10-B) were used to further divide the two
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5.2. OPTICAL LAYOUT

beams to produce the four beams (SA, SB, RA and RB) required for simultaneous

spectroscopy on two Cs cells. It was our experience that these prisms in this combi-

nation provided the best optical performance - the Glan-Taylor polarisers produce

an exceptionally pure polarisation (extinction ratio 105 : 1) and “clamps” the in-

put polarisation prior to the beamsplitter which kept the optical split ratio stable.

For comparison, standard polarising beamsplitter cubes (e.g. ThorLabs PBS122)

had a substantially inferior extinction ratio (103 : 1) and this often led to split ra-

tio instability, which elevated the measurement noise floors. The geometry of the

beamsplitting cubes also permits the formation of unwanted etalons because their

output faces are normal to the input beam even if they are anti-reflection coated.

The two p-polarised sampling beams with respect to the Cs cell windows (SA

and SB), were directed to the lower level of the scaffold structure to probe the

cells, respectively labelled Cell A and B, and then returned to the upper level to be

measured on a photodetector array (PDA). The optical power in each sample beam

was compared to its corresponding reference beam (RA or RB). The Cs cells (Triad

Technologies TT-CS-19X75-Q-BA) were manufactured with Brewster-angled (θB =

arctan(n) = 56.9◦, for fused Quartz n = 1.537 at 895 nm) windows to minimise

spurious etalon effects. For the same reason, concave dielectric mirrors (instead

of lenses) were used to focus all the beams onto identical 3.5 mm x 3.5 mm silicon

photodiodes (ThorLabs FDS-100) in a photodetector array. The optical windows

that protect the active surface of the photodiodes were removed to prevent etalon

formation.

5.2.1 Data Acquisition and Logic

A computer (NI PXI-1042) running National Instruments LabView 7 centrally coor-

dinated the probe laser tuning and the data acquisition. This computer remotely sets

the output of the reference frequency generator to a desired value of the (divided)

offset-beat frequency (see §3.4.2). The step between the current beat and target fre-

quencies was divided into a series of smaller intervals if they were separated by more

than the capture range of the offset-frequency lock. A settling time of 50 ms was
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Figure 5.1: Schematic of optical layout inside the vacuum chamber. AOM:

Acousto-optic modulator, BB: Beam block; IC: Input coupler; Synth.: Frequency

synthesiser with remote amplitude control; SMF: Single-mode fibre; OC: Output

coupler; WO, WA, WB: Wollaston polarising beamsplitters; GT: Glan-Taylor prism;

RA, RB: Reference beams; SA, SB: Sample beams; SM: Spherical mirror; PDA:

Photodetector array; F1, F2: Vacuum feedthroughs.
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5.2. OPTICAL LAYOUT

Figure 5.2: Photograph of the contents of the vacuum chamber, showing the

assembled environmental isolator and the scaffold structure used to support addi-

tional optical elements for beam preparation (upper level). A pump port, vacuum

feedthroughs for optical fibre and electrical signals are seen attached to the baseplate

of the (open) vacuum chamber.
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permitted to elapse after reaching the target frequency to ensure that the probe laser

and associated locks have reached steady-state. A TTL signal was generated from

a digital I/O interface (National Instruments NI PXI-6070E) which synchronously

triggers the digital multimeters to measure the four photodetector output signals.

This strict instrument synchronization provided good common-mode rejection and

was required to achieve the best noise performance. In this way, the Cs absorption

spectrum was recorded with the probe laser tuned in steps of 50 MHz over a 7 GHz

range.

5.3 Four-way photodetector

A compact array of four silicon photodiodes operating in the photoconductive mode

[Hobbs 09] was built to measure the optical power in each of the sample and reference

beams. A pair of 9V batteries was used to provide a common low-noise reverse bias

voltage, Vbias = 18 V. Each photocurrent flowed through a load resistor (R = 220 kΩ)

so that the signal voltage Vs on any particular channel is given by [Hobbs 09]

Vs(P ) = RRP
�� ��5.1

where R ≈ 0.6 A/W is the responsivity of the Si photodiode and P is the op-

tical power. The circuit schematic for the four-way photodetector is shown in

Fig. 5.3. Care was taken to extract the photosignals through a dedicated electri-

cal feedthrough (carrying no other signals) from the vacuum chamber via coaxial

cables without interference from other signal-carrying conductors.

In a typical measurement chain like the one in Fig. 5.5, each photosignal will

contain some shot noise, Johnson noise and signal digitiser noise. i.e.

V = Vs(P ) + nS + nJ + nD
�� ��5.2

where nS, nJ and nD denote shot noise, Johnson noise and signal digitiser noise,

respectively. We will now determine the expected amplitude of these noise terms,

working backwards through the detection chain.
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Figure 5.3: Electrical schematic of a simple array of photodiodes biased from a

common battery source. Each photocurrent is dropped over a resistor (220 kΩ) and

the photovoltage is recorded.
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Figure 5.4: Photographs of the photodiode array viewed from the rear showing

the SMA connectors for each signal line (left). The view from the front shows that

the photodiode windows have been removed (right).
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5.3.1 Signal Digitiser Noise

Each photosignal was sampled using a digital multimeter (DMM, Agilent 34410A)

using a fixed integration time of 2 power line cycles (40 ms). In principle, an ad-

justable low-noise voltage source can be used to probe the input noise of the DMM

as a function of input level. Whilst this is conceptually easier to understand, it is

relatively difficult to implement. Instead, we supplied a single, slowly varying (but

not necessarily low noise) signal to two DMMs from a single arbitrary signal gener-

ator (Agilent 33220A). Since the source noise is common it does not appear in the

differential measurement Vd = V1 − V2, where Vi is the digitised signal from the ith

DMM. Assuming the rms noise on each instrument nD is identical and uncorrelated,

nD =
1√
2
n(Vd)

�� ��5.3

where n(Vd) is the rms noise on the difference Vd. The input signal was set to explore

the full scale range for each of the 0.1, 1 and 10 V ranges. It was found that the

noise was independence of signal amplitude for each setting and the results shown

in the upper panel of Fig. 5.6.
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5.3.2 Johnson Noise

Each load resistor R = 220 kΩ at temperature T ≈ 300 K generates Johnson noise

with rms amplitude given by [Reif 65]

nJ =
√

4kTRfbw = 0.21µV
�� ��5.4

where fbw = 1/(2τ) = 12.5 Hz is the equivalent noise bandwidth (ENBW) for an in-

tegration time of τ =40 ms. The value of R was chosen so that the Johnson noise

was just lower than the DMM noise at its most sensitive setting. Indeed, measure-

ment of the differential voltage noise of two completely blocked photodetectors was

consistent with the expected combined Johnson and DMM noise levels (Fig. 5.6).

This also showed that the noise on the dark current [Hobbs 09] of the photodiode

was negligible.

5.3.3 Shot Noise

For the photosignal Vs, the photocurrent that flows through the load resistor is I =

Vs/R = RP , which has an associated shot noise current iS given by [Horowitz 06]

iS =
√

2eIfbw
�� ��5.5

where e = 1.60217657× 10−19 C is the elementary charge. This induces a voltage

noise nS = iSR.

The upper panel of Fig. 5.6 summarises the expected noise amplitudes from the

detection chain shown in Fig. 5.5. Ultimately, we were interested in the ratio of two

photosignals in the dual-beam spectrometer to form a transmission ratio measure-

ment:

T =
V1 + nS + nJ + nD
V2 + nS + nJ + nD

�� ��5.6

⇒ n2(T) ≈ 2n2
T/V

2
�� ��5.7

where we have assumed the sample V1 and reference beams V2 are approximately

equal in power (V1 ≈ V2 = V ) and we have introduced n(T) and nT =
√
n2
S + n2

J + n2
D

to denote the noise in the ratio and the total noise, respectively. The lower panel of
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Fig. 5.6 shows that the measured and calculated values for n(T) were in good agree-

ment. At signal levels higher than ∼ 20µW, the measurement was solely shot-noise

limited.

5.3.4 Linearity

In the dual-beam spectrometer configuration, the sample and reference photode-

tectors sees a common-mode signal which makes the exact value of RR for each

detector unimportant; mismatches in these gain factors contributes an overall scal-

ing factor to the transmission ratio that is indistinguishable from a change in the

optical split ratio at a the Wollaston prisms WA or WB. Equation (5.6) also makes it

obvious that the measurement of T is unaffected by nonlinearity in Vi(P ) as long as

V1 and V2 are nonlinear in the same way, i.e.T = f1(P1)P1

f2(P2)P2
= P1/P2 if f1(P ) = f2(P ),

where fi is a function that encodes the response non-linearity. This implies that the

experiment was principally sensitive to a differential non-linearity in the sample and

reference photodetectors.

The differential non-linearity can be quantified by measuring T as a function

of P2 for a fixed ratio P1/P2 at a fixed frequency far from the atomic absorption

features. This can be achieved by varying the total input power using a motorised

variable neutral density filter wheel placed immediately behind the AOM (whilst

the power stabilisation loop was temporarily disabled). Fig. 5.7 shows the measured

ratio TA and TB for each pair of detectors respectively monitoring the two Cs cells

labeled A and B. The ideal detector response is one that shows no sensitivity to

the common-mode variation, but departures from linearity are evident at either

extremes of input power.

A model for the actual photodetector response accounting for a residual electronic

offset γ that was not fully corrected because of its temporal instability (Fig. 5.8),

and a first-order nonlinearity that makes the output slightly quadratic with input

power is given by:

V (P ; r, γ) = RRP + r(RRP )2 + γ,
�� ��5.8

where r is a parameter that quantifies the degree of detector nonlinearity. The ratio
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Figure 5.6: Top panel: The calculated shot noise (S) and Johnson noise (J) volt-

ages as a function of the photosignal. The DMM (D) input noise was empirically

determined and found to depend on the measurement range setting (indicated by

the shaded regions). Bottom panel: Measured transmission noise n(T) (circles)

compared to the calculated (with no free parameters) contributions from the DMM,

Johnson noise, shot noise and total (T) are also shown for comparison.
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parameters r′ and γ′ in Table 5.1 are shown (solid) for comparison.

of photosignals is thus T = V (P1; r1, γ1)/V (P2; r2, γ2), where the subscripts follow

the same convention as in (5.6).

When recording Cs absorption spectra in normal operation, the variation of

optical power on the reference detector P2 is much less than that on the sample

detector. Its level is held to a constant value by the action of the power stabilisation

feedback loop and provides a near-constant scaling factor by which to normalise the

sample detector signal. In fact, we briefly note that no extra absorption information

is afforded by the reference detector signal; it is used in our experiment primarily for

common-mode noise rejection and to offer a first-order insensitivity to the absolute

photodetector non-linearity. This permits us to consider the combined non-linearity

as if it was solely arising from the sample detector, i.e.

T = V (P1; r1, γ1)/V (P2; 0, 0)
�� ��5.9

=
P1

P2

+ r

(RRP 2
1

P2

)
+ γ

(
1

RRP2

) �� ��5.10

≈ 1 + rV (P2; 0, 0) + γ/V (P2; 0, 0), for
P1

P2

≈ 1.
�� ��5.11
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Figure 5.8: Typical voltage stability of a photosignal when the optical input is

blocked.

The offset- and quadratic-related terms have different functional dependencies on

the reference detector level. They are responsible for the deviations away from

ideality at the the low- and high-signal ends of Fig. 5.7, respectively. A fit (dashed

traces) to the measured curves provide estimates of the nominal values for r and γ

associated with each photodetector pair (Table 5.1).

More refined estimates of the parameters r and γ for each of the sample photode-

tectors would be possible with a well calibrated variable optical attenuator placed

only in the path of the sample beams. Standard discrete optical components, such

as the neutral density filter wheel and fixed attenuators, do not provide sufficient

accuracy because they are prone to etalons and are sensitive to input beam angle.

These elements were only useful for controlling common-mode optical variations

(i.e. used prior to the Wollaston prisms WA or WB of Fig. 5.1). However, the strict

relation between the optical depths of the two hyperfine atomic resonances (Eqn.

2.23) together with the well-aligned Brewster-angled sample cell is a sensitive and

accurate calibration standard which nicely avoids the technical challenges imposed

by neutral density filters.

A series of Cs spectra were taken at T = 296 K with normalised intensity between

I/Isat = 0.12 × 10−3 to 2.8 × 10−3. The ratio of optical depths of the F = 3 →
3, α33, and F = 3 → 4, α34, transitions were extracted (Fig. 5.9). As we noted
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Figure 5.9: The deviation of the ratio of absorption depths as a function of input

level diverges at low powers in the presence of a photodetector nonlinearity. An

optimisation of the photodetector parameters was performed so that the ratio of

absorption depths linearly approaches the zero-intensity limit.

in [Truong 12], there is some residual amount of optical pumping even at these

exceedingly low intensities and this leads to a linear convergence of the quantity

α33/α34 to the zero-power value of 1/3. Indeed, a linear trend can be seen at high

intensities but the results from the two cells begin to disagree and diverge away from

the expected value as the input power is reduced (pale red and blue, open markers).

Accounting for the detector non-linearity, the actual optical power Pact can be

calculated by inverting Eqn. (5.8) using the values for r and γ for each of the relevant

detectors. A corrected (linearised) photodetector output and T was constructed

using knowledge of the measured power Pact, and a search in small perturbations

around the nominal values of γ was performed to optimise the linear dependence

of α33/α34 with intensity. The offset correction performed with the atoms is shown

in Fig. 5.9 for comparison to the uncorrected values. The optimised parameters are

denoted by the primed variables in Table 5.1 and are consistent with the measured
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Table 5.1: Table of photodiode nonlinearity parameters determined before (r, γ)

and after (r′, γ′) an optimisation using the ratio of absorption depths in Cs.

Cell A Cell B

γ (µV) 0.38 -7.6

r (µV−1) -51 -150

γ′(µV) 4.9 -9.5

r′ (µV−1) -51 -150

non-linearity (solid traces Fig. 5.7). In this way, a fundamental symmetry of atomic

system was exploited to perform in-situ measure of offsets with sub-µV sensitivities

(equivalent to sub-8 pW in optical power) at signal levels of up to ∼100 mV, which

offers absolute accuracy over a dynamic range of 100000:1.

5.4 Summary

While there are many ways to overcome technical noise to provide excellent sensitiv-

ity to absorption signals, Doppler-broadened thermometry further requires accuracy

in the measured power ratios from a dual-beam spectrometer. This criterion favours

photodetection using highly linear components that require minimal calibration. We

demonstrated that our very simple photodiode configurations measured at DC can

reach the shot noise limit. We additionally demonstrated that an extremely sen-

sitive calibration procedure can be adopted, relying only on fundamental physical

principles, to linearise the photodetector output. In the next chapter, we will look at

the Cs spectra recorded using this detection system for the environmentally-isolated

sample cells for primary thermometry.
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6
Primary Thermometry

6.1 Introduction

In this chapter, we will present our analysis of Cs spectra recorded using the appara-

tus described in Chapters 3 through 5. We will compare the validity of the linear and

non-linear lineshape models of Chapter 2 by fitting them spectra with various optical

depths taken at different temperatures and input optical powers. In this process, we

identified two unexpected major technical challenges that resulted in potential sys-

tematic errors: first, unwanted etalons and detector baseline variations required the

fit model to be modified to correctly account for their presence. Second, we found

evidence of varying amounts of impurities in all of the commercially-sourced Cs cells

that were tested. This caused an uncontrolled amount of collisional broadening that

was difficult to quantify. We will describe sensitive methods to identify the presence

of contaminating gases at extremely low pressures so that unsuitable Cs cells can

be identified and excluded from our ultimate determination of the Boltzmann con-

stant. We will end the chapter by presenting our primary thermometry results and

our total uncertainty budget.

6.2 Experimental Imperfections

6.2.1 Etalons

Periodic interference fringes that masquerade as true atomic absorption can be intro-

duced by unintended etalons (very low finesse optical resonators) formed by interfer-
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ence between weak, unintended reflected beams and are ubiquitous in spectroscopy

using coherent light sources. In the low-finesse limit, the etalon transmission Te can

be approximated by performing a Taylor series expansion of Eqn. 3.45) for small F :

Te =
Tmax

1 + (2F/π)2 sin2
(

πν
νFSR

) �� ��6.1

≈ Tmax
(

1− 4F2

π2
sin2

(
πν

νFSR

))
for F � 1

�� ��6.2

where we have used the fact (1 + x)−1 ≈ 1− x for small x, and F = π
√
R /(1−R)

and νFSR are the finesse and free spectral range as defined in §3.4.3 for a resonator

with reflectivity R. In this study, we are principally concerned with estimating

the underlying atomic Doppler width from spectra contaminated by multiple etalon

signals. We adopted the following procedure to mitigate the problem: first, the

optical elements that formed the etalons were identified and realigned to minimise

their effect; second, the model function for the measured transmission is modified

to allow for small amplitude sinusoidal variations in background level so that any

residual etalon fringes can be fitted; and finally, an upper bound for the etalon-

induced perturbation to the Doppler width was computed for the conditions in the

experiment under this data treatment.

We can calculate the expected etalon amplitude χ = 4F2/π2 using the Fresnel

equations to determine the reflectivity at dielectric interfaces. Supposing that light

is incident on the interface shown in Fig. 6.1, the complex reflection amplitudes rs

and rp for the s- and p-polarisations, respectively, are [Saleh 13] :

rs =
n1 cos θ1 − n2 cos θ2

n1 cos θ1 + n2 cos θ2

�� ��6.3

rp =
n2 cos θ1 − n1 cos θ2

n2 cos θ1 + n1 cos θ2

�� ��6.4

where ni are the refractive indices of the media, θ1 is the angle of incidence and

cos θ2 =
√

1− (n1/n2)2 sin2(θ1) is the (cosine of the) angle of refraction computed

from Snell’s law. A plot of the the reflectivities for each polarisation r2
s and r2

p are

shown in Fig. 6.2.
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Figure 6.1: Partial reflections at a dielectric interface between materials with

refractive indices n1 and n2.

Identification of Etalon Sources

In an initial realisation of the optical configuration shown in Fig. 5.1, we searched

for etalons by sweeping the probe laser through a range of more than 50 GHz far

away from the Cs resonances. This sweep was performed without the fine control

of the offset-frequency lock (§3.4.2) because the lock was only designed to cover an

optical spectral range of 6 GHz. Instead, the probe laser was slowly tuned with

no frequency stabilisation and its optical frequency was monitored using a remote

wavemeter (High Finesse WS/7) with a precision of 10 MHz.

In an initial diagnostic configuration, two etalons with periods 3.14(1) GHz and

37.86(1) GHz with amplitudes 400 ppm and 800 ppm, respectively, were observed in

Cell B as indicated by the green trace in Fig. 6.3. The 3.1 GHz etalon was easily

determined to have come from a mal-aligned Glan-Taylor polarising prism and this

was remedied by realignment of that optic. The 400 ppm amplitude of the etalon

corresponded to a resonator finesse of F ≈ 0.031 and reflectivity of R = 0.01 % off

each reflective surface. We note that such prisms often have a limited beam accep-

tance angle1 that makes it difficult to severely deflect the retro-reflected beamaway

from its input path. We were therefore forced to rely on the performance of the anti-

reflection coating which are only guaranteed to the ∼0.1% level (Fig. 6.4). In the

final configuration, we opted for a compromise between the efficacy of the polariser

1The polarisers used here have an acceptable range of ∼ 5◦ away from normal incidence. See,

for example, thorlabs.com/newgrouppage9.cfm?objectgroup_id=816&pn=GT10-B
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Figure 6.2: Reflectivity for s- and p-polarised light traveling from air (n = 1) to

fused Quartz (n = 1.537) as a function of input angle. The Brewster-angle condition

is satisfied for θ1 = 56.9◦ in the p-polarisation (inset).

and the generation of unwanted etalons by slightly angling the optic away from

normal incidence. The blue trace on Fig. 6.3 demonstrates that the highly periodic

∼3.1 GHz features were eliminated from this cell. The etalon was replaced with a

slowly varying background that is likely due to a residual polarisation modulation

introduced by the intentional misalignment into the polarising prism prior to the

polarising beamsplitter WB.

The broader etalon with period ∼38 GHz was also evident in both cells in the

initial configuration. It was suspected that this was produced by overlapping stray

reflections from the front and back surface of each Cs cell window. The nominal

window thickness was Lw =5.70(5) mm leading to a calculated fringe separation of

c/(nLw) =33.7(3) GHz, which disagreed with the measured value of 37.86(1) GHz

by 11%. However, the etalon source was experimentally confirmed by introduc-

ing the s-polarised output of the beamsplitter WA into Cell A to increase the

expected reflectivity from near zero for the p-polarisation to 16.4% (at the same

input angle θ1 = 56.9◦). This produced an exaggerated modulation with amplitude

∼200 000 ppm as shown in Fig. 6.3 (amber trace). The highly correlated phase and

period of the diagnostic etalon intentionally created in Cell A and the broad etalon

present in Cell B provided confidence that the cell windows were indeed at fault.
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Figure 6.3: The probe laser was scanned over a wide frequency range to search

for etalons in the optical layout. The amber and green traces correspond to an

initial diagnostic mode in which reflections from the cell windows were intentionally

induced to determine their period. The red and blue traces correspond to the

variations measured for the final configuration.

After restoring the probe beam with the correct polarisation to Cell A, we then

sought to reduce the amplitude of the cell window etalon by better matching to the

Brewster-angle condition.

Satisfying the Brewster-angle Condition

Two conditions needed to be met to completely extinguish the reflection off a

Brewster-angled surface when the input beam is purely linearly polarised: first,

the cell window defines a unique plane in which the electric field must lie; even if

the input polarisation was purely linear, but was rotated out of this plane, there is an

effective decomposition of the light into p- and some small s-polarisation component.

Second, the angle of incidence must coincide with the Brewster angle. In what fol-

lows, we will estimate the typical etalon amplitudes arising from small perturbations

away from the optimum polarisation and input angles.

Suppose that the input polarisation axis forms an angle φ with respect to the

p-plane defined by the cell window as shown in Fig. 6.5. The total reflectivity R is
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Figure 6.4: Anti-reflection coating specifications for coated Glan-Taylor prisms.

Reproduced from ThorLabs, Inc. (U.S.A.). The green trace (B-coating) at 894 nm

corresponds to our experiment.

the sum of the component reflectivities, i.e.

R = (rs sinφ)2 + (rp cosφ)2
�� ��6.5

= r2
s sin2 φ

�� ��6.6

where rs =
√

0.164 and rp = 0 are the amplitude reflectivities previously calculated

for the s- and p-polarisation components at the Brewster condition. The etalon

amplitude χ can be parameterised as a function of the angle φ by substitution of

(6.6) into (6.2):

χ =
4F2

π2

�� ��6.7

=
4r2

s sin2 φ

(1− r2
s sin2 φ)2

�� ��6.8

≈ 4r2
sφ

2 for φ� 1.
�� ��6.9

A plot of (6.8) and its small-angle approximation (6.9) is shown in Fig. 6.6. An

ability to individually rotate each cell around its optical axis, or to finely rotate the

beam polarisation without introducing extra etalons, would be a convenient method

to ensure that the polarisation alignment criterion is met. Unfortunately, this ca-

pability was missing from the design of the thermal isolator, so we conservatively

estimated that the maximum angular deviation is φ = 5◦ giving a worst-case etalon

amplitude of 5000 ppm.
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Figure 6.5: Slight rotation of the input light polarisation angle with respect to the

s- and p-polarisation axes defined by the angled cell windows.

Applying the Fresnel relations once again, we can determine the maximum etalon

amplitude caused by a deviation of the input beam from the Brewster angle. Since

the 3.25 mm diameter beam (§5.2) needed to pass through the 20mm diameter aper-

tures separated by 300mm on the outer thermal shield, this constrained the max-

imum angular deviation of the beam from Brewster’s angle to be ∼3◦ (assuming

the cell is axially aligned and the windows were manufactured at the correct angle),

causing a R = 0.1% reflection and 4400 ppm amplitude etalon. We note that even

a 1◦ misalignment causes a 480 ppm deep etalon.

After optimising the alignment into both cells, the transmission background was

remeasured. The red traces in Fig. 6.3 show the two etalons previously identified

have been suppressed and the maximum variations were approximately 1000 ppm

over 30 GHz (much less than the worst-case estimates). The lack of strong periodicity

suggested that the residual etalons were due to the polarisation and input beam

misalignments were small compared to some slow, frequency-dependent variation

of the optical split ratio introduced by perhaps the tilted GT prisms. During the

actual experiment, the scan range was only 6 to 12 GHz away from the reference

laser (denoted by 0 GHz detuning on Fig. 6.3). We expect the typical variations to

be reduced to ∼ 170 ppm over this smaller frequency interval. Residual etalons at

the 30 ppm level were still evident in Fig. 6.3 and these will be determined in greater

detail in §6.3.1.
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Figure 6.6: Plot of the etalon amplitude due a rotation of the input polarisation

angle away from the p-polarisation axis defined by the cell window calculated using

the exact expression (6.8) and the small angle approximation (6.9). The inset shows

(6.8) as a function of all angles.

Modified Fit Function

The previous analysis demonstrated that the expected variations in the background

level of transmission are on the order of a few hundred ppm. These were easily

resolvable above the measurement noise for almost all but the lowest input power

conditions (see Fig. 5.6). We were consequently motivated to permit some back-

ground variation in the model function for the measured atomic transmission. As in

§5.3.3, we denoted the ideal signals from the sample and reference photodetectors

as V1 and V2, respectively. A non common-mode power variation (for example from

the cell window) causes the modified transmission ratio T′ to be

T′ =
(1 + f(ν))V1

V2

�� ��6.10

= (1 + f(ν))T
�� ��6.11

where f(ν) encodes the signal perturbation and T = V1/V2 is the etalon- and

background-variation-free transmission. Similarly, the transmission ratio is mod-

ified for variations in the split ratio at WA or WB of Fig. 5.1 according to

T′ =
(1 + f(ν))V1

(1− f(ν))V2

�� ��6.12

≈ (1 + 2f(ν))T for f(ν)� 1
�� ��6.13
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where we have assumed a split ratio near 1 : 1. Equations (6.11) and (6.13) differ

only by the coefficient to the perturbative term f(ν). Since we have no interest the

etalon parameters, we can ignore this difference and treat the etalon amplitude as a

free fit parameter. We wrote the model function Tfit with which we fit the measured

atomic absorption spectra as:

Tfit(ν) = B(ν)T(ν),
�� ��6.14

B(ν) =

p∑
k=0

Akν
k

︸ ︷︷ ︸
aperiodic

background

+

q∑
j=0

Bj cos

(
2π

ν

Πj

+ Φj

)
︸ ︷︷ ︸

periodic etalons

�� ��6.15

where T is the ideal atomic transmission function which can represent either (I)

the linear atomic lineshape function of Eqn. 2.22 or (II) the solution to the non-

linear model (Eqn 2.30) computed using the methods of [Stace 10]. We allowed a

polynomial variation in the background, which depended on the coefficients Ak, in

addition to the etalon terms which have amplitude Bj, period Πj and phase Φj.

These coefficients were adjustable parameters subject to optimisation by the least-

squares fitting routine.

In (6.15), we have made use of the identity

2 sin2(πν/νFSR) = 1− cos(2πν/νFSR)
�� ��6.16

to simplify the sinusoids from (6.2); i.e.Bj = 2∗F2/π2. The factor of 2∗, whose

precise value we are not interested in determining, takes a value between 1 and 2

dependent on the relative contributions of etalons described by (6.11) and (6.13).

Typically, we restrict the polynomial order to p = 2 and and the number of etalons

to q = 6.

Perturbation to Estimated Doppler Width

We briefly modeled the sensitivity of the fitted Doppler width to the presence of

etalon backgrounds using simulated spectra. It is intuitively clear that the per-

turbation to the estimated Doppler width caused by a residual etalon will depend

not only on the etalon amplitude, but also its period and phase (i.e. Πj and Φj
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in (eqn:backgroundTerms)). For example, an etalon whose period is much broader

than the Doppler width of the Cs resonances would likely contribute an offset in the

background level that is effectively captured by the fit parameter A0. Conversely, a

narrow etalon (Π � νD) is averaged-over in the fitting process. For etalon periods

that are commensurate with twice the Doppler width (∼400 MHz) and the upper

state hyperfine splitting (∼1 GHz), the perturbation to the fitted Doppler width be-

comes strongly dependent on the phase Φ of the etalon with respect to the location

of the atomic resonance. The potential maximum bias to the fitted Doppler width

was determined by simulating etalon-contaminated Cs spectra of known Doppler

width that were subsequently fit using the model equation (6.14) with p = 2 and

q = 0 (i.e. deliberately excluding etalon terms from the fit).

Fig. 6.7 shows the Doppler width error as a function etalon period. The maximum

error over all possible etalon phases is reported for each etalon period. The Doppler

width error ζνD was defined to be

ζνD = νD,fit/νD − 1
�� ��6.17

where νD,fit is the fitted value for the expected Doppler width νD. As expected, there

is enhanced bias in the the fitted Doppler width to etalons of periodicity similar to

the Doppler width and to the hyperfine separation. Three etalon amplitudes were

investigated (100, 10 and 1 ppm) for the optical depths observed for the two Cs

resonances at room temperature (α33 ≈ 0.66, α34 ≈ 2). This demonstrated that the

sensitivity of the Doppler width error is approximately proportional to the etalon

amplitude and optical depth. This is readily understood; the larger the height of

the Cs resonance relative to the etalon amplitude, the smaller the disturbance the

etalon on the atomic fit parameters.

6.2.2 Sample Contamination

Another experimental imperfection that perturbed the Cs linewidths was unexpect-

edly introduced by a small amount of buffer gas in the cells. A buffer gas is a con-

taminating but chemically inert species that collisionally broadens the Lorentzian

component of the Cs lineshape (§2.3.1). The amount of broadening is dependent on
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Figure 6.7: Estimated maximum relative error in the Doppler width caused by a

background etalon unaccounted in the model function, plotted as a function of the

etalon period. The less absorptive hyperfine transition from F = 3 to 3 (dashed

traces) is more sensitive to etalons than the deeper F = 3 to 4 transition. Both

sensitivities scale linearly with etalon amplitude.

both the buffer gas species and its partial pressure inside the sample cell. Although

the Cs cells were specified by their manufacturer to be pure, we found that the

measured Lorentzian linewidths for both cells were larger than expected. We note

that similar observations have been recently reported [Wu 13].

In Fig. 6.8, the measured absorption coefficient (i.e.− ln(T) = − ln(Tmeas/B),

where Tmeas is the measured transmission data) is plotted on a logarithmic scale

so that the Lorentzian pedestal of the Voigt function is visible (in a way similar to

Fig. 2.3). Here, the background variations B were removed from the measured data

by fitting the measured spectrum with (6.14) to deduce the coefficients Ak, Bj, Πj

and Φj. Also shown for comparison is a Voigt profile of the expected Gaussian width

that was consistent with the SPRT-measured temperature and Lorentzian width that

was consistent with the instrumentally broadened Lorentzian linewidth (see §3.2).

The fitted atomic Lorentzian linewidths were Γ = 9.73(1) MHz and Γ = 9.88(1) MHz

for Cells A and B at room temperature, respectively, which were ∼4 times greater

than the expected value. The input power was also varied to ensure that this
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Figure 6.8: A plot of the measured optical depth (solid traces) and the fitted

Voigt profiles (black dashed) on a logarithmic scale for two highly contaminated

Cs cells. An obvious amount of broadening in the Lorentzian linewidth is evident

when compared to the expected profile (grey dotted). The spectra from Cell A has

intentionally been shifted for clarity.

broadening was not an artefact of optical-pumping (§2.3.1 and [Truong 12]).

Table 6.1 shows the broadening and line centre shifts associated with some no-

ble and nitrogen buffer gases. The parameters for each gas required to produce

a total Lorentzian width of 9.5 MHz (composed of 2.3 MHz from the Cs natural

linewidth, 0.05 MHz from the laser and 7.2 MHz from buffer gas broadening) is also

shown and suggests that these cells were contaminated with a buffer gas pressure at

approximately 1 torr.

Additionally, we used the spectrometer to compare the transition frequency of

one of these contaminated cells with that of a replacement cell. The replacement

cell showed no sign of gross contamination as evidenced by a measured Lorentzian

linewidth that was consistent with the expected value. The line centres of both

hyperfine transitions in the contaminated cell were shifted by 2.2(1) MHz relative to

the non-broadened replacement cell. It is possible that a buffer gas mixture of 0.5

torr He and 1.9 torr of Ne was present.
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Table 6.1: Buffer gas broadening and shift parameters at 300 K for some common

gases [Demtröder 81]. The pressure and associated centre frequency shift giving rise

to a broadening of 7.2 MHz is also given for each gas. The measured parameters

in the contaminated cell is indicated in the row labeled “Cont.” Parameters for a

buffer gas mixture (“Mix.”) of 0.5 torr of He and 1.9 torr of Ne is also computed.

Buffer Gas HWHM Broadening Shift Broadening/ Pressure Shift

(MHz/torr) (MHz/torr) Shift (torr) (MHz)

He 5 6.7 0.75 1.4 9.6

Ne 2.5 -2.9 -0.86 2.8 -8.3

Ar 5 -9 -0.56 1.4 -12

Kr 5 -2.7 -1.8 1.4 -3.9

Xe 5.5 -8 -0.69 1.3 -10

N2 7.5 -7 -1.1 0.9 -6.7

“Cont.” - - -3.4 - -2.2

“Mix” 3.0 -0.9 -3.4 2.4 -2.2

Perturbation to Estimated Doppler Width

In principle, these contaminated cells are completely valid experimental platforms

for primary thermometry; the Gaussian width is unperturbed by the buffer gas.

However, the uncontrolled broadening demands that the Lorentzian width in the

function (6.14) be a free parameter to be optimised by least-squares fitting. The

precision of the fitted Lorentzian linewidth was limited to 10 kHz, which was infe-

rior to the uncertainty in the natural (unperturbed) linewidth value from literature

sources. This additional uncertainty was undesirable, so the cells were replaced with

another two that had a measured Lorentzian linewidth much closer to the expected

value. We will shortly see in the following sections that these cells, although with

much lower contamination were also not completely pure.

We propose that into the future, new replacement cells should be subject to a
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more sensitive probe for possible contamination before use. The frequency shift of

the absolute transition frequencies should be determined using an optical frequency

comb stabilised to a primary frequency standard as a measure of gas purity. We

demonstrated the ability to perform comb-assisted determinations of the absolute

frequency of Doppler-broadened transitions at the kHz level using the FARS source

(§3.5). The published details of this experiment are included in App. C. Supposing

a measured shift of a Cs transition frequency shift of less than 1 kHz and a typical

broadening-to-shift ratio of −0.5 (Table 6.1), the maximum perturbation to the

Doppler width would be at the ∼ 3 ppm level.

6.3 Quantitative Spectral Analysis

Three datasets were acquired using the replacement cells that were meant to be

contaminant-free. In two of the studies, the temperature was held constant at 296 K

and 272 K and was independently measured using the CSPRTs with an uncertainty

of 1.2 ppm (§4.2.4). At each temperature, 200 Cs absorption spectra were taken at

each of 5 different input optical intensities between 0.12× 10−3 < I/Isat < 2.8× 10−3.

The dataset at higher temperature provided the highest precision in the fitted

spectral parameters because the optical depths were largest under these conditions

(which reduced the perturbative effects of etalons and baseline variations). How-

ever, the analysis for these spectra was more complicated exactly because the larger

optical depth required the more complex lineshape model of §2.4 that accounted

for optical pumping and axial beam power evolution. Conversely, the optically thin

dataset taken at 272 K was well-described by both the Voigt and optically-pumped

absorption models, but the precision in the fit parameters were proportionately re-

duced by the optical depth. The third dataset consisted of 1510 spectra taken over

36 hours (of near-continuous operation) whilst the temperature was slowly varied

between 295 K and 272 K for a nearly-fixed input intensity of I/Isat ≈ 2.5× 10−3 to

demonstrate our ability to monitor temperature changes.

We will begin this section by looking at typical spectra taken in the highest

signal-to-noise regime (i.e. when I/Isat = 0.28 × 10−3 and T = 296 K). We will use
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this example to discuss our treatment of background etalons and to illustrate the

differences between the Voigt and optically-pumped lineshape models. Following

this, we will make a measurement of the Boltzmann constant k using the 296 K

dataset. In doing so, we discovered that there was still a residual amount of buffer

gas in at least one of the replacement cells. We will discuss how this problem was

handled and provide an error budget for our determinations of k. Finally, we will

present auxiliary results from the remaining two datasets, which had a lower level of

precision, but were important in confirming key assumptions and conclusions drawn

from the 296 K dataset.

6.3.1 Typical Spectra

A typical spectrum from each of Cells A and B are shown in the bottom panel

in Fig. 6.9 for when I/Isat = 0.28 × 10−3 and T = 296 K. The residuals from the

Voigt and optically-pumped lineshape models (when the Lorentzian width fixed at

the expected value) are shown in the upper panels. The Voigt fit was performed

with one etalon background term, i.e. q = 1 from Eqn. 6.15, and returned a biased

estimate of the Doppler width by up to 1500 ppm, and the residuals were dominated

by features with an amplitude of 400 ppm. These features were consistent with

the expected correction terms required to describe an optically pumped system;

see Fig. 6.10 for a comparison to the theoretically-generated form of the residuals.

Admitting more etalons into the Voigt fit made the results unstable as the optical-

pumping-related features tended to bias the etalon estimation. We turned to the

complex model to better describe the data.

Optically-pumped Lineshapes and Treatment of Etalons

When the optically-pumped model with a single etalon background term (i.e. q =

1) was applied2, the bias in Doppler width was reduced to < 200 ppm and the

previously dominant optical-pumping-related features in the residuals were no longer

2All fitting using the optically-pumped lineshape model was performed using a computational

cluster located at the University of Queensland with the assistance of Dr. Thomas Stace.
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Figure 6.9: Typical Cs spectra (averaged over 200 sweeps) taken from two nomi-

nally identical cells at 296 K (lowest panel), and the residuals to least-squares fitting

using various models; Voigt: linear absorption model with purely Voigt profiles,

OP1: optically-pumped model with a single etalon term, OP6: optically-pumped

model with six etalon terms. Values of the best-fit parameters are shown in Table

6.3.
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Figure 6.10: Generic form of lineshape corrections due to non-linear spectroscopy

effects computed from [Stace 10].

evident in the panel labeled“OP1” in Fig. 6.9. The residuals now showed some

strong sinusoidal signals with amplitudes of approximately 40 ppm. We iteratively

allowed more sinusoidal terms in the fit until the fitted etalon amplitude was smaller

than the noise in the residuals (∼ 2 ppm). We also considered whether adding

more etalons terms was statistically warranted; additional terms (q > 6) did not

reduce the variance in the residuals by more than would be expected from fitting

to random noise. These two criteria, we empirically determined that there were

only six discernible etalons in the highest signal-to-noise dataset. The residuals to

the fits using the optically-pumped lineshape model are labeled “OP6” in Fig. 6.9.

We display the typical etalon parameters, which were static with temperature and

optical input power, in Table 6.2 for reference.

Whilst the variance of the residuals was reduced by the addition of up to six

etalons terms, only two terms were needed to remove bias from the fitted Doppler

width. In Fig. 6.11, the Doppler width error is plotted as a function of total number

of etalons fitted q. The trace for Cell A exemplifies the response of the fitted Doppler

width: the first two etalon terms were significant and without them, the result would

have been biased. Thereafter, the reduction in the variance in the residuals did not

correspond to a commensurate reduction in either the fit uncertainty in the Doppler

width (indicated by the error bars on Fig. 6.11) or in the fluctuation of the fitted
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Table 6.2: Typical etalon parameters from a fit of the 296 K spectra using the

non-linear model.

Etalon Num., j Ampl., Bj (ppm) Period, Πj (MHz) Phase, Φj (rad)

1 29 1880 0.83

2 25 1270 5.12

3 15 760 5.06

4 15 891 2.10

5 8.0 674 1.81

6 3.3 560 2.80
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Figure 6.11: Perturbation to the fitted Doppler width with additional etalon back-

ground terms for both cells at 296 K using the optically-pumped lineshape model. In

the worst case, two etalon backgrounds were required to remove bias from the fitted

Doppler width (shaded region). Adding more etalon terms reduced the variance in

the fit residuals, but was inconsequential to the estimation of the Doppler width.

Doppler width with each successive etalon term. This suggested that the details of

the etalon parameters for q > 2 were unimportant to the retrieval of the Doppler

width.

We provide a worst-case estimate of any residual systematic biases due to this

treatment of etalons by considering the typical sensitivity of the fitted Doppler width
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to an additional etalon term, e.g. the change in ζνD when going from q = 3 to q = 4.

For the optically thin (273 K) spectra, this sensitivity was at the level of 75 ppm,

and 39 ppm at 296 K. We did not see a reduction in Doppler width perturbation

that was proportional to optical depth as predicted in §6.2.1. Instead, only an

improvement by a factor of ∼ 2 was seen when the optical depth was 13 times

greater. We attribute this discrepancy to our simplifying assumption of perfectly

sinusoidal backgrounds in the modeling presented in §6.2.1.

Comparison Between Voigt and Optically-Pumped Models

The typical fit parameters for both models are shown in Table 6.3 for comparison.

In the Voigt fits, the features in the residuals related to optical pumping made

the etalon fitting unreliable; for example the etalon amplitude determined using

the Voigt model for Cell B was indistinguishable from zero within the precision of

the fit. We, therefore, never fit more than one etalon term when using the Voigt

profile. In these fits, we also attempted to disentangle the differing amount of optical

pumping effects from each transition (arising from their differing optical depths) by

allowing the optical depths and Doppler widths of both transitions to be adjustable

fit parameters. Indeed, the shallower Dip I (F = 3→ 3) showed less deviation from

the expected values, but it was clear from the residuals that the Voigt profile was

completely inadequate. For clarity, we will henceforth only show the fitted Doppler

width determined from Dip II (F = 3→ 4) as representative of the worst-case errors

accrued from using this model. In the optically-pumped lineshape fits, we have

correctly fixed the ratio of optical depths to the expected value of α33/α34 = 1/3

(Eqn. 2.23), and enforced a common Doppler width for both transitions.
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6.3.2 Determination of the Boltzmann Constant

In principle, the Boltzmann constant may be determined by measurements at a

single temperature and optical power. In our study, we took a weighted average

over multiple input intensities to be confident that the systematic errors associated

with the optically-pumped absorption lineshape modeling was well-accounted. In

the upper panel of Fig. 6.12, we display the Doppler width error ζνD from fitting

the dataset taken at 296 K with 6 etalon terms (labeled OP6). For reference, we

also display the error from the Voigt model to show that there was an appreciable

amount of optical pumping that prevented the application of the simplistic model.

Both models agree in the zero-intensity limit as expected. The weighted mean of

ζνD for Cell A, determined using OP6, showed that the spectroscopic thermometer

was consistent with the CSPRT, i.e.

ζνD = −4.58± 14 ppm (Cell A, 296 K)
�� ��6.18

We used (2.20) to express ζνD as

ζνD =

√
kfTf√
k0T0

− 1
�� ��6.19

where kf is the fitted value for the Boltzmann constant, k0 = 1.380 648 8×10−23 J/K

is the CODATA value [Mohr 12] for the Boltzmann constant and T0 denotes the

temperature independently measured using the CSPRTs (§4.2.4). Setting Tf = T0

provides a determination of kf with a precision of 28 ppm which was limited by the

parameter estimation precision of the fitting routine:

kf = 1.380 636(39)× 10−23 J/K (Cell A, 296 K)
�� ��6.20

Lorentzian Linewidth Uncertainty

By slightly varying the fixed value for the Lorentzian linewidth in the optically-

pumped model OP6, we empirically determined the sensitivity of the fitted Doppler

width under a perturbation to the assumed value of the Lorentzian width to be

∆(νD) ≈ −2 ∆(Γ).
�� ��6.21
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Figure 6.12: Primary thermometry at 296 K. Top panel: Error in the fitted Doppler

width as a function of input beam intensity for the linear model using purely Voigt

profiles (denoted V), and using the optically-pumped lineshape model with six etalon

terms (OP6). Bottom panel: Comparison of the fitted centre frequency for each hy-

perfine transition in each cell shows that both features were red-detuned by∼100 kHz

in Cell B relative to Cell A, which was indicative of residual buffer gas contamina-

tion.
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Figure 6.13: Primary thermometry at 272 K. Abbreviations and labeling scheme

follow the same convention as in Fig. 6.12.
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This sensitivity was approximately twice as large as that for the Voigt model (see

Eqn. 3.44) because of additional correlations in fit parameters in the optically-

pumped model. Whereas a 6 kHz uncertainty in Γ contributed to 58 ppm uncertainty

in k (via Eqns. 3.44 and 4.4), the same uncertainty led to a 116 ppm uncertainty in

k for the optically-pumped model. By far, this source of uncertainty dominated the

total uncertainty our determination of the Boltzmann (116 ppm). The next most

significant source of uncertainty were the background etalons, but these were at a

level 3 times lower.

Higher-Order Optical-Pumping Corrections

In computing the lineshapes that were corrected for optical-pumping, we have fol-

lowed the prescription provided in [Stace 10] to solve the generalised Beer’s law

for effusive gases (Eqn. 2.30). Recall that the solution in the limit of zero probe

beam intensity recovered the Voigt profile (§2.4) and that the calculation of the

optically-pumped lineshape correction terms involved a perturbative expansion in

the normalised intensity I/Isat. Thus, the Voigt profile represents an expansion to

zeroth order, i.e. (I/Isat)
0. In the paper included in §2.4, we demonstrated (numer-

ically and experimentally) that the convergence of the Doppler width when fitting

with the Voigt model is linear towards zero error. Similarly, when correcting to zth

order in I/Isat, the convergence of ζνD goes as (I/Isat)
z+1, and we can write:

ζ(z)
νD

(I/Isat) = cz(I/Isat)
z+1

�� ��6.22

where ζ
(z)
νD (I/Isat) is the Doppler width error dependence with intensity when fitting

using an optically-pumped lineshape model corrected to zth order in I/Isat, and cz

is a constant of proportionality.

From Fig. 6.12, the Doppler width error for the Voigt fit at the highest intensity

was ζ
(0)
νD (3× 10−3) ≈ 1500 ppm. For the analyses labeled “OP6,” we have corrected

up to order z = 2 and we estimated the intermediate result ζ
(1)
νD (3×10−3) ≈ 200 ppm

(not displayed). Assuming that each order of perturbation correction will propor-

tionately reduce the Doppler width error, i.e. that cz/cz+1 is approximately constant,
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then

c1

c2

≈ c0

c1

�� ��6.23

≈ 1500

200

�� ��6.24

≈ 7.5
�� ��6.25

and an upper bound for the systematic error in our determination of k (Eqn. 6.20),

incurred by truncating expansion of the optically-pumped lineshape model at z = 2,

was approximately 200/7.5 = 26 ppm at I/Isat ≈ 3× 10−3. We note, however, this

systematic uncertainty rapidly goes to zero due to the cubic functional dependence

of ζ
(2)
νD . For example, the optical pumping uncertainty is only (1.5/3)3 ∗ 26 = 3 ppm

at I/Isat ≈ 1.5× 10−3. An equivalent analysis for low temperature shows that very

little correction needed to be applied and the systematic uncertainty from the model

was negligible. We present the total list of uncertainties in Table 6.4.

6.3.3 Residual Buffer Gas

It was evident from Fig. 6.9 that the residuals in fits to spectra from Cell B using

the OP6 model had some non-random structure with ∼20 ppm amplitude. These

were not present in Cell A, and we attributed them to a residual amount of buffer

gas contamination in Cell B that slightly broadened the Lorentzian linewidth away

from its assumed value for the fits. This is in agreement with the top panels of

Fig. 6.12 in which the Doppler width error showed a systematic deviation from the

expected value, i.e.

ζνD = 141± 15 ppm.
�� ��6.26

kf = 1.381 038(40)× 10−23 J/K (Cell B, 296 K)
�� ��6.27

This offset was equivalent to an overestimation of the Doppler width by ∼20 kHz

caused by an additional Lorentzian broadening of ∼ 10 kHz. Whilst there was suf-

ficient precision to directly resolve 10 kHz of broadening by allowing the Lorentzian

width to be a free parameter of the fit, the uncertainty on this parameter (approxi-

mately 10 kHz) was insufficient to make this a viable option to pursue.
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The shift of the transition frequency provided a more sensitive diagnostic for the

presence of a buffer gas. It is evident from the bottom panel of Fig. 6.12 that both

hyperfine transitions in Cell B was shifted relative to the transitions in Cell A, i.e.

νi,A − νi,B = 100.7± 5.2 kHz
�� ��6.28

where νm,n denotes the mth transition (following the convention of Fig. 2.1) in Cell n.

This indicated that there was a differential buffer gas pressure between the two

nominally identical cells manufactured in the same batch. Since almost every buffer

gas in Table 6.1 causes a shift to lower frequency, it strongly indicated that Cell

B was more contaminated than Cell A (in the range of 0.01 to 0.05 torr). We,

therefore, rejected the results from Cell B on the basis that it was contaminated

with a buffer gas. No inference regarding the absolute purity of Cell A can be made

without a comparison of its transition frequencies to an absolute frequency scale.

However, we saw no evidence in the Doppler width or Lorentzian widths to suggest

that Cell A was contaminated and we will assume that it was pure (see Table 6.4).

6.3.4 Auxiliary Determinations

It was important to search for deviations of the models away from the expected tem-

perature dependence that might arise from confounding sources of systematic errors

not yet considered. We performed two more experiments to this end. Although

they had a reduced sensitivity principally due to the diminishing optical depth,

they provided confirmatory results that suggested that no further errors needed to

be included.

272 K Dataset

The experiment at 296 K was repeated at 272 K where the optical depth was reduced

by a factor of 13 due to the reduction in Cs number density. In these circumstances,

the atomic system was better approximated by the Voigt model. In Fig 6.13, we

compare the fits using the Voigt and optically-pumped lineshape model. As might

be expected in the regime of low optical depth, there was no systematic difference

between the models. Once again, a consistent overestimate of the Doppler width is
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Table 6.4: Table of uncertainties for the determination of the Boltzmann constant.

aCell A was assumed to be contaminant free. bBracketed totals are exclusive of

Atomic Lifetime uncertainty.

Source Uncert. (ppm) Ref.

Systematic:

Atomic Lifetime 116 Table 2.1

Etalons §6.2.1

296 K 39

272 K 75

Optical pumping §6.3.2

296 K, I/Isat = 3× 10−3 26

272 K, I/Isat = 3× 10−3 < 1

Buffer Gas

Cell A 0a

Cell B 193 §6.3.3

Laser Gaussian width 18 Eqn. 3.40

Laser Lorentzian width 2 Eqn. 3.44

PD Linearity 1 §5.3.4

Temperature §4.2.4

296 K 1.8

272 K 1.2

Temp. Gradient 0.7 §4.2.4

Zeeman Splitting <1 §4.3.2

Random:

Statistical noise (200 averages) §6.3.2

296 K 28

272 K 58

Totals for Cell Ab

296 K 129 (58)

272 K 144 (86)

Totals for Cell Bb

296 K 231 (200)

272 K 245 (216)
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seen in Cell B and a corresponding frequency shift was again confirmed. A weighted

fit to the Cell A data gave:

ζνD = 64± 29 ppm.
�� ��6.29

kf = 1.380 826(81)× 10−23 J/K (Cell A, 272 K)
�� ��6.30

The disagreement between our determination of the Doppler width and that mea-

sured by the CSPRTs was driven by etalon effects which were approximately twice

as perturbative in the low optical depth regime (see §6.2.1). Once the total system-

atic total uncertainty is accounted (Table 6.4), the measurement is in agreement

with the expected value.

Temperature Ramped Dataset

In the final dataset, the input intensity was set to I/Isat ≈ 2.5× 10−3; although, an

approximately 10% variation occurred as a consequence of slow polarisation drift at

the input to the first Wollaston splitter (WO in Fig. 5.1). We operated at this ele-

vated intensity to take advantage of the higher photodetection signal-to-noise ratio,

whilst the temperature was slowly ramped from 295 K to 272 K. Over 1000 spectra

were taken to monitor the cell temperatures as the isolator cooled. However, it was

not possible to fit all of these spectra using the optically-pumped lineshape model

due to computational constraints. Instead, we decimated the dataset by choosing

to focus on ten temperatures approximately equally spaced in the range that we

explored. At each point, an average of multiple spectra separated in temperature

by no more than 50 ppm (i.e. no more than half of the uncertainty achieved in our

best determination of k at 296 K) were taken to reduce the detection noise.

Fig. 6.14 shows the Doppler width as a function of the expected Doppler width

(derived from the CSPRT measurements) so that the line y = x is the ideal result.

The non-linear model showed less temperature dependence in the Doppler width

error, with the Cell A determinations at either end of the ramp in agreement with

the expected value (denoted as the shaded band around zero in the upper panel).

We suggest that the disagreement for intermediate temperatures were caused by

gradients larger than was recorded by the CSPRTs (which were sensitive only to two
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specific locations in the thermal isolator). Given more time, the experiment could

be repeated by replacing the continuous temperature ramp with discrete steps to

particular temperatures and waiting many multiples of the thermal time constant

(∼43 hr, see Table 4.1) at each point before data acquisition.
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pumped lineshape models) as a function of the expected value. The dashed line

shows the ideal thermometer response.
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6.4 Summary

Two pairs of Cs cells were examined using the probe source, isolator and detection

system developed in the preceding chapters. In the first instance, it was found that

the cells were grossly contaminated with approximately 1 torr of unknown buffer

gas. This broadened the atomic Lorentzian linewidth by an additional 7.2 MHz that

was directly resolvable by the spectrometer by inspection of Lorentzian wings of the

observed absorption profile.

These contaminated cells were substituted with a pair of replacement cells (la-

beled Cells A and B), in which a broadening of 10(10) kHz was directly measurable in

Cell B when the Lorentzian linewidth was allowed to be an adjustable fit parameter.

This caused a systematic offset in the Doppler width and transition frequencies in

Cell B relative to the CSPRT and Cell A, respectively, seen under all experimental

conditions. This unambiguously demonstrated that at least one of the replacements

cells was impure. Other very recent work [Wu 13] have also shown shifts in Cs

transitions of up to 100 kHz and significant linewidth broadening was attributable

to contaminating gases in commercial vapour cells. This uncontrolled amount of

broadening interfered with our ability to determine the Doppler width for this cell.

We chose to proceed by assuming that Cell A was pure; however, we suggest that

such an assumption can readily be checked by measurement of the absolute transi-

tion frequency at the kHz-level [Truong 13b]. A comparison to known values from

frequency metrology [Gerginov 06] can be used to decide whether the cell would be

acceptable for a Doppler broadened thermometry at the few-ppm level.

Therefore, our best determination of the Boltzmann constant was performed

using Cell A at 296 K where the higher optical depth mitigated technical noise, but

at the expense of requiring a sophisticated lineshape model to correctly capture

the resulting absorption lineshape. The total uncertainty in this determination was

127 ppm, which was primarily limited by the the 6 kHz uncertainty in the literature

value of the atomic Lorentzian linewidth. Other sources of systematic error above

the few-ppm level consisted of perturbations due to background etalons (39 ppm),

higher-order optical pumping lineshape corrections (26 ppm) and laser linewidth
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uncertainty (∼18 ppm). Future refinements in the measurement of the upper-state

lifetime in the Cs D1 transition could lead to a few-ppm determination of k. This

level of accuracy is of topical international interest as it would be one of the first

determinations using a spectroscopic method with an accuracy rivaling any other

effort.

Experimental improvements to the beam alignment and polarisation rotation

control may allow us to better satisfy the Brewster-angle condition and reduce

etalons amplitudes by a factor of 3, which would correspond to amplitudes at the

level of 1 ppm. Sweeping the probe laser frequency over twice the span presently

explored could permit us to better fit away these residual etalons and reduce the

perturbation to k by a further factor of 2. In addition to this, we could operate

at a single intensity of I/Isat = 1.5 × 10−3 (approximately half the highest pow-

ers presently used) where the higher-order optical pumping lineshape perturbations

are reduced to 3 ppm. This would only require 4 times as many spectra to be ob-

tained to reproduce the current statistical uncertainty (24 ppm) and increase the

total acquisition time to 6 hours.

We note, however, that it was possible to reach a precision of 1.6 ppm (Fig. 6.15)

if the simpler pure-Voigt model was used to fit the data (presently, at the cost of

absolute accuracy). Future work may include a hybrid analysis approach where

the fitted widths using the Voigt model may be post-corrected with a high degree

of accuracy for the optical pumping effects, which together with the experimental

progress outlined above, may reduce our total uncertainty to the few-ppm level.
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7
Conclusion and Outlook

The current definition of the kelvin relies on the triple point of a very particularly

specified isotopic composition of water, which has been arbitrarily assigned the value

273.16 K. This means that the practical measurement of temperature is conceptually

removed from its more fundamental role in statistical dynamics, wherein it quantifies

the average amount of thermally driven random motion. This dependence on a

physical state of matter of a bulk sample has also led to difficulties in ensuring

universal agreement in the realisation of the triple point due technical challenges in

construction and maintenance of triple point of water cells.

A recent proposal by the BIPM, the international committee that oversees the

definition of the SI units, was to define the kelvin in terms of the Boltzmann constant

k. As such, any experiment capable of measuring the energy quantity E = kT

would also automatically be able to realise the unit of the kelvin. In this way

the realisation of the kelvin would be tied to physical laws, and no one method

of realisation is conceptually privileged. The value of k would merely become a

constant of proportionality between the unit of energy, the joule, and the kelvin.

7.1 Summary

In this thesis, we have explored the possibility of using the Doppler-broadened ab-

sorption profile of optical transitions to measure kT in thermal Cs vapour cells at

895 nm. This challenging application in linear spectroscopy has demanded the de-

velopment of a detailed lineshape model for optically pumped effusive gases, high

quality laser sources, environmental isolation, and low-noise and highly-linear pho-
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todetection.

In Chapter 2 we showed that the classical electron oscillator (CEO) model of

the atom led to a an absorption profile described by a Voigt profile, which is the

convolution between a Lorentzian and a Gaussian. Only the Gaussian component

contained information about the temperature of the ensemble, and care was required

to correctly disentangle it from the non-negligible amount of Lorentzian broadening.

In addition, a theoretical model was developed and experimentally verified[Stace 12]

to permit practical spectroscopy at non-vanishing optical powers as would otherwise

be required in the idealised case of the CEO.

Having understood the atomic response, a suitably well characterised and spec-

trally pure probe signal needed to be constructed. In Chapter 3, we described generic

feedback methods for stabilising the frequency of a variety of laser sources. In par-

ticular, the principles used to build a tunable and spectrally filtered offset-frequency

locked external cavity diode laser source at 895 nm was extensible to create extremely

fast-tuning spectroscopy platforms suited for measuring environmentally significant

gases, such as carbon dioxide, in the infrared domain[Truong 13a, Long 13].

The design, modeling and verification of an isolator that protected a pair of

Cs sample cells from thermal and magnetic variations was described in Chapter

4. A pair of calibrated capsule standard platinum resistance thermometers was

used to demonstrate a temperature stability of better than 1 ppm with gradients no

larger than this level existed over the time required to scan through a Cs absorption

spectrum. We also verified that the Zeeman splitting of the hyperfine transitions of

Cs due to a remnant magnetic field inside the isolator was at a completely negligible

level. The ability to work with compact sample cells permitted the design of an

isolator that accommodated two cells in the same thermal environment. We later

found that this was indispensable for comprehensively understanding the sources of

systematic errors in this experiment.

Chapter 5 described an initial attempt to build a sensitive photodetection scheme,

in which we used an amplitude modulated signal that was synchronously detected

with lock-in amplifiers. We demonstrated a variation on the extremely sensitive

principle of balanced/null detection that extended the dynamic range of our mea-
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surement devices[Truong 12]. This modulation technique offered exceptional pre-

cision and was able to resolve the photon shot noise even at relatively low optical

powers. We also developed a method to quantify the linearity of the photodetection

chain and discovered significant non-linearities associated with the lock-in amplifiers.

We opted to return to measurements at baseband to reduce the complexity of the

detection chain and to reduce the hardware required for simultaneously measuring

four optical signals (required for the two Cs cells). However, we were still able to

reach the shot noise limit with the new approach with a signal-to-noise ratio of up

to 106 : 1 at 100µW of optical input in a 12.5 Hz noise bandwidth.

Finally, we applied our apparatus to the problem of primary thermometry (Chap-

ter 6). We accurately measured the absorption profile of the F = 3→ 3, 4 hyperfine

transitions in Cs. The width of these transitions were related back to the thermal

energy kT . Although we encountered challenges in sourcing commercial Cs cells

of sufficient purity, we redetermined the Boltzmann constant using the best avail-

able sample with a precision of 28 ppm after only 200 spectral averages requiring

a data acquisition time of approximately 1.5 hr. However, the total uncertainty

was expanded to 129 ppm with the largest contribution to the uncertainty being

the uncertainty in the excited state lifetime. This uncertainty is within a factor

6 of the best reported spectroscopic determination of k [Moretti 13], and within a

factor of 55 of the best proposed spectroscopic determinations of the Boltzmann

constant [Lemarchand 13], wherein the expected total systematic uncertainty have

been examined but these experiments are still underway.

7.2 Outlook

Our spectroscopic apparatus has also opened a path towards more fundamental light-

atom interaction studies. Here we provide suggestions for further developing this

testbed to permit improved accuracy and speed in recording absorption lineshapes.
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7.2.1 Pulsed Excitation

The non-vanishing Lorentzian width presented practical challenges in our ability to

disentangle it from the Gaussian component. A different way forward may be to

deliberately introduce a controlled amount of Lorentzian broadening that will make

it commensurate with the Gaussian width. In this regime, there is a two-fold ad-

vantage: I) there is less parameter correlation between the Lorentzian and Gaussian

widths in the least-squares fitting, and II) the Lorentzian pedestal of Fig. 2.3 can be

sampled with much greater signal to noise than for a much thinner profile (for which

the Lorentzian wings would be much closer to the limit of detection). Both these

effects could reliably allow the Lorentzian width to be a free fit parameter without

degrading our ability to extract the Gaussian width.

Aside from introducing a buffer gas into the Cs, another more flexible and ex-

perimentally convenient way to broaden the Lorentzian linewidth, is to artificially

truncate the atom-light interaction using a pulsed probe beam whose duration is

shorter than the upper state lifetime. Equivalently, this pulsed beam can be consid-

ered as a probe source with an intentional, controllable and well-characterisable (for

example, by using an optical autocorrelator) amount of instrumental broadening

that is designed to be dominant over the atomic linewidth.

For such an experiment, the computation of the observed lineshape could in

principle be simplified. In the present situation, one must account for all possible

trajectories (traversed with different speeds) of atoms across the probe beam. This

ensemble averaging is computationally cumbersome and would not be required for a

pulsed probe whose duration is much shorter than the atomic transit time. In this

regime, the probe acts as a stroboscope and a “snapshot” of the thermal atomic

motion is captured. In the analysis, one only needs to consider the only the dis-

tribution of velocities at the time of exposure, but not the details of the history of

any particular atom’s experience of the probe field (as is currently required for CW

excitation). The fluorescence from this experiment could also provide an indepen-

dent measurement of the atomic Lorentzian linewidth via measurement of the upper

state lifetime.
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7.2.2 Direct Linewidth Sensing

If the etalon and baseline imperfections could be removed from the absorption spec-

tra, a real-time measurement of the Doppler-broadened atomic linewidth is possible

and the least-squares fitting would no longer be necessary. In §3.4.1, we showed

that the first derivative of the spectrum can be extracted by demodulation of a

frequency-dithered signal (with modulation frequency f). By extension, the second

derivative can be retrieved by demodulation at 2f , whereupon the zero crossings

occur at the inflection points of the original absorption signal. Two independent

lasers can be locked to the inflection points, and the frequency difference can be

measured using a heterodyne beat (§3.4.2). In principal, an exact relation between

this measured frequency interval can be found in terms of the constituent Gaussian

and Lorentzian linewidths. This approach has some innate advantages: taking the

derivative provides a degree of insensitivity to slow background variations and drifts,

and the reduction of the problem to a purely frequency measurement leverages the

well-established high precision methods already developed in that field.

7.2.3 Massively Parallel Measurement

A frequency-multiplexed technique like Direct Frequency Comb Spectroscopy (DFCS)

[Stowe 08], in which multiple, equi-spaced modes of a frequency comb is simultane-

ously incident on the vapour cell, is an exciting way forward to increase the measure-

ment rate. Although the optical spectral density is typically much lower in a comb,

leading to higher detection noise at each mode compared to a CW laser, the wide fre-

quency coverage with a guaranteed linear frequency axis may provide compensatory

advantages by simultaneously interacting with multiple transitions. In addition,

an optical-phase-sensitive technique like Dual-Comb Spectroscopy [Coddington 10]

offer the possibility to fit the full complex susceptibility (amplitude and phase) of

the atomic response. The additional measurements made the phase domain may

contribute to better precision on the fit parameters.
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Quantitative spectroscopy has been used to measure accurately the Doppler broadening of atomic transitions
in 85Rb vapor. By using a conventional platinum resistance thermometer and the Doppler thermometry technique,
we were able to determine kB with a relative uncertainty of 4.1× 10−4 and with a deviation of 2.7× 10−4 from
the expected value. Our experiment, using an effusive vapor, departs significantl from other Doppler-broadened
thermometry (DBT) techniques, which rely on weakly absorbing molecules in a diffusive regime. In these
circumstances, very different systematic effects such as magnetic sensitivity and optical pumping are dominant.
Using the model developed recently by Stace and Luiten, we estimate the perturbation due to optical pumping
of the measured kB value was less than 4× 10−6. The effects of optical pumping on atomic and molecular DBT
experiments is mapped over a wide range of beam size and saturation intensity, indicating possible avenues for
improvement. We also compare the line-broadening mechanisms, windows of operation and detection limits of
some recent DBT experiments.
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I. INTRODUCTION

An ability to measure absolute thermodynamic temper-
ature is currently confine to an exclusive list of national
standards laboratories. Such measurements require primary
thermometry expertise and highly specialized equipment,
making it impractical for wider-scale use. Instead, for practical
purposes, temperature scales such as ITS-90 [1] are used as an
approximation to the true thermodynamic temperature, even
though they are known to have relative uncertainties at the
10−4 level [2]. Accordingly, there is now a global push to
develop more convenient methods of primary thermometry
that could make thermodynamic temperature measurements
more broadly available [3]. A second motivating factor driving
recent renewed interest in primary thermometry is the call
by the Bureau des Internationale de Poids et Measures to
remeasure the Boltzmann constant, kB , using a wide range
of techniques in preparation for the redefinitio of the kelvin
in 2011 [4,5].

At present, the recommended value for kB is derived
primarily from one acoustic measurement performed by
Moldover et al. [6]. It would be preferable if kB could
be remeasured using different methods with comparable
uncertainties so that any systematic errors can be identified
Recently, Bordé suggested that the known [7] temperature
dependence of the spectral linewidth of absorption features,
previously exploited for measurments of stellar atmospheric
temperatures [8], can be used as a new technique for accurate
primary thermometry [9]. This Doppler-broadening thermom-
etry (DBT) method has since been experimentally realized and
while currently less precise than other primary methods such
as acoustic or dielectric constant gas thermometry, it suffers

*Gar-Wing.Truong@physics.uwa.edu.au

from very different types of systematic errors [10]. In contrast
to those techniques which measure the macroscopic quantity
RT , the DBT method can directly probe the microscopic
thermal energy kBT by measuring the characteristic spectral
width of molecular-atomic transitions, thereby avoiding the
uncertainties in the Avogadro constant NA.

The firs DBT measurements performed by Daussy et al.
and Casa et al. have used molecular gases at 1–130 Pa
and determined kB with a relative uncertainty [11–13] of
order 10−4. More recent work has improved the statistical
uncertainty [14] to 4× 10−5. In this paper, we present
results from an atomic rubidium (Rb) DBT system at 3×
10−5 Pa. The use of an alkali-metal atom absorber presents
some distinct spectroscopic differences that allow us to explore
new experimental regimes within the DBT method. In doing
so, we have identifie some advantages in using an atomic
system and encountered new challenges whose resolutions
demand a deep understanding and detailed unificatio of
light-matter interactions and gas dynamical theories [15].
While this work has been motivated by primary thermometry,
we believe that it has wider implications in all field requiring
high-resolution or precision quantitative spectroscopy.

The primary difference between a low-pressure atomic
vapor system, like Rb, and molecular experiments is that
atomic motion is effusive, so collisions are extremely rare.
An advantage of moving to this effusive regime is the
avoidance of pressure-induced systematic changes, such as
collisional line-shape perturbations [16]. This removes the
need to extrapolate results to an equivalent zero-pressure value.
Further, by using a sealed vapor-pressure reference gas cell,
we avoid any unintended pressure drifts associatedwith amore
sophisticated variable-pressure gas chamber. In this study, we
chose Rb, which has a high optical cross section, ensuring that
the absorption signal-to-noise ratio is satisfactory in spite of
the very low vapor density. This choice also gives the ability

033805-11050-2947/2011/83(3)/033805(9) ©2011 American Physical Society
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to operate in a range where high-quality lasers are readily
available and where silicon detectors, with their extremely
good linearity [17] and quantum efficien y, can be used. At
room temperature, it was possible to use a smaller cell than
those in the molecular experiments for the same absorption
depth, which was convenient for thermal control.

On the other hand, there are also disadvantages to using
atomic vapors. Care is required to ensure low levels of residual
magnetic field which can lead to the broadening of spectral
lines by lifting the degeneracy of Zeeman levels. In the
transition used in this experiment (D2 line of 85Rb), optical
pumping between unresolved hyperfin transitions contributed
the greatest potential for systematic error by perturbing the line
shape. In addition, the comparability of the natural lifetime,
beam transit time, and the Rabi period in our situation leads to
optical pumping effects that requires either an accurate model
of the gas kinetics [15] or the use of a low-power probe beam to
avoid line-shape perturbations. We followed the second route
here and show here that the resulting perturbation is at the
4 ppm level. We note, however, that it should be possible to
operate at higher power levels and use the model of Stace and
Luiten [15] to correct the results.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. In
Sec. II, we describe the experimental setup and data acqui-
sition for a Rb DBT experiment. The theoretical absorption
coefficien line shape for unperturbed atoms and the derivation
of a suitable line-shape profil for extracting the quantity
kBT from the acquired spectra are then described in Sec. III.
Our experimental results are presented in Sec. IV, followed
by a discussion about systematic uncertainties in Sec. V. In
Sec. VI, we discuss the relative merits and challenges of the
atomic approach in more detail. We also discuss how the use
of atomic vapors might be extended to a wider temperature
range.

II. METHOD AND EXPERIMENT

A schematic of the experimental setup used in this work
is shown in Fig. 1. The kBT product was determined from

FIG. 1. (Color online) A schematic diagram of the optical circuit
and electronic control systems. ECDL, extended-cavity diode laser;
LCD, variable optical depth liquid crystal display; OC, optical
cavity; PZT, annular piezo-electric stack; PDH, Pound-Drever-Hall
top-of-resonance feedback control loop; RL, reference laser; VNDF,
variable neutral density filter BE, beam expander lenses; PRT, ITS-90
calibrated platinum resistance thermometer; TI, thermal isolator;
(F)PD, (fast) photodetector.

spectroscopic measurements of unresolved hyperfin transi-
tions (from the 5 2S1/2, F = 2 → 5 2P3/2, F = 1,2,3 states)
in the D2 line of 85Rb at 780 nm. A custom-built extended-
cavity diode laser (ECDL) was locked to a tunable optical
Fabry-Perot cavity (OC) using the Pound-Drever-Hall (PDH)
technique [18], which suppressed acoustic and other fluctua
tions of the laser frequency.We tuned the laser’s wavelength by
changing the length of the cavity. A sweep generator (Sweep)
was used to displace one of the OC cavity mirrors by driving
a piezo-electric stack actuator (PZT). A stepwise sweep was
used to reduce the asynchronicity between measurements of
the temperature, frequency, and absorbed power. A liquid
crystal display (LCD) variable optical attenuator was used
to keep the intensity transmitted through the cavity, which
was monitored by the photodetector PD1, at a constant.
This suppressed variations in the amount of optical pumping
associated with power changes occurring throughout the scan.

The optical frequency difference between the probe and a
reference laser (RL) was measured using a fast photodetector
(FPD) and a high-bandwidth counter. The reference beam
was derived from a tunable Ti:sapphire laser locked to a
temperature-controlled, ultralow-expansion optical cavity. The
stability of the RL (∼1 kHz) contributed negligible uncertainty
to the optical frequency measurement. A variable neutral
density filte (VNDF) allowed measurements to be made at
incident probe powers below that set by the LCD intensity
control system, without affecting intensity or frequency
stabilities. A photodetector (PD2) located just before the
absorption cell was used to correct for any residual probe
power changes. A beam expander (BE) was used to give the
largest beam possible through the cell (2 cm in diameter) to
maximize the input power for a given intensity to achieve
a high signal-to-noise ratio. The power transmitted through
a 10-cm-long Rb absorption cell was measured on a third
photodetector (PD3). The Rb cell was encased in a passive
thermal isolator (TI) whose temperature was monitored using
a using a platinum resistance thermometer (PRT) calibrated to
ITS-90 with 30 mK uncertainty. The maximum temperature
difference across the isolator was measured to be less than
7 mK using auxiliary thermometers (not shown). The thermal
relaxation time constant of the isolator (∼2 h) was much larger
than the time required for a single sweep (10 min).

The outputs of PD2 and PD3 that monitored the incident
probe and the transmitted powers, respectively, were recorded
using digital multimeters with fi e-digit resolution. A third
multimeter was used to make four-wire resistance measure-
ments of the PRT. A computer-based data-acquisition system
centrally controlled and logged the three digital multimeters
and the high-bandwidth counter outputs. Before each set of
measurements at a fi ed probe power level, the dc voltages
on PD2 and PD3 caused by stray lights were recorded in
the absence of the probe beam. These backgrounds were
removed from the detector readings before reconstructing
the Doppler-broadened absorption spectrum by dividing the
output of PD3 by that of PD2.

III. EXTRACTING kB T FROM SPECTRA

In a low-density-gas cell, the absorption coefficien of an
isolated spectral line is the convolution between a Lorentzian
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and a Gaussian function, known as a Voigt profil [7]. The
Lorentzian component can be written as L(ν) = {1+ [(ν −
ν0)/�]2}−1, where ν is the optical frequency and ν0 is the
atomic transition frequency. This component arises from the
finit lifetime of the upper state and has a full width at half
maximum (FWHM) of � = 1/(2πτ ), where τ is the total
upper-state lifetime. Various phenomena including collisional,
transit time, and power broadening can perturb the width of
this Lorentzian. It was important in this experiment to keep
these perturbations at negligible levels.

The Gaussian component has the form of G(ν) =
exp{−[(ν − ν0)/�νD]2}, where the 1/e half-width of the
Gaussian component is related to the thermal energy kBT as

kBT = mc2

2

(
�νD

ν0

)2

(1)

and arises from the thermal motion of the atoms. Here c is
the speed of light, m is the mass of the absorbing atom,
and ν0 is the absolute transition frequency. For Rb, the
latter two parameters are known with relative uncertainties
of 5× 10−8 and 5× 10−11, respectively [19,20], which are
negligible for this experiment. While it was possible to com-
pute the absorption coefficien V (ν,�νD) = L(ν)⊗ G(ν) by
performing a convolution integral, this was a computationally
inefficien procedure. Instead, a numerical routine described by
Humlicek [21] implemented in the scientifi data analysis
program IGOR PRO1 was used to generate the Voigt function.
The relative accuracy of this algorithm was better than
3× 10−5 and no consideration of these numerical errors was
required in the following analysis.

The observed transmission spectrum was determined by
Beer’s Law [7], T (ν) = exp[−V (ν,�νD)L], where L is the
optical path length of the probe inside the absorbing gas.
Since this experiment concerns frequency differences, it was
convenient to shift the frequency origin by subtracting away the
absolute optical frequency of the 87Rb F = 2 → 1 hyperfin
transition. We denote these frequency differences with f to
avoid confusionwith the absolute frequencies ν.We performed
least-squares regression of the transmission spectra to Eq. (2)
to determine �νD:

T (f ) = Af + B exp

(
−C

3∑
i=1

SiVi(f − fi − fcav,�νD)

)
.

(2)

Here T (f ) is the sum of three unresolved hyperfin transitions,
indicated schematically in Fig. 2; the Vi(f − fi − fcav) are the
Voigt functions corresponding to each hyperfin transition,
each centered on frequency fi and with relative strength Si ;
and A, B, and C are three of the fi e parameters adjusted
in the regression. The Si were fi ed at values derived from
the Clebsch-Gordan coefficients while the fi were fi ed at
values determined by Arimondo et al. [20] (see Table I). Of
the adjustable parameters,A and B account for, respectively, a
residual background and imperfect background normalization

1IGOR PRO version 5.0.4.8 Wavemetrics, Inc., Portland, OR, USA.
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FIG. 2. (Color online) (Bottom) A typical spectrum (blue circles)
obtained from Rb vapor at 295 K (∼550 points) and the fi (red line)
using Eq. (2). The Lorentzians (green) indicate both the location of
the underlying hyperfin transitions and their relative strengths (in
arbitrary units). (Top) The residuals to the fit

(to a value of 1) of the spectra. C is the on resonance
absorption depth determined by the number density and the
cell length. The two other adjustable parameters, fcav and
�νD were contained within, and were common to the three
Voigt functions, with fcav allowing for the arbitrary (but fi ed)
frequency offset of the RL from the lowest frequency hyperfin
line. The Boltzmann constant was obtained from the Gaussian
width �νD using Eq. (1).

In principle, it is possible to perform the regression allowing
every parameter in Eq. (2) to be adjustable. However, in this
case, the returned parameters from the least-squares fi show
strong correlations between a number of the free parameters.
This leads a larger uncertainty range in those parameters. In
particular, we fin strong correlations in the Si , and also in
� and �νD , which have a correlation coefficien of −0.96.
Operating in an intensity range where it is possible to fi the
Lorentz width and the strengths Si to known values, we avoid
an artificia inflatio of the uncertainties associated with the

TABLE I. Values of the fi ed constants used in Eq. (2) for the
relative transition strengths, Si , and their frequency offsets [20], fi .
The relative transition strengths are exact numbers, while there is a
relative uncertainty of order 1× 10−5 associated with the differences
between the hyperfin transition frequencies.

Fupper = i Si fi (MHz)

1 1/3 4372.399(85)
2 35/81 4401.771(37)
3 28/81 4465.172(53)
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fitte Doppler width due to these correlations. Our theoretical
model (see Sec. V) guides us on the upper intensity.

IV. RESULTS

The results from several kB determinations are shown in
Fig. 4 as a function of incident probe power. These data were
produced from 24 spectra taken at intensities at least 500-fold
below the saturation intensity [22] (Isat ∼ 20W/m2). The total
uncertainties at each power level are indicated by the error bars
and were determined from the standard deviation of the data
sets taken at the same power level. Our fina determination
of the Boltzmann constant, based on a weighted mean of the
measurements at the various probe powers, is

kB = 1.381 04(59) × 10−23J/K.

The uncertainty in this measurement was limited primarily
by residual amplitude noise at frequencies higher than the
bandwidth of the LCD feedback control loop. This white noise
was exacerbated by a lower-than-expected common-mode re-
jection of amplitude noise resulting from some asynchronicity
in the data-acquisition scheme.

The broadening of the Lorentzian linewidth by magnetic
field contributed a smaller systematic uncertainty of 9.8×
10−5, which was summed in quadrature to give a total relative
uncertainty of 4.1× 10−4. All other systematic uncertainties
were kept at negligible levels and are discussed in the
following section. However, as the random uncertainties and
measurement timing are addressed in future work, these
will become increasingly important. Our value of kB has a
relative deviation of 2.7× 10−4 from the current CODATA
value. To our knowledge, this is the most accurate demon-
stration of primary thermometry using spectroscopy of atomic
absorbers.

V. ESTIMATION OF SYSTEMATIC UNCERTAINTIES

The greatest source of systematic uncertainty in this
experiment was caused by Earth’smagnetic field This external
fiel lifted the frequency degeneracy of the Zeeman sublevels
in the Rb hyperfin transitions. The fiel along the cell was
measured to be 0.21(1) G and numerical simulations show that
this causes an apparent broadening of the Lorentzian linewidth
by 0.5%, which in turn contributes a relative uncertainty of
9.8× 10−5 in the measured value of kB . While magnetic
shields can be used to reduce the fiel strength by a factor
of 40 000 times, this was not attempted because the effect
was smaller than the observed random uncertainties of the
experiment.

The Rb spectra were recorded (noncontiguously) over a
one-month period. While no drift would be expected from
the use of a permanently sealed Rb vapor-pressure reference
cell with no buffer gas, checks for long-term stability were
performed by periodically reacquiring spectra at previously
investigated probe power levels.Wedetected no long-termdrift
larger than the short-term reproducibility of the experiment. A
long-term drift of the RL’s wavelength only changes the fitte
offset frequency f0 but does not change the Rb spectrum and
is therefore inconsequential.
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FIG. 3. (Color online) The (χ 2 − χ 2
opt) surface as a function of

change in Lorentzian and Gaussian widths, denoted � − �opt and
�νD − �νD,opt, respectively, show that there is a high degree of
correlation between these fi parameters. The subscripts “opt” denote
the optimum quantities determined from the least-squares fit which
were 2.75 and 308.0 MHz, for the Lorentz and Gaussian widths,
respectively. The thicker, red contour is generated from the covariance
matrix and is intended to guide the eye.

We also considered the systematic uncertainty caused by
holding � and Si constant. Figure 3 demonstrates that the
minimum of the χ2 surface lies along (� − �opt)/(�νD −
�νD,opt) ≈ 1, so the propagated relative uncertainty in �νD

due to the uncertainty of � is reduced by a factor of
∼�νD/� ≈ 100. Since the unperturbed Lorentzian width
is known [23] with a relative uncertainty of 3× 10−4, this
contributes a negligible uncertainty in�νD . Similarly, there is
no uncertainty associated with the transition strengths because
they are exact numbers. However, these assumptions are valid
only in the limit of zero probe beam power because the
measurement process itself can perturb the actual values of
� and Si away from their theoretical values. For example,
excess probe beam power will lead to power broadening of
the underlying Lorentzian linewidth, introducing an intensity
dependence in the fitte Doppler width and, thus, in kB .
Similarly, any optical pumping between the hyperfin states
that produces alignment or polarization of the sample will
perturb the effective ratios Si/Sj . We did, indeed, observe
such effects at intensities greater than ∼1 W/m2 (at least 30
times larger than intensities reported here), which is still more
than an order of magnitude below the saturation intensity [22].

We have developed a new theory [15] to explain the cause
of this early onset of optical saturation behavior, which allows
us to confir that a negligible amount of optical pumping
occurred in the experiments reported here. In contrast to
previous models [17,24,25] that approximate the atom as a
two-level system under uniform illumination, we developed
a theory for multilevel atoms probed by a beam with finit
spatial extent [15]. This better captures the physical properties
and situation of this Rb experiment. We fin that the satu-
rationlike behavior comes from an optical pumping process
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FIG. 4. (Color online) The value of kB (dots) extracted from
fittin spectra measured at several probe powers. The weighted mean
(blue dashed line) and weighted one-standard-deviation band (blue
solid line) are shown. The green dot-dashed line is the CODATA [6]
value.

that evacuated the population in the laser-coupled ground state
and not from a Rabi-oscillation mechanism responsible for
saturation in a two-level system [7,26]. We therefore quantify
the perturbation away from thermal equilibriumby introducing
a figur of merit, denoted F , define as the relative depletion
of the laser-coupled ground state, that is,

F ≡ 1− ρ1

ρ1,th
, (3)

where ρ1,th and ρ1 are the thermal and pumped fractional
occupation of the ground state. In the absence of optical
pumping (ρ1 = ρ1,th), F = 0; conversely, when the ground
state is fully depleted, (ρ1 = 0) and F = 1. Using the full
model of Stace and Luiten [15], we computed the figur of
merit to be F ≈ 0.021 for the largest powers in this exper-
iment. In Appendix A, we show how F may be calculated
approximately using a simple method based on conservation-
of-energy considerations. At F = 0.021, the perturbation in
kB due to optical pumping is 4 ppm (see Appendix B),
which is well below the current statistical uncertainty. We
also showed experimentally that we were sufficientl close to
the zero-probe-power limit by demonstrating the absence of
any statistically significan slope in the deduced value of kB as
a function of power on Fig. 4.

VI. COMPARISON TO MOLECULAR DBT

In this section, we highlight the differences between a
low-pressure atomic approach and high-pressure molecular
DBT experiments by examining reported results, simulated
spectra, and the results presented in Sec. IV. Table II shows a
comparison of some recent DBT experiments using molecules
and atoms.

A. Shot-noise limits

Using the probe powers shown in Table II, row 5,
we simulated shot-noise-limited Doppler-broadened spectra

TABLE II. Different experimental regimes accessed by various
choices of absorbers. The relative noise reported in the bottom two
rows are given for a 1000-s bandwidth.

Rb NH3 [11] CO2 [12]

Doppler width (MHz) 308 50 275
Pressure (Pa) 10−5 8 130
Pressure broadening (MHz) 0.02 1 4
Optical pumping, F 0.021 8× 10−8 3× 10−7

Probe power (µW) 0.1 0.1 50
1000 s shot noise floo (ppm) 0.7 0.8 1.2
1000 s achieved reproducibility (ppm) 4000 1000 200

consisting of 1000 absorbance samples spanning f0 ± 3�νD .
An approximate estimate of the shot-noise-limited relative
uncertainty of kB was found by fittin these spectra to our
model. The results are surprisingly similar for all experiments
(row 6). The results depend mostly on the total scan time and
not details such as the frequency spacings between points.
Despite the high CO2 probe power reported in Ref. [12], the
shot-noise limit is similar to the other experiments because
of the low absorption depth in that experiment. The last row
of Table II shows that the approximate actual repeatability
calculated from reported results, when scaled to a 1000-s time
scale, is significantl worse than the shot-noise limit in all
cases. Djerroud et al. [14] have reported recent improvements
to the work of Daussy et al. by achieving a reproducibility of
100 ppm at 1000 s. In our case, we found that background light
levels have a significan impact on experimental repeatability,
so we intend in future experiments to employ synchronous
detection of a modulated carrier. Preliminary results suggest
that this improves the repeatability to 150 ppm.

B. Optimization of probe beam power and geometry

Current approaches in DBT experiments range in
pressures [12,14] from 10−5 to 100 Pa. In the Rb experiment
described here, the mean free path is 120 m and the gas
dynamics is governed by an effusive fl w of atoms; that
is, the system is essentially collisionless, leading to negli-
gible pressure-induced self-broadening [7]. In contrast, the
molecular DBT experiments are dominated by collisions and
is in the diffusive regime, causing ∼0.01�νD of pressure-
related broadening [11,27]. Moreover, the physical details of
the molecule-molecule collisions are critical in determining
the observed line-shape profile For example, the degree of
elasticity of molecular collisions perturbs the line shape away
from a Voigt profil [16]. This requires higher-order forms
such as the Galatry profil and a greater number of adjustable
parameters required for the regression of spectra.

In contrast to the collisional effects of the molecular DBT
systems the critical linewidth perturbation for vapors with
strong light interaction is associated with optical pumping.
This is clearly demonstrated in row 4 of Table II. To
illustrate the very different operational spectroscopic regimes
interrogated in this work and by Daussy et al. [11,14] and Casa
et al. [12,13], Fig. 5 shows a contour plot of F as a function
of the nondimensional quantities �t and (�/�)2. The vertical
axis corresponds to the ratio of the coherent interaction time,
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FIG. 5. (Color online) A contour plot of F computed from
the model of Stace and Luiten [15], as a function of normalized
probe intensity (�/�)2 and normalized coherent evolution time (�t).
The red and blue dots indicate the conditions of this and themolecular
DBT experiments, respectively, demonstrating the exploration of
vastly different spectroscopic regimes. The dot-dashed lines are
contours of constant input power. The solid red line indicates the
experimental conditions that would lead to a 1 ppm perturbation
in kB .

t , to its lifetime (1/�): for an effusive vapor like Rb, t is
the average beam transit time while for a diffusive gas, like
those used by the molecular experiments, t is the mean time
between collisions. The horizontal axis is proportional to the
beam intensity and is expressed in terms of the Rabi frequency,
�, and natural decay rate, �. The conventional intensity
can be related to these parameters by the expression I =
2(�/�)2Isat, where Isat is the conventional two-level saturation
intensity [22]. TheF contours, whichwere calculatedwith the
model of Stace and Luiten [15], can be closely approximated
by the simpler expressions

F ≈
{
(�t/2)2 if �t � 2,

�2t/(2�) if �t � 2.
(4)

Thus, contours of constant F have a slope of −1 decade
versus decade and −1/2 decade versus decade when �t � 2
and �t � 2, respectively. Equation (4) was derived using a
model of a three level atom with two ground states and an
excited state. The scales of Fig. 5 obscure the details of the
more complex case�t ≈ 2, which are unimportant to this wide
range overview.

In Fig. 5, the solid red line indicates the parameters where
there would be a 1 ppm perturbation to the determination of kB

(derived from the analysis in Appendix B). For collisionless
gases, t is proportional to the beam radius r and (�/�)2 ∝
r−2. Therefore, changing the probe beam diameter for a fi ed
input power leads to lines with a slope of −1/2 decade versus
decade. Two such contours (dot-dashed) are drawn through the
location of the Rb experiment reported here as well as for the
molecular experiments. Contours of constant absorbed power
follow lines of constant F since the absorption coefficien is

approximately proportional to the population perturbation in
the ground state; that is

V (fi,�νD) ∝ ρ1 = ρ1,th(1− F ). (5)

It is clear from Fig. 5 that there are two regimes of coherent
interaction time, probe intensity, and optical pumping, which
are delineated by the line �t = 2. For �t � 2, the contours of
F and those for fi ed input power are parallel, demonstrating
that the measured results will be independent of the probe
beam geometry. However, this does not hold when �t � 2,
indicating that the result will depend on probe beam shape.
In this situation, Fig. 5 guides the experimenter into an
optimization of probe beam radius and intensity for a given
perturbation to kB . By increasing the beam radius, it is
possible to increase the total input power while remaining
on the red line. This is advantageous as it will lead to an
improved signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) of the measurement for
a given linewidth perturbation. The limit to this procedure
is set by the size of the gas cell. For molecular experiments
where the coherent interaction time is limited by the mean
time between collisions (and not the beam transit time), an
increase in probe power will require a corresponding increase
in pressure to preserve the amount of optical pumping. Of
course, this compensation may be forgone given the much
smallermagnitude of optical pumping in this regime.However,
the small optical cross sections of the molecular transitions
which reduce the impact of optical pumping effects give rise
to other issues associated with SNR and pressure broadening.

C. Absorption depth and SNR

While Fig. 5 demonstrates the impact of experimentally
controllable variables such as the coherent interaction time
(which can be adjusted by changing the beam radius in an effu-
sive gas system, and by the pressure in a diffusive gas) and the
probe beam intensity, there are other considerations pertaining
to the atomic-molecular properties that independently affect
SNR. One such consideration is the optical depth. Numerical
simulations show that in the presence of white amplitude
noise (such as detector noise) there is an optimum optical
depth, αL ≈ 3 at which the variance in the Doppler width
obtained from repeated simulations is minimized. In terms of
fundamental parameters, the optical depth can be expressed
as [26]

αL = σ0ρ0L ∝ �λ2PL, (6)

where σ0, ρ0, P , and L are the optical cross-section, number
density, pressure of the absorber, and optical path length,
respectively. We can more clearly see the trade-offs between
the parameters that affect the optical depth by writing an
“equation of state” for the optical depth using the conditions
of the Rb experiment as the reference values,
(

αL

0.7

)

∼
(
(λ in nm)2

7802

)(
� in s−1

4× 107

) (
P in Pa

3.5× 10−5

) (
L inm
10−1

)
.

(7)
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To achieve comparable SNR to atomic absorbers in which
� is large, molecular-based approaches must compensate by
increasing the product of P and L because of the much longer
lifetimes. Increasing either of these parameters can lead to the
potential for unwanted inaccuracies in the experiment relating
to pressure broadening or thermal gradients in the apparatus.

D. Windows of operation

In this experiment, we used a commercially available Rb
vapor cell of a standard length (10 cm), which gave an
absorption depth of ∼50% at room temperature. However,
operating along the metal’s sublimation curve means that
the equilibrium vapor density increases exponentially with
temperature, and thus the absorption depth is much more
sensitive to temperature for atomic systems than in the
molecular experiments. The range of temperatures over which
we can use Rb as a thermometric substance is comparatively
smaller than for molecules. The lower temperature bound
is provided by the diminishing absorption depth resulting
from the exponential decrease in vapor pressure. Conversely,
the upper temperature bound is set when the vapor density
becomes so large that the probe beam is completely absorbed
over a small range of frequency detuning. Figure 6 shows
approximate temperature windows over which a selection
of metal gases at their vapor pressure might be able to
operate [22,28–34]. At the upper and lower temperature
bounds of each window, the irreproducibility of the fitte
Doppler width in repeated simulations is double that for the
optimal optical depth (i.e., αL ≈ 3). This condition restricts
the optical depth to a range 0.5 < αL < 90.We have restricted
attention to 10-cm-long cells for convenient thermal control.
Some fi ed points of the ITS-90 [10] scale are also shown,
demonstrating that metallic vapor-pressure DBT can be used
to verify the thermodynamic temperature at those fi ed
points.

For a particular choice of absorber, it is also possible to
fil the reference cell using an external atomic reservoir at a
lower temperature, resulting in a lower vapor number density.
Once the vapor cell is sealed, no further increase in number

FIG. 6. (Color online) Approximate temperature windows of
operation for various vapor-pressure cells, of length restricted to
10 cm. The species in each cell is shown on the vertical axis. The
temperatures of selected ITS-90 fi ed points are indicated by the solid
vertical red lines. The subscripts TP, MP, and FP denote triple point,
melting point, and freezing point, respectively.

density is possible, thereby restricting optical depth to an
optimum level when at high temperatures. This would permit
the exploration of temperatures and pressures away from the
sublimation phase boundary.

VII. CONCLUSIONS

Doppler broadening thermometry provides a significantl
different approach to the determination of the Boltzmann
constant in preparation for the redefinitio of the kelvin.
While previous DBT experiments have studied molecular
absorbers at up to 10 Pa in a diffusive regime, we have
used Rb at 3× 10−5 Pa where the gas dynamics are effusive.
Our approach avoids problems such as pressure broadening
and poor SNR. Furthermore, the Rb cell is compact in size,
enabling more convenient temperature control. We used this
system to determine kB with a relative uncertainty of 4× 10−4.
The present experiment was limited by amplitude noise in the
probe beam, which in future work will be overcome by using
a control loop with larger bandwidth. We estimate that all
current DBT experiments are far from the shot noise limit and
that the use of synchronous detection methods could address
this situation.

We also compared sources of systematic uncertainty for
DBT experiments in the diffusive regime of molecular DBT
and the effusive regime of atomic DBT. For atomic vapors
such as Rb, the shift in the determined value of kB due to
Earth’s magnetic fiel is approximately 100 ppm. Optical
pumping effects are determined by the combination of beam
transit time, upper-state lifetime and probe intensity. In this
work, the equilibrium ground-state population was perturbed
by 0.2%, which shifted the measured kB value by 4 ppm.
The small cross-sections of the transitions used in molecular
DBT experiments mean that the optical pumping effects
are relatively small (perturbation to equilibrium ground-state
population of order 10−7). However, these small cross-sections
mean that an equivalent SNR in molecular experiments
requires long path lengths and/or higher pressures, both of
which have associated systematic effects on measurements
of kB . The method developed here for quantifying optical
pumping effects can be used to search for candidate absorbers
optimally suited to DBT experiments in either the diffusive or
the effusive regimes.

APPENDIX A: APPROXIMATE METHOD
FOR CALCULATING F

While the approach of Stace and Luiten [15] captures the
details of the gas-dynamical interaction between atoms and the
beam volume, which can be used to estimate the population
perturbation using no phenomenological parameters, it relies
on a knowledge of the dipole matrix element in order to
calculate theRabi frequency. It is useful to compare this against
a simpler, independent analytic calculation. We provide such
a calculation here, based on energy conservation and using an
a posteriori knowledge of the optical depth.

Assuming that the input intensity is sufficientl weak so
that an atom never absorbs more than one photon during a
single transit of the beam, the rate of atoms scattered out of
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FIG. 7. (Color online) An example of the unperturbed absorption
coefficien [α0(�)] and the additive perturbation term [r(�)], plotted
for ν ≈ 30MHz/3MHz = 100. The perturbation term is vertically
expanded by 105 for clarity. Note that ν in this appendix has a different
meaning than that used in the preceding sections of this paper.

the laser-coupled ground state is approximately the same as
the rate of scattered photons. This is given by

R = a
I0

Eγ

(1− I/I0), (A1)

where a = πr2 is the cross-sectional area of a beamwith radius
r , Eγ is the photon energy, and I and I0 are the on resonance
output and input intensities.

Using kinetic theory [35], the flu of atoms crossing the
beam surface (of area A = 2πrl, where l is the cell length) is

A = 1
6
v̄ρ0

�

�νD

A, (A2)

where v̄ = √
2kT /m is the mean atomic speed and ρ0 is the

total number density. A factor of �/�νD is used to count only
those atoms which are on resonance.

The value of F [Eq. (3) from Sec. V] is then the ratio of
the rate of scattering to the rate of new atoms impinging on
the beam; that is,

F = R/(A)

= 3r
v̄ρ0l

�νD

�

(
I0

Eγ

) (
1− I

I0

)
(A3)

≈ 0.022 for this experiment.

This approximation agrees with the more detailed analysis,
differing only by 10−3.

APPENDIX B: LINEWIDTH PERTURBATION

Using the approach and notation of Stace and Luiten [15],
the general expression for the absorption coefficien (Eq. (22)
of Ref. [15]) can be expanded [Eq. (A1)] in the case of small
optical pumping. The expression for a perturbed absorption

coefficien line shape is

α ≈ κcP1z

2ω

[{
P ′′
3 − P ′′

1
P1

√
ν2 + 1/4
8ν

− π

}
V (�,ν)

+ P ′′
3 − P ′′

1
P1

4(�/ν)2 − 3
64

√
πν3

exp
(

− �2

ν2 + 1/4

)]

≈ α0(�)+ εr(�), (B1)

where α0(�) is the unperturbed line shape, r(�) is define as
the exponential term in the parentheses, and � is the detuning
in units of the Gaussian width. Figure 7 shows a plot of the
unperturbed line shape along with the perturbation term r(�).
We performed an expansion in the small parameter ε ≡ (P ′′

3 −
P ′′
1 )/P1, where P ′′

i ≡ ∂2Pi/∂�2 the derivative is with respect
to the detuning�. The meanings of the remaining variables in
this section are as define in Ref. [15]. Written in this form, it
is clear that the absorption coefficien in the presence of some
optical pumping is a Voigt function, denoted V (�,ν) with an
additional perturbation term.

Consider the expansion of a characteristic width for the
perturbed absorption coefficient

�1/e,pert(ε) ≈ �1/e,pert(0)+ d�1/e,pert

dε

∣∣∣∣
ε=0

δε, (B2)

such that α(�1/e,pert)/α(0) ≡ 1/e. Differentiating this defini
tion and using �1/e,pert(0) = �1/e, we obtain the perturbation
to the linewidth

d�1/e,pert

dε

∣∣∣∣
ε=0

= α0(0)[r(0)/e − r(�1/e)]
[α0(0)+ εr(0)][α′

0(�1/e)+ εr ′(�1/e)]

≈ a0(0)[r(0)/e − r(�1/e)]
a0a

′
0(�1/e)

≈ − 1/e
16

√
πν3

1
α′
0(�1/e)

≈ − 1
32

√
πν2

. (B3)

To evaluate δε, we have used the low-probe-power ap-
proximation of Stace and Luiten (P3 ≈ 0 � P1) and �1/e ≈
ν ≡ �νD/� ≈ 100 � 1. We also used the approximate form
for the steady-state population density P1 that ignores atomic
coherence. This quantity is maximal on resonance (i.e., when
� = 0):

Max[P ′′
1 ]=P ′′

1 (0)=
d2

d�2

{
1
2

[
1−exp

(
− �∗2t∗

1+ 4�∗2

)]}∣∣∣∣
�=0

= − 4t∗�∗2 exp(−t∗�∗2)
< − 4t∗�∗2

≈ −0.4 for this experiment.

Substitution of the relevant quantities into Eq. (B2) gives
2 ppm perturbation to the linewidth and, therefore, 4 ppm in
the determination of kB for this experiment.
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We present a low uncertainty measurement technique for determining molecular transition frequen-
cies. This approach is complementary to sub-Doppler saturation spectroscopies and is expected to
enable new frequency measurements for a wide variety of molecular species with uncertainties at the
kHz-level. The technique involves measurements of Doppler broadened lines using cavity ring-down
spectroscopy whereby the probe laser is actively locked to the ring-down cavity and the spectrum
frequencies are linked directly to an optical frequency comb that is referenced to an atomic fre-
quency standard. As a demonstration we have measured the transition frequency of the (30012)
← (00001) P14e line of CO2 near 1.57 μm with a combined standard uncertainty of ∼9 kHz.
This technique exhibits exceptional promise for measurements of transition frequencies and pres-
sure shifting parameters of many weak absorbers, and indicates the potential for substantially im-
proved measurements when compared to those obtained with conventional spectroscopic methods.
© 2013 American Institute of Physics. [http://dx.doi.org/10.1063/1.4792372]

I. INTRODUCTION

Measurements of transition frequencies with low un-
certainties are essential for many investigations in quantum
chemistry and molecular physics. These spectroscopic
frequencies are fundamentally related to differences in
molecular energy levels from which partition functions
and thermodynamic properties are computed. Networks of
measured transition frequencies are also used to calculate en-
ergy levels for the construction of empirical line lists1 and to
validate ab initio calculations of potential energy surfaces and
associated spectroscopic line parameters.2 Molecular transi-
tions also serve as frequency standards from the microwave
to visible regions3–11 and are critical to quantitative spec-
troscopic studies that require a frequency-axis calibration,
with applications in chemical analysis, remote sensing, and
astrophysics.

In order to overcome pressure broadening and shifting ef-
fects, the most accurate measurements of molecular transition
frequencies typically use laser-based, sub-Doppler saturation
spectroscopy applied to low-density samples. In the telecom-
munications region (1.30 μm–1.65 μm) where laser and pho-
tonics technologies are well developed, several experiments
have reported uncertainties in transition frequencies ranging

a)Author to whom correspondence should be addressed. Electronic mail:
david.long@nist.gov. Telephone: +1(301)975-3298. Fax:+1(301)869-
4020.

b)Author to whom correspondence should be addressed. Electronic mail:
joseph.hodges@nist.gov. Telephone:+1(301)975-2605. Fax:+1(301) 975-
3670.

from 2 kHz to 2 MHz. These experiments involve vibrational
overtone and combination band transitions for isotopologues
of C2H2,4–6,12 NH3,13 HCN,10 CO,9 H2O,14 and CH4.3 While
sub-Doppler measurements allow for very high accuracy with
relatively low instrumental complexity, the available spectral
coverage is limited because there are relatively few molecules
with large enough transition moments to induce saturation
effects.

Herein we present a low uncertainty method for the mea-
surement of absolute molecular transition frequencies that
does not rely upon saturation spectroscopy. Our approach
is based upon comb-linked, frequency-stabilized cavity ring-
down spectroscopy (CL-FS-CRDS) for measurements of
Doppler-broadened spectra in which the frequency axes are
directly linked to a self-referenced, octave-spanning optical-
frequency comb (OFC). Recently, CL-FS-CRDS was real-
ized by Domysławska et al.,15 and while their implementa-
tion provided an absolute frequency axis, it did not exploit
the accuracy offered by an optical frequency comb. Through
the implementation presented below, we achieved a frequency
measurement uncertainty two orders of magnitude lower than
in the earlier work. We demonstrate this improvement by
measuring an absolute transition frequency in the (30012)
← (00001) band of 12C16O2 near 1.57 μm. In the remain-
der of this paper, we describe the experiment and quantify the
origin and magnitude of the combined measurement uncer-
tainty (∼9 kHz). Finally, we discuss the potential applications
of this technique for making high-accuracy measurements of
transition frequencies that are not possible with conventional
saturation spectroscopy techniques.

0021-9606/2013/138(9)/094201/7/$30.00 © 2013 American Institute of Physics138, 094201-1
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II. EXPERIMENTAL

We used frequency-stabilized cavity ring-down spec-
troscopy (FS-CRDS) to measure absorption spectra and ob-
tain line positions. FS-CRDS has been utilized to achieve de-
tection limits as low as 8 × 10−11 cm−1 Hz−1/2 (Ref. 16) and
spectrum signal-to-noise ratios as high as 220 000:1 (after 33
h of averaging).17 More detailed descriptions of this technique
can be found in Refs. 18–22. In FS-CRDS the cavity’s length
is stabilized with respect to a reference laser. This stabiliza-
tion eliminates drift in the ring-down cavity’s comb of reso-
nant frequencies, so that these resonances can be used to cal-
ibrate the spectrum frequency axis in terms of the cavity free
spectral range (FSR). This property of FS-CRDS enables one
to access the intrinsically high spectral resolution (kHz level)
of the ring-down cavity for measurements of line positions
and line shapes with low uncertainties. In practice, spectra are
acquired by stepping the probe laser through a series of reso-
nances such that the accuracy of the spectrum frequency de-
tuning axis is limited by the standard uncertainty in the FSR,
u(FSR).

In previous FS-CRDS experiments, the FSR determi-
nation was limited by the accuracy of the calibration fre-
quency markers and the number of ring-down cavity reso-
nances spanned in the calibration.23 Typically, wavelength
meters with uncertainties of ∼60 MHz have been used to
calibrate the detuning axis in FS-CRDS applications, yield-
ing u(FSR) on the order of 10 kHz through many measure-
ments spanning a wide range of wave numbers.24 However,
in a study of O2 A-band line positions, Robichaud et al. used
the D1 and D2 lines of 39K as absolute frequency references
to give u(FSR) ∼100 Hz.8 Despite the use of these frequency
references, the uncertainty of the spectrum frequency axis was

ultimately limited by the long-term stability (∼1 MHz) of
the reference laser. Similar performance was demonstrated in
the aforementioned CL-FS-CRDS measurements of the O2 B-
band, whereby the accuracy of the frequency axis was limited
by instability of the HeNe reference laser.15

In the present CL-FS-CRDS study, we significantl im-
proved the frequency accuracy by using a more stable refer-
ence laser for stabilizing the ring-down cavity’s length and by
measuring the absolute frequency of the probe laser at each
spectrum step via a heterodyne beat measurement with the
OFC. Because the probe laser is not actively locked during the
ring-down event, it is not possible to simultaneously measure
the laser frequency and ring-down signal. However, the cav-
ity length stabilization ensures that the probe laser frequency
does not change significantl during the time interval between
the measurement of the heterodyne beat and the acquisition
of the ring-down signals. The results presented here were en-
abled by three key experimental components: high-bandwidth
locking of the probe laser to the ring-down cavity, the use of a
reference laser with kHz-level long-term stability, and the use
of a Cs-clock-referenced optical frequency comb to measure
absolute frequency.

III. APPARATUS AND MEASUREMENT TECHNIQUE

The central elements of our realization of CL-FS-CRDS
are frequency-stabilized probe and reference lasers, a ring-
down spectrometer, and an OFC, as shown in Fig. 1. The
probe laser was a continuous wave external-cavity diode laser
(ECDL) that was locked via the Pound-Drever-Hall (PDH)25
technique to a high-finess (F ∼ 2 × 104 at the probe wave-
length) ring-down cavity. The ring-down cavity had a nom-
inal length of 74 cm [FSR = 203.076(13) MHz] and two

FIG. 1. Schematic of the optical frequency comb (OFC)-linked frequency-stabilized cavity ring-down spectrometer. Elements shown in blue are optics whereas
elements in black are electronics. The near-infrared probe beam (∼1.57 μm) is shown in green while the HeNe beam is shown in red. The probe laser was
an external cavity diode laser (ECDL) which was Pound-Drever-Hall (PDH) locked to the ring-down cavity through the use of an electro-optic modulator
(EOM). Ring-down decay signals were initiated via an acousto-optic modulator (AOM2). The absolute frequency of the ECDL was determined by measuring
a heterodyne beat with the OFC. In addition, the length of the ring-down cavity was actively stabilized with respect to an I2-stabilized HeNe laser. Another
acousto-optic modulator (AOM1) was used to frequency modulate the HeNe frequency to enable locking. The remaining shown elements are a wavelength meter
(λ-meter), fibe splitter (FS), photodiode (PD), fibe coupler (FC), electronic low pass filte (LPF), dichroic beamsplitter (DB), and a piezoelectric transducer
(PZT).
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spherical (radius of curvature = 1 m) dichroic mirrors with
reflect vities of 99.986% at 1.570 μm and 95% at 0.6328 μm.
The dichroic mirrors allowed for the stabilization of the ring-
down cavity length to an I2-stabilized HeNe reference laser
specifie to have a long-term stability of 12 kHz, a specifi
cation that was verifie via a heterodyne signal measurement
with the frequency-doubled output of the OFC. The reference
laser beam was double passed through an acousto-optic mod-
ulator, labeled AOM1, to provide a tunable frequency shift
(±100 MHz) without introducing beam steering. A sinusoidal
frequency modulation (fmod = 33 kHz) was also imposed by
AOM1 to enable phase sensitive detection of this beam which
was detected by photodiode (PD2) after transmission through
the ring-down cavity. The demodulated beam transmission
signal was used to lock the ring-down cavity length to the
HeNe reference laser by proportional and integral feedback
to a piezoelectric transducer (PZT) that actuated one of the
ring-down cavity mirrors.

The OFC was a commercial, self-referenced, octave-
spanning (1 μm−2 μm) system with the repetition rate and
carrier-envelop offset frequency actively locked. A Cs clock
with a frequency accuracy better than 5 × 10−13 and a long-
term stability better than 1 × 10−14 provided an absolute ref-
erence for this experiment. To reduce short- and medium-term
phase noise, the output of the Cs clock was filtere with a
phase-locked quartz oscillator.

The probe laser operates between wavelengths of
1.57 μm and 1.63 μm and was phase-modulated by an
electro-optic modulator (EOM) at 20 MHz. In addition, the
beam passed through an acousto-optic modulator (AOM2)
which was used as an optical shutter to initiate ring-down de-
cays. The optical signal reflecte from the cavity and mea-
sured by a photodiode (PD1) was demodulated and used to
lock the laser frequency to the ring-down cavity using the
PDH method.21,25 This high bandwidth lock improved the
signal-to-noise ratio of the heterodyne beat measurement by
narrowing the short-term probe line width to be commensu-
rate with that of the cavity (∼10 kHz). It also increased the
on-resonance cavity transmission and the signal-to-noise ra-
tio of the ring-down decay signals.

Spectrum scans were acquired by stepping the probe laser
frequency from mode-to-mode of the ring-down cavity, ac-
quiring ring-down and heterodyne beat data, then breaking
and reacquiring the PDH lock at each step as described in
Cygan et al.21 The ring-down signals were recorded with an
InGaAs photodiode (PD3, 10 MHz bandwidth) and fitte in
real-time with an exponential function to yield the ring-down
time constant (τ ). Typically, 100 fitte ring-down time con-
stants were averaged at each laser frequency step. With the
PDH lock in use, the ring-down acquisition rate was >500
Hz, and the relative standard uncertainty of the measured de-
cay time was∼0.1%, leading to single-shot detection limits of
∼2 × 10−9 cm−1.

In order to measure the heterodyne beat, the probe laser
beam was split prior to AOM2, injected into a single-mode,
polarization-maintaining fibe and combined with the OFC
beam. To disperse the OFC radiation and prevent satura-
tion effects, the fibe -coupled beams were dispersed using a
free-space diffraction grating. The resulting optical hetero-

dyne signal was measured on an ac–coupled, InGaAs detector
(125 MHz bandwidth) with a trans-impedance amplifie gain
of 40 V mA−1. This signal was filtere with a low-pass fil
ter (100 MHz cutoff, −20 dB/decade response) and averaged
with a Cs clock-referenced frequency counter for 4 s. AOM2
was operated in negative firs order. This device introduced
a frequency shift of �fAOM ∼−45 MHz between the portion
of the probe laser beam that was injected into the ring-down
cavity and the component that was used in the heterodyne beat
measurement. In order to account for this shift, the driving fre-
quency of AOM2 was synchronously recorded with another
Cs clock-referenced frequency counter, and this frequency
was added to the measured heterodyne beat. From these mea-
surements of the AOM2 driving frequency, the standard un-
certainty in this correction was estimated to be � 1 kHz.

The absolute optical frequency of the probe laser beam
associated with each heterodyne signal measurement is given
by

ν = ±fCEO + nfrep ± fb + �fAOM, (1)

where fCEO and frep are the known carrier-envelope offset fre-
quency and pulse repetition rate of the OFC, respectively, n
is the integer-valued mode order of the nearest comb tooth,
and fb is the measured heterodyne beat. The mode order n and
respective signs of the carrier-envelope offset frequency and
heterodyne beat were determined by measurement of the un-
shifted probe laser frequency, ν − �fAOM, with a wavelength
meter having an uncertainty of 60 MHz. Once n was deter-
mined for the firs spectrum point, we calculated the sequence
of expected beat frequencies by adding multiples of the FSR
to the initial value of ν. We rejected those measurements that
disagreed with the expected values by more than the precision
of the heterodyne beat measurement.

The mismatch between the FSR and the repetition rate of
the OFC (frep = 250 MHz) gave a different heterodyne beat
for each cavity mode sampled within a spectrum. In general,
beat frequencies outside the range of 15 to 115 MHz were
considered to be an unreliable measure of ν, the upper bound
occurring because of spurious frequency components caused
by beating with other OFC teeth. We quantifie this useful
range for heterodyne beat measurement by tuning frep at fi ed
laser frequency and measuring the concomitant change in the
heterodyne beat. For the rare cases where the heterodyne beat
was outside the measurement range, we estimated ν in terms
of the measured frequencies at nearby steps and the measured
value of the FSR.

The OFC frequencies, (±fCEO + nfrep), provide stable op-
tical references with absolute uncertainties well below 1 kHz
over long timescales. However, we were not able to reach the
ultimate accuracy offered by the OFC because of residual fre-
quency fluctuation in the OFC-probe laser heterodyne sig-
nal. In Fig. 2, we show the power spectral density (PSD) of
the residual frequency noise in the OFC-probe laser hetero-
dyne signal when the probe laser is PDH-locked to the stabi-
lized ring-down cavity. This PSD was measured using a high-
bandwidth RF voltage-controlled-oscillator locked to the het-
erodyne signal that serves as a frequency discriminator.26
A simple approximation of the linewidth is given by inte-
grating all regions of the PSD where it is greater than the
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FIG. 2. Frequency-noise power spectral density (PSD) of the measured het-
erodyne signal for two cases: (1) probe laser beat against the optical fre-
quency comb (red line), (2) probe laser beat against the fibe laser (blue line).
The inset shows the respective power spectra for these two measurements.
The specifie linewidths correspond to integration of the PSD over frequency
f, in the region where PSD > β = f 8ln (2)/π2. These values correspond to
slow frequency fluctuation that dominate the linewidth of the heterodyne sig-
nal. If we neglect the linewidth of the fibe laser (which is reasonable given
that its linewidth is <100 Hz) and assume that the component linewidths add
in quadrature, we estimate that the OFC introduces a spectral broadening of
only ∼13 kHz.

function 8ln (2)f/π2, known as the β-separation line.27 We
found that the OFC-probe laser heterodyne signal had a
linewidth ranging from 24 kHz (red trace) to 40 kHz (not
shown). We attribute these differences to thermally driven
fluctuation in the PDH probe laser servo. In addition, we
demonstrate that the linewidth of the heterodyne signal was
dominated by that of the probe laser. Only a marginal change
in the heterodyne signal linewidth to 20 kHz was observed
when the frequency noise spectrum was measured for the
case of beating between the probe and a fibe laser with a
known narrow linewidth of <100 Hz (blue trace). The spec-
tra of these heterodyne signals (inset of Fig. 2) illustrates that
the linewidths obtained by beating the probe laser against the
OFC or against the narrow linewidth fibe laser are similar.

In Fig. 3 we show the Allan deviation of the OFC-probe
laser heterodyne signals for three cases. We observe that the
free-running frequency noise of the probe laser (red trace) was
greatly suppressed by locking it to the ring-down cavity (black
trace). From these data we estimate that the free-running
linewidth (1 s) of the probe laser was ∼250 kHz, which
was reduced to essentially the ring-down cavity linewidth
(∼14 kHz) after PDH locking to the unstabilized ring-down
cavity. We also observed that some excess noise was intro-
duced by the cavity length-stabilization servo (1 s linewidth
of ∼45 kHz), although it greatly improved the stability for
time scales greater than ∼3 s.

Prior to each data acquisition cycle, the cavity was evac-
uated for several hours using a turbo-molecular pump. Mea-
surements were made using a pure CO2 sample which was
isotopically enriched in 12C (99.99% 12C) in order to reduce
spectroscopic interferences. With the ring-down cavity iso-
lated from the pump, we observed a slow drift in the gas

FIG. 3. Allan deviation of the probe laser frequency when it is unlocked
(red), locked to an unlocked ring-down cavity (blue) and when locked to a
ring-down cavity which is also stabilized with respect to the I2-HeNe refer-
ence laser (black). The cavity stabilization suppressed long-term fluctuations
but also introduced some excess noise at short time scales less than ∼3 s.

pressure of constant magnitude and direction (∼0.4 Pa h−1)
caused by outgassing of CO2 from the internal surfaces of
the ring-down spectrometer. In order to reduce complications
associated with the slowly changing CO2 concentration, we
minimized the duration of spectrum acquisition by operat-
ing the ring-down cavity at fi ed length (as opposed to taking
sub-FSR steps by scanning AOM1) and by scanning the laser
in steps of one FSR. In this manner, each spectrum was ac-
quired in ∼6 min and comprised roughly 12 frequency points
spanning 2.2 GHz. As shown below, this sampling density
was sufficien to accurately measure the Doppler broadened
line and determine its absolute position. Moreover, to coun-
teract the effect of drifting CO2 pressure on the measured line
position, we alternated between scans of increasing and de-
creasing laser frequency. As discussed below, this alternation
in scanning direction effectively compensated for systematic
bias in the measured line position caused by the slowly chang-
ing gas pressure.

IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

A measured spectrum of the (30012) ← (00001) P14e
line of 12C16O2 near 6336.242 45 cm−1 is shown in Fig. 4.
These data correspond to the set of ring-down measurements,
1/cτ (ν), where c is the speed of light and τ (ν) the frequency-
dependent ring-down time constant. At the pressures studied
here, this transition is free of interferences and the line shape
is dominated by Doppler broadening (although there is a small
but observable amount of pressure broadening). In order to
account for collisional broadening, we modeled the measured
absorption spectrum using a Voigt profil with background
terms that describe the empty-cavity mirror losses. Thus the
measured spectrum is

1/cτ (ν) = αb + α′
b (ν − νc)+ Ag(ν − νc; νD, 	), (2)

where αb is the cavity background loss and α′
b is its local

derivative, and A, νc, νD, and 	, respectively, are the area,
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FIG. 4. Measured and fitte absorption spectrum of the (30012) ← (00001)
P14e transition of CO2 at a pressure of 2.4 Pa. Bottom panel: fi residuals
(data – fit) Here the signal-to-noise ratio define as the peak absorption/root-
mean-square of the fi residuals is ∼3500:1, and the measurement precision
for each point is∼2× 10−10 cm−1. The standard uncertainty of the transition
center is ∼70 kHz. Note that ν0 = 189.955 768 023 THz.

line position, Doppler width and Lorentzian width of the ob-
served transition which is modeled by the normalized Voigt
profil g(ν).

Using a Levenberg-Marquardt least-squares analysis,
Eq. (2) was fi to the measured spectra by treating A, νc,
and the background terms as adjustable fitte parameters.
The Doppler width, which at 296 K is nominally equal to
355 MHz full width half maximum, was constrained to the
theoretical value based on the measured ring-down cavity
temperature. Note that while line shape effects such as Dicke
narrowing, speed dependence, and line mixing have been
shown to be critical for fully modeling near-infrared CO2 line
shapes,28, 29 at the pressures utilized in this study these effects
are negligible.

For the spectrum shown in Fig. 4, the standard uncer-
tainty of the fitte line position νc is ∼70 kHz, which is con-
sistent with the signal-to-noise ratio of the measured spectrum
(∼3500:1). This high precision in line center determination is
achieved despite the relatively sparse point sampling density.
Inspection of the fi residuals, shown in the lower panel of
Fig. 4, shows no evidence of baseline etalons or other exper-
imental artifacts. The absence of etalons was further verifie
by the absence of a temperature-dependence in the baseline
slope (α′

b).
We note that in the present study, a comb-linked optical

frequency measurement is made at every point in the spec-
trum. This makes the experiment immune to changes in the
ring-down cavity’s comb of resonant frequencies that occur
on time scales commensurate with the time per spectrum
point. This is in contrast to the earlier CL-FS-CRDS study,15
wherein it was not possible to efficientl average line parame-
ters over a timescale longer than that set by residual instability
in the locked cavity. All subsequent probe frequencies were
then inferred by assuming a completely stable cavity, despite

FIG. 5. Ensemble of measured line center frequencies of the (30012)
← (00001) P14e transition of CO2. These measurements exhibit a high de-
gree of reproducibility as both a function of pressure and time. Note that
ν0 = 189.955 768 023 THz. The inset shows the measured cumulative prob-
ability density (CPD) (bars) and fitte normal distribution (line) for all except
the low-pressure results (open circles recorded on 7-23-12).

the fact that there were ∼1 MHz level variations in the
reference laser frequency during spectrum acquisition time.

We found excellent reproducibility of the (30012)
← (00001) P14e CO2 line center (see Fig. 5). In general the
uncertainty in the fitte line position decreased as the pres-
sure, peak area, and spectrum signal-to-noise ratio increased.
Over the course of the measurements described herein the
temperature varied between 295.7 and 297.6 K. As would
be expected in the absence of experimental artifacts, these
measurements exhibited no correlation with temperature. The
Kolmogorov-Smirnov test30 demonstrated that the fitte line
transition frequencies were consistent with having been sam-
pled from a normal distribution (with the exception of the
relatively high-uncertainty data indicated by the open sym-
bols). Weighting factors were assigned for each measure-
ment. These factors comprised two components which were
added in quadrature: the fi uncertainty in line center and
an uncertainty caused by fluctuation in the measured het-
erodyne beat. Numerical simulations for these experimen-
tal conditions indicated that when the measured heterodyne
beat fluctuation (∼50 kHz) are weighted by the spectrum,
they introduce a Type A uncertainty (uncertainty arising from
statistical fluctuations 31 of ∼35 kHz in the determination
of line center. Based on a weighted average of ∼600 spec-
tra (again excluding the open symbols), we obtain a mean
value of the zero-pressure line position, ν0 = 189.955 768
023 THz. The weighted standard error of the ensemble mean
was 7 kHz, which we assign as the Type A standard mea-
surement uncertainty of line position. This quantity accounts
for experimental imprecision associated with the measure-
ment of the ring-down decay times, as well as the optical
frequencies.

We also considered several sources of Type B uncertainty
(uncertainty that is not reduced through repeated measure-
ments or “systematic” effects) to more completely estimate
the combined uncertainty of the line position measurement.
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These include: the correction for pressure shifting, biases
caused by drifts in sample pressure, and the Pound-Drever-
Hall frequency lock point.

In order to account for residual pressure shifting ef-
fects, we calculate the zero-pressure line position as ν0 = νc
− pδ where p is the CO2 pressure and δ is the pressure shift-
ing coefficient The CO2 pressure shift was quantifie using
the line intensity, S= 1.587 × 10−23 cm molec.−1,32 the mea-
sured temperature, the fitte transition area, and the CO2 self-
shifting coefficien from Devi et al. (δ = −0.005 05(4) cm−1

atm−1).29 At our maximum sample pressure of ∼4 Pa, we es-
timate a pressure shift of −6 kHz with a standard uncertainty
of 0.05 kHz.

The time-dependent drift in pressure mentioned above
will bias the measured line position because of variation in
CO2 concentration over the duration of a single scan. We note
that while this effect was observable in the fitte line centers
determined with different scan directions, it was not observ-
able in the fi residuals as the line center and baseline slope
adjusted to compensate. Numerical simulations of our weakly
time-dependent spectra reveal that this bias scales inversely
with pressure, and for the highest pressures utilized herein it
was estimated to be ∼100 kHz. This model also indicates that
the line position bias depends upon the rate of change of pres-
sure, the scan duration and the direction of the frequency scan.
To account for this effect, the measured transition frequen-
cies were corrected based upon these calculations and relevant
experimental parameters. Furthermore, we note that the sign
of this bias changes with the scan direction, thus motivating
the alternating spectrum scanning approach mentioned above.
With this approach, the line position biases of successively ac-
quired spectra were expected to be of nearly equal magnitude
but in opposite direction, thus tending to cancel on average.
The fina line positions obtained by these two methods (i.e.,
via the model-based correction and simple averaging) differed
by ∼6 kHz, which we assign as a standard Type B standard
uncertainty on the correction for the line position bias.

We also considered variations in the zero crossing of the
PDH lock error signal. Ideally, this zero crossing occurs when
the probe laser frequency is locked to the center of the ring-
down cavity resonance. Deviations from this condition are
manifest by vertical drift in the zero crossing and would in-
dicate that the peak of the locked probe laser emission fre-
quency is detuned from the cavity resonance. However, be-
cause the locked laser line width is slightly wider than the
resonance of the ring-down cavity, the absorbing molecules
are probed for the most part by optical frequencies that are
centered on the cavity resonance. In this case, there will be
a difference between the absolute frequency determined from
the heterodyne beat measurement and the frequency of the
absorbed, intra-cavity photons. We monitored the magnitude
and drift in the lock point about zero detuning and found de-
viations of no more than 0.5 kHz, which we take as an upper
bound on this uncertainty.

Quadrature addition of the Type A and Type B uncertain-
ties specifie above gives a combined standard uncertainty
of ∼9 kHz for ν0. Furthermore, our measured value of ν0
= 189.955 768 023(9) THz ≡ 6336.242 388 83 cm−1 agrees
to within two standard deviations with the high-precision

Fourier-transform spectroscopy measurement, 189.955 769
9(15) THz ≡ 6 336.242 451 cm−1 reported by Miller and
Brown,33 though the measurement presented here has an un-
certainty that is more than two orders of magnitude smaller.

V. CONCLUSIONS

Comb-linked, frequency-stabilized cavity ring-down
spectroscopy (CL-FS-CRDS) has considerable potential for
the measurement of molecular transitions for use as secondary
frequency standards. This technique is readily applicable for
measurements of line positions and pressure shift parame-
ters and can produce secondary frequency standards at wave-
lengths where weak line intensities preclude sub-Doppler
saturation spectroscopy measurements. In addition, CL-FS-
CRDS will be a powerful tool for metrology-level, comb-
linked measurements of other spectroscopic line parameters
(e.g., Doppler widths, pressure broadening parameters, and
line intensities). Particularly exciting applications are antic-
ipated in field of molecular thermometry and optical mea-
surements of the Boltzmann constant.
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